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FROM THE DEAN

A

Please mark your calender for the

USC LAW SCHOOL’S
s I conclude my final term as dean, Barbara

GALA CENTENNIAL DINNER

and I extend our deepest gratitude to all who have made the past
twenty years so enjoyable and rewarding. Since there are literally
thousands to whom we owe our thanks, a message of appreciation

Saturday, June 10, 2000

could be very long indeed. But a lengthy listing would, of course, be

Pardee Way • USC Campus
This dinner is in lieu of the spring

cumbersome and would inevitably and inadvertently omit some

Annual Dinner Dance

significant people. So, let’s keep it short.

in addition

We have been blessed with significant support and encourage-

A SALUTE

ment from faculty, staff, university administration, graduates and

BARBARA

donors. We have been blessed to be a part of an academic

FOR

20

AND

TO

SCOTT BICE

YEARS OF THEIR

DEANSHIP

community dedicated to mutual respect for differences and diversity.

Sunday, September 10, 2000

And, we have been blessed to be a part of an institution with rock

Alumni Park • USC Campus

solid commitments to scholarly excellence, teaching effectiveness,
public service, professionalism and high ethical conduct.

More information at www.usc.edu/law/centennial
or e-mail us at centennial@law.usc.edu

The past twenty years have been a true joy for us. We are deeply
grateful for the opportunity that we were given to serve our school.
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A CENTURY

OF

FACULTY THOUGHT

AND A

LAW SCHOOL PERMANENT

IN

NATURE

“

Permanence speaks of endurance; nature or character—for the historian, at

least—speaks of an accumulation and distillation of experiences over time which
mark the culture of a place. A faculty in its longevity, teaching, and scholarship

BY JOHN G. (TOM) TOMLINSON, JR.

defines the permanent nature of the law school.

Jones and others after 1962 — George Lefcoe, Martin
Levine, and Christopher Stone — to name but three, the
sum of their lives on the faculty now exceeds 100 years.
Faculty at the Law School have been the primary
shapers of the place, not only by their idiosyncratic personal styles — their dress, phrasing, mannerism — but
also their understanding of how the law is to be taught
— its pedagogy, as well as the subject of pedagogy, and
the contents of what is taught, and the relationship of
law to society; theirs is the collective intellectual influence which defines and endures.

George H. Smith

William Burby

ince 1900, when the University of Southern
California announced that it was offering
courses in legal education, more than 100
persons have taught law at USC as full-time
professors over the past century; it is the collective faculty, working with ambitious students and supported
by generous graduates, who have shaped the culture of
USC Law School. As the University celebrates 100
years of legal education during the year 2000, it is
appropriate to honor the faculty whose work as teachers and scholars has transformed USC Law School into
one of the important American academic legal
communities.
Attempting to describe the work and influence of
more than 100 professors over 100 years in a brief article promises an inventory list of persons and years
taught. Rather than create lists, this article identifies
three people who are, and one course, which is representative of important intellectual and pedagogical orientations which define the academic atmosphere and
work of the Law School. Visiting the representative
lives and thought of George H. Smith, William Burby,
John Bradway, and one course out of the curriculum —
Law, Language, and Ethics and the persons who created
the course — illuminates the evolution of this law
school over the past century.

S
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Intellectual Adventures

John Bradway

A Law School Permanent in Nature
At its wobbly inception in November 1896, the Los
Angeles Law Students Association heard their invited
guests — attorneys James Brown Scott and Curtis
Dwight Wilbur — encourage them in their ambitious
enterprise of founding a law school in Los Angeles
which might become “permanent in nature.” Two years
later, a group of leading Angelenos incorporated the Los
Angeles School of Law and hired Scott to be dean and
law professor. George H. Smith was one of Scott’s first
faculty recruits. In 1900, the University of Southern
California commenced offering courses in law through
the Los Angeles School of Law and at the end of the
1900-1901 term, USC awarded its first seven law
degrees. A handful of Los Angeles law students had
indeed succeeded in launching a law school “permanent
in nature.”
Permanence speaks of endurance; nature or character
— for the historian, at least — speaks of an accumulation and distillation of experiences over time which
mark the culture of a place. A faculty in its longevity,
teaching, and scholarship defines the permanent nature
of the law school; faculty endure. For example, William
Burby taught law at USC for 38 years, Paul Jones for 40;
and, as for the generation of faculty who followed Burby,
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The Most Learned Man
Shortly after the turn of the last century, Henry O’Melveny proclaimed his old friend George Hugh Smith “one
of the most learned men in California.” Like most
attorneys of that era, Smith (1834-1915) learned law as
an apprentice; unlike many of his contemporaries,
Smith graduated from college. In Los Angeles since
1869, Smith joined the successful law practice of
Andrew Glassell and his partner, one of the little city’s
leading firms. A year later, he married Glassell’s widowed sister whose son apprenticed with Smith and
joined the firm in 1878.
Smith was also an engaged public citizen. In 1887
and 1888, he served as a state senator. During the late
1880’s, Smith, along with Henry O’Melveny and other
local attorneys helped revive the Los Angeles County
Bar Association; Smith was a trustee of that organization, and helped create other southern California civic
institutions as well. Again with Henry O’Melveny and
others in 1898, Smith helped incorporate and was a
founding trustee of the Los Angeles School of Law; on
two separate occasions, he taught: from 1898 to 1900
and from 1908 to 1910. From 1900 to 1905, Smith
served as a Supreme Court Commissioner, a post which
affirmed his reputation as an important legal thinker
and prepared him for a term as Justice of the California
Court of Appeals, Second District from 1905 to 1907.
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While on the bench in 1905, he wrote 54 opinions. Had
he done nothing more, Smith’s accomplishments would
merit our attention as an important early builder of legal
institutions in Los Angeles.
ut there was more. Smith was a nationally recognized scholar of prodigious output with a publication record comparable to many then writing
about legal education, and the philosophy of law. His
books included Elements of Right and of the Law (1887),
The Law of Private Right (1890), A Critical History of
Modern English Jurisprudence: A Study in Logic, Politics, and Morality (1893), The Theory of the State (1895)
and Logic, or the Analytic of Explicit Reasoning (1901);
The Theory of the State won a cash prize from the venerable American Philosophical Society. From 1886 until
his death in 1915, Smith published 17 articles in the
American Law Review, arguably the most prestigious
law journal in the country at that time; five articles
appeared elsewhere. A photograph of Smith in the frontispiece of the American Law Review’s March/April
1908 edition put a face on the mind which had contributed so prolifically to the Review’s pages.
Throughout his oeuvre, Smith demonstrated a
broadly educated mind; he was at home with the classics and he read Greek and Latin. Outlines of his
courses in jurisprudence and American common law
offered at the Law School suggest the scope of his
knowledge; students in Smith’s classes expected to
study the legal thought of Aristotle and Plato, of the
Roman jurists, Hobbes, Locke, Hume, Leibnitz, Grotius,
Kant, Savigny and leading nineteenth century jurisprudential thinkers as well. Smith also taught comparative
jurisprudence and constitutional law.

B

wo themes knit together the corpus of Smith’s
published works: the need to reorder American
legal training and the need to recenter law and
legal decisions in reason and moral principles. The first
issue considered where legal education should take
place; the second considered what should be taught and

T
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scattered courses utilizing case books. Coinciding with Burby’s 1926 arrival, case
materials became part of the way law was taught and learned to the present.

“

Soon after Bill Burby made the case method the lingua franca of

the Law School, John Bradway expanded its vocabulary; Bradway
moved the teaching of law from the case book to the streets.

how. On the first topic, Smith had plenty of company;
after 1890, growing numbers of legal mavens — such as
James Brown Scott — argued to make legal education
the province of law schools and universities rather than
the uncertain ways of legal apprenticeship. In 1890
there were 60 law schools in America; a decade later
there were 102; Smith, who learned law in Virginia via
the apprentice system and wrote disparagingly thereafter about the experience, recognized in this movement
and the foundling USC Law School confirmation of his
thinking.
On the second issue, however, Professor Smith and
his dean James Brown Scott, were formidable opponents. Scott, with two degrees from Harvard and a law
degree from Heidelberg University, possessed the most
formally educated legal mind in the city. His years at
Harvard persuaded him that the correct way to teach
law was by the case system. The case method, the
reflected teaching style advanced by Christopher
Columbus Langdell, founding dean of the Harvard Law
School in 1870. In the Los Angeles Law School’s 1898
catalogue, Scott advised prospective students that the
prevailing form of “instruction will be conducted
according to what is known as the ‘case system.’ ” To
underscore the message, Scott recommended that students “wishing a clear understanding of the case system” would be rewarded by reading Harvard law professor Eugene Wambaugh’s “admirable work,” The Study
of Cases (1892).
An apostle of Langdell, Scott understood that the case
system was about both case and system; cases were the
primary material of legal study while system suggested
the method by which cases were to be studied by students; and, through the process of eduction – the
Socratic method – professors would determine what students were thinking about a case. For Langdell, written
appellate cases were the primary source material for
legal study and research; judicial opinions made law.
The law library, then, was the laboratory for legal education; the library was to law what the laboratory was to
the study of chemistry and physics; in clear language,

6
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A glance at the USC Law School catalogues before Burby arrived indicates only
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Langdell asserted the study of law through cases was science. To abet this scientific inquiry into law, Langdell
published the first of many casebook collections in
1871. Langdell’s years as dean of Harvard Law School
reshaped the way Harvard taught law and the American
legal academy as well; when Harvard law school
sneezed, American law schools caught cold.
ith the verve of the Confederate cavalry
officer that he once was, Smith charged into
Langdell’s arguments. His chief salient
assaulted the case system on moral grounds but he also
questioned the case method in the name of pedagogical
efficiency. In the classroom the Socratic method was
slow going; at best, it was suitable for degree-wielding
students — Harvard students. When Smith commenced
his teaching life in 1898, the Los Angeles Law School
accepted students who were at least 18 years old and
who could demonstrate that their previous education
prepared them to study law; by comparison, Harvard
was only admitting students with college degrees. The
typical law student in Smith’s classes had not attended
college. So, for practical pedagogical reasons, the case
system was unsuitable for his students. But in “The
True Method of Legal Education” (1890), Smith rejected
Langdell’s case system because of its pretensions to be a
science. Langdell’s claim for law as science, as the application of inductive thought in search of general principles without regard to moral principles was for Smith
untenable. For Smith, law emanated from fundamental
issues of morality and reason, neither of which he discerned in the thinking of his Harvard-trained contemporaries. For reasons of pedagogical efficiency and morality,
Smith chose not to teach law at USC using the strict
assumptions of Langdell and his followers. An eclectic
approach using the works of legal philosophers, lectures,
illustrated with cases from law as well as from literature
and the classics informed Smith’s legal pedagogy;
glimpses of early USC Law School catalogues suggest
that most of his faculty colleagues followed his example.
Despite his convictions, intellectual courage, and the

W
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today as the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles. At USC, clinical courses have
been an integral aspect of the law curriculum for 72 years.

temporary victory at USC of his teaching philosophy,
Smith’s understanding of the nature of law and legal education was overrun by the Langdellite siege on the legal
academy; by 1915, the assaults of the Harvard men prevailed on behalf of the case method. The same year, Smith
died at his desk in 1915; several local obituaries noted he
was editing another work at the moment of death.

“

USC Law School understands that law is part of a comprehensive

social context, rather than an institution studied distant from personal
and broad social influences.

shows Burby already in the well dressed mufti that was
his emblem at USC. After Michigan, Burby taught in the
law schools of Notre Dame from 1922 to 1924, and the
University of North Dakota from 1924 to 1926. In 1926
Burby joined the USC law faculty as its second full-time
faculty member. With Robert Kingsley, Charles Carpenter, Stanley Howell, and Orville Cockerill, Bill Burby
secured the case method as the prevailing means of
studying law at USC.

“

“

It is noteworthy that the clinic Bradway founded at USC in 1928 continues

course of nearly four decades he also taught trusts, bills
and notes, torts, and common law pleading. Two of his
protégés — Shelden Elliott LLB ‘31, LLM ‘32, and Henry
Springmeyer JD ‘30 — succeeded so well with Burby and
his colleagues that they returned to the faculty by the
mid-1930’s; Elliott emulated his mentor in his teaching
method and as active author of monographs on the
administration of justice, legal education, and legislation in addition to case books.

“Do You Believe in the Case Method?”
After meeting with a group of faculty in Dean Orrin
Evans’ office on the first floor of the old law school
building in 1964, Martin Levine, a freshly minted Yale
Law School graduate, applying for an academic appointment, was approached in the hall by the venerable
William Burby. Burby posed one question to Levine:
“Do you believe in the case method?” “Yes, I do,”
Levine guessed. “Good,” replied Burby, who then left
the bewildered Levine to wonder how such a clipped
exchange about the case method could apparently yield
so much satisfying information. For Burby, who seemed
to live in and for the question, it was the only question
that mattered; he had staked his entire law school career
— 56 years in all, 38 of them at USC Law School — on
teaching via the case method.
William E. Burby (1893-1982) did not plant the seed of
the case method at USC but he was connected to Scott’s
missionary work. Ten years after Scott left Los Angeles,
he was teaching law in Washington D.C. and serving as
the founding general editor of the American Casebook
Series, the teaching tool of the Langdellites. An early
recruit to Scott’s Casebook Series was University of
Michigan law professor Ralph W. Aigler, whose two volume work, Titles to Real Property, appeared in 1916 and
went through many editions.
One of Aigler’s brightest students, William E. Burby,
graduated from the Michigan Law School in 1922. At
Michigan, two features of his later life at USC were evident: his intelligence — he graduated Order of the Coif
— and his penchant for bow ties; a graduation picture
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glance at the USC law school catalogues before
Burby arrived indicates only scattered courses
utilizing case books. Coinciding with Burby’s
1926 arrival, case materials became part of the way law
was, and is, taught and learned. As if to give a friendly
evaluation of his former student’s commitment to the
case method, Professor Aigler taught at USC Law School
during the summer sessions from 1931 to 1933. Aigler
needn’t have worried; Burby routinely used his mentor’s
property case book in his classes. For those students
who learned law at USC during Burby’s tenure, mention
of his name conjures up recollections of the case method
and a demanding Socratic inquiry. Perhaps every law
school has its version of Professor Kingsfield, the
demanding, feared yet revered law professor in the film
and television series, Paper Chase; in the memories of
many USC law graduates, that man was William Burby.
Within five years of his arrival at USC, Burby was
also a contributor to the American Casebook Series.
Evidence of his teaching methods exists as early as 1931
with his syllabus of cases on community property; two
years latter, Burby’s Cases on Community Property
joined the list of his Michigan law school mentors; a
forth edition appeared in 1955. By 1943, Burby published his first Hornbook on Property Law; and, in 1946,
he found a publishing niche for his famous bar review
course. Subjects in this series included criminal law,
property, evidence, business law and a general refresher
text for students preparing to take the bar examination
While Burby made his professional mark chiefly as a
professor of property and community property, over the

A
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The Most Notable Experiment
Soon after Bill Burby made the case method the lingua
franca of the Law School, John Bradway expanded its
vocabulary; Bradway moved the teaching of law from
the case book to the streets. John Saeger Bradway (18901985) joined the faculty in the summer of 1928 to establish a legal clinic at the law school. In Bradway, then
Dean Justin Miller found the nation’s foremost proponent of integrating a practicum into the American law
school curriculum. Bradway’s notion that a legal clinic
was both an exercise in altruism, as well an important
means of learning, won the attention of a contemporary
ABA report. It declared Bradway’s work as the “. . . most
notable experiment [in legal education] is the legal aid
clinic of the University of Southern California Law
School.”
The notion of a legal clinic derived from late-nineteenth century developments in medical education,
which invented medical clinics as a means of injecting
practical experience into classroom instruction. Medical students, working under the supervision of practicing physicians, attended to poor patients in local clinics
and hospitals. By 1910, several law schools including
Harvard, the University of Minnesota, the University of
Denver, and particularly Northwestern were experimenting with the medical school model, establishing
legal clinics for the poor managed by practicing attorneys who supervised law students.
John Bradway, a 1914 graduate of the University of
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Pennsylvania Law School, found his life’s work in the
legal clinic model. Inspired by his deep Quaker social
conscience, Bradway’s legal training launched him into a
national role as chief spokesperson for the national legal
aid movement. Secretary to the National Association of
Legal Aid Organizations, he directed the Philadelphia
Legal Aid Society from 1914 to 1920 while teaching at
the Pennsylvania Law School and School of Social Work.
radway spent just three years at USC but his
work has endured for more than seven decades;
a prolific writer, he authored scores of books and
articles on law and social work, the bar and public relations, and legal clinics. At the center of his oeuvre are
five essays published in the Southern California Law
Review between 1928 and 1931 on the nature, organization, administration, and educational value of a clinical
law school course. Collectively, they became the handbook for law school legal aid clinic programs throughout
the country. While Bradway’s keen social agenda imagined that the USC legal clinic might stimulate a student’s social conscience, he fully understood that such a
clinic needed to find justification as part of a law school
curriculum. For Bradway, the course — open to third
year students — was a means of demonstrating the interconnectedness of legal theory and practice which were
“not and ought not to be considered separate things.”
Evidence of the union of theory and practice occurred
every weekday afternoon and on Saturdays at the northeast entrance of the Law School building; here clients
seeking counsel entered the law school, climbing the
stairs to the second floor where they met with two thirdyear law students; this simple inclusionary gesture distinguished USC’s legal aid clinic from others. At the
University of Minnesota clinic, for example, students
went into the city to meet clients. Solomon Rosenbaum
‘30, describing himself as a callow third-year, recalls the
experiences gained with live clients as among the most
valuable in his life as a law student. The legal clinic
course provided students with the opportunity to synthesize practice and theory.

B
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Law, Language, and Ethics, first offered in the Fall 1965 semester, is perhaps

the most distinctive feature in USC’s legal curriculum. . . it reflected an innovative
thematic departure from the way law was taught during the previous 65 years.

LL&E professors in the early years. . .

Scott Bice

Christopher Stone
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William Bishin

Ronald Garet
USC LAW • SPRING 2000

“

Law, Language, and Ethics captured the imagination and critical support of other

faculty and the dean. . . Members of the present faculty have taught the course since its

“

1965 inception. . . academics with deep knowledge of diverse fields such as philosophy,
economics, psychology, religion, history, gerontology, medicine, and philosophy.

And today. . .

Ronald Garet

Nomi Stolzenberg

Christopher Stone
USC LAW • SPRING 2000
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fostered speculative thought about the law, as well as the traditional “law stuff” which was
and is an integral aspect of all American legal education.

In 1931, Bradway followed Justin Miller to Duke Law
School where he continued his life’s work by establishing
a similar clinic. At USC, Leon David oversaw the clinic
until 1934, when Shelden Elliott ‘31, a Bradway student,
provided guidance until 1942. It is noteworthy that the
clinic Bradway founded at USC in 1928 continues today
as the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles. At USC,
clinical courses have been an integral aspect of the law
curriculum for 72 years. Bradway’s scions include such
clinical experiences as the Post-Conviction Justice Project. After retiring from Duke in 1959, Bradway moved to
the faculty at California Western Law School in San
Diego where he taught clinical law. Five years later Bill
Burby joined Bradway on the Cal Western faculty.

An Entirely New Approach
Law, Language, and Ethics, first offered in the Fall 1965
semester, is perhaps the most distinctive feature in
USC’s legal curriculum; now an integral, still vigorous,
yet well domesticated element in the Law School’s catalogue, its appearance 35 years ago was questioned and
challenged for, in the language of professors William
Bishin and Chris Stone, it reflected an innovative thematic departure from the way law was taught during the
previous 65 years. The entire Law School community
was mindful of the importance of this unfamiliar curricular offering. Student editors of the Summer 1965
issue of the Southern California Law Review gave lead
placement to Bishin’s announcement of the course; it
was not only a new course, opined the editors, “but also
an entirely new approach to our legal education.” Then
Dean Orrin Evans was convinced he needed to explain
this new course. He addressed Law School graduates in
word and print explaining — and defending — with clarity and conviction Law, Language, and Ethics as the representative component in the redirection of the law
school curriculum.
The appearance of Law, Language, and Ethics culminated a several year discussion at USC prompted by pro-
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fessors George Lefcoe and advanced by Bill Bishin. The
underlying assumptions of the course Bishin articulated
in a tidy, compelling four page precise published in the
Fall 1965 Southern California Law Review. Bishin, elegantly educated in philosophy at Columbia University
and in law from Harvard, argued that Law, Language,
and Ethics evinced “this law school’s determination to
offer a course dramatizing the relevance and utility of
significant philosophical thought in the solution of
problems faced every day by lawyers, judges, legislators.” The venerable place held in legal education by
the case method and Socratic dialogue notwithstanding,
Bishin proposed that the most challenging legal education would draw from the thinking done in related
fields: sociology, linguistics, anthropology, economics,
science, and mathematics; all, he asserted, possessed
information, methods, and insights that would inform
the law student of the late twentieth century. All legal
disputes — sans legal language, Bishin maintained, were
finally enduring philosophical problems about “the
nature of reality, problems of knowledge, the functions
of language, the requisites of morality, the meaning of
the good life, the ends of society.” Bishin’s compelling
statement about the importance of an interdisciplinary
approach to legal education found in Chris Stone a likeminded thinker. Their collective understanding found
expression in the casebook Law, Language and Ethics:
An Introduction to Law and Legal Method (1972); at
USC, this case book represented a reshifting of legal
education. Like its pedagogic sibling, the legal clinic,
the class, Law, Language, and Ethics, also served to
broaden the way the law is taught.
he course and casebook created by Bishin and
Stone did not occur in isolation; indeed, Law,
Language, and Ethics was representative of
changes which captured the imagination and critical support of other faculty and the dean. Moreover, the casebook did not launch the “entirely new approach” to legal
education at USC; rather, it secured it. Members of the
present faculty have taught the course since its 1965

T
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USC Law School. . . had become an exciting, especially imaginative place which

For 100 years, it has been the faculty which has made “intellectual adventures”

the permanent nature of legal education at USC. It is an honorable legacy.

inception; in addition to Bishin and Stone, Scott Bice, Ron
Garet, and Nomi Stolzenberg have challenged first year
students to think outside of the legal box. Moreover, the
course announced and anticipated the interdisciplinary
and multidiscipinary orientation of many faculty; the
current faculty includes academics with deep knowledge
of diverse fields such as philosophy, economics, psychology, religion, history, gerontology, medicine, and philosophy. Seminar topics offered during the second and third
years underscore the interdisciplinary interests of the faculty. USC Law School understands that law is part of a
comprehensive social context, rather than an institution
studied distant from personal and broad social influences.

Intellectual Adventures
In a 1968 obituary written in memory of Harold
Solomon, author David Riesman noted that USC Law
School, whose faculty included the late Solomon, had
become an exciting, especially imaginative place which
fostered speculative thought about the law, as well as
the traditional “law stuff” which was and is an integral
aspect of all American legal education. Riesman celebrated USC for its effort to balance theory and practice,
and to investigate both with an interdisciplinary prod.
This daring attempt to provide new ways of understanding law had the promise of providing, in Riesman’s
words: “intellectual adventures.”
The notion makes for a wonderful summary of the
representative collective impact of George H. Smith,
William Burby, John Bradway, and the course Law, Language and Ethics. Through their collective and thoughtful concern about the nature of legal education, the need
to balance theory and practice in legal teaching, the
commitment to an interdisciplinary understanding of
the law, and the belief in the importance of scholarship,
these figures honor and celebrate a century of faculty
thought. For 100 years, it has been the faculty which has
made “intellectual adventures” the permanent nature of
legal education at USC. It is an honorable legacy.
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JOHN G. (TOM) TOMLINSON, JR.
is Associate Dean at the Law
School, where he is writing its
centennial history. His
responsibilities include major
gifts and planned giving
activities central to the
“Campaign for the Second Century.”
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cott H. Bice
CONCLUDES TWENTY-YEAR
TERM AS DEAN

SCOTT H. BICE '68, the USC Law School graduate who went on to become one
of the school's most popular and longest-serving deans, will officially end his stewardship of the Law School and return to teaching effective June 30. "Scott is the
consummate teacher, scholar and administrator," said USC President Steven B.
Sample. "On all levels, he has brought the law school to national prominence
through his visionary and inspiring leadership. His leadership will be missed."
Dean Bice, who has the third-longest tenure of a currently seated dean at an
American Bar Association-accredited law school, has surpassed the usual length of
service for a law school dean in the United States, which, according to the ABA,
is less than five years. Appointed in 1980, Dean Bice succeeded The Honorable
Dorothy W. Nelson, who had been his long-time mentor.
During what is referred to as “the Bice years,” the Law School nearly doubled
the size of its facility and completed three successful fund-raising campaigns. The
current $50 million campaign is expected to conclude this year, making it the
most successful fund-raising effort in the school's history. In addition, the Law
School's endowment has increased nearly twenty fold. With a market
value now exceeding $100 million, its endowment is among the
nation’s ten largest private law school endowments. An integral part
of the campaign's success can be attributed to Dean Bice's on-going
relationship with graduates of the Law School.
Dean Bice has overseen the school's continued rise from a
"The Law School, under
regional institution that drew most of its students from Southern
the direction of Dean
California to a nationally recognized institution that draws about
two-thirds of its students from elsewhere. At the same time, the
Bice, has been creating
school expanded its reputation for interdisciplinary legal scholarship, building strong programs in law and economics, law and
stakeholders for the past
humanities, and clinical education. During Dean Bice's tenure, the
number of endowed faculty positions – a key indicator of a school's
twenty years."
ability to compete for top faculty – grew from four to 29. In the
sharp-elbowed world of legal academics, Bice is known for his con- THE HONORABLE
flict-deflating management style, which quickly became one of the
CANDACE D. COOPER '73
school's most effective tools for recruiting new faculty.
Faculty twice talked Dean Bice out of stepping down – once at the
end of his first 10 years in office and then again in 1995, after he finished serving a third five-year term. In a recent interview with the
USC Chronicle, Dean Bice explained, "It's nice when your colleagues appreciate
what you're doing. I've found the dean's job rewarding and stimulating, and obviously I liked it, because I stayed a long time. But I think institutions benefit from
having a change in leadership from time to time. You hope that all the good things
that have been accomplished continue, but fresh eyes are going to see new opportunities and see new directions that could be undertaken."
Dean Bice earned his B.A. and J.D. at USC, where both his parents - Virginia S.
and Fred H. Bice - attended college. A law professorship in their names exemplifies the family's deep connection to USC.
After leaving the deanship, Dean Bice will take a one-year sabbatical. In addition to returning to research activities, he and his wife, Barbara, plan to spend
more time on their powerboat, cruising south to Mexico in the winter. As they set
sail for a well-deserved vacation, the well wishes and gratitude of an entire law
school go with them.
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The tributes which follow have been excerpted from those published in the 73 Southern
California Law Review 197 (2000). They represent a small sample of the many colleagues
who have stepped forward in recent weeks to express their admiration and appreciation
for one of the Law School’s most popular deans.

THE HONORABLE DOROTHY W. NELSON writes of her colleague and

THE HONORABLE CANDACE D. COOPER '73, states, "Dean Bice, with a wit

friend, "I have known Scott as a student, a faculty colleague, and as my Asso-

and charm that I failed to recognize or appreciate as a student in his course on

ciate Dean for Academic Affairs. As a student, he was admired by our faculty

Federal Courts, has captured and retained the loyal support of the Law School

for his rapier intellect and uncompromising integrity. . .

alumni. . . Since 1974, I have watched with amazement as

He so impressed the faculty that it supported unani-

Dean Bice, with Barbara Bice at his side, engaged in a most

mously his clerkship application to Chief Justice Earl

awesome display of alumni development for the Law

Warren of the United States Supreme Court, for whom he

School I have ever witnessed. Their combined schedule of

"During the Bice years, the

served during the 1968-69 term. Chief Justice Warren told

alumni-related functions and customary school functions

"For twenty years, individually

School of Law has been nurtured

me that Scott was one of the finest and ablest clerks ever

must require sophisticated computer support to keep

to serve him. When I became dean of the Law School, it

organized and up to date. I was both a witness and a vic-

and in a variety of groups, and

and fortified to meet the challenges

took little urging on my part to convince the faculty

tim of this remarkable campaign. . . I graduated from the

in many different contexts,

of the future. In the process, Scott

recruitment committee to invite Scott to join our faculty.

Law School fully expecting to maintain a cordial but

Although it was rare to offer one of our graduates such a

arms-length relationship with the University and the Law

faculty members have again and

position during the early stages of his or her career, there

School. Principally due to Scott and Barbara , I have "mor-

again found Scott worthy of

was no hesitation to extend such an offer to Scott. Scott

phed" into the more traditional USC alumni model. . . The

their trust, and in consequence,

was a great and committed teacher, an extraordinary

Law School, under the direction of Dean Bice, has been

scholar, using interdisciplinary techniques to shed light

creating stakeholders for the past twenty years."

Bice has left an enduring personal
legacy, bringing honor not only to
his profession but also to the entire
USC University community."

they have repeatedly given it to
him. I have never known him to

on social problems of the highest significance. . . They
quickly voted him an award for outstanding teacher of

PROFESSOR LARRY SIMON, holder of the H.W. Arm-

- THE HONORABLE

the year. . . Scott was the natural choice for dean when I

strong Professorship in Constitutional Law, describes

DOROTHY W. NELSON

assumed my position as judge of the United States Court

Dean Bice's unique relationship with the Law School fac-

of Appeals. He has continued to expand the faculty and

ulty, "The main symptom of the faculty's regard for Scott

has attracted a productive and collegial group of scholars

is captured by one word: Trust. For twenty years, individ-

that provides intellectual leadership and evidences the

ually and in a variety of groups, and in many different

abuse the gift."
- PROFESSOR LARRY SIMON

mutual respect that is essential for a true academic community. I was espe-

contexts, faculty members have again and again found Scott worthy of their

cially pleased that he continued and expanded international faculty exchanges

trust, and in consequence, they have repeatedly given it to him. I have never

and conferences with countries such as Israel, China, and Great Britain. . . In

known him to abuse the gift. The faculty's trust in Scott has been based on its

sum, during the Bice years, the School of Law has been nurtured and fortified

assessment of his talent and character. Two of his most salient characteristics

to meet the challenges of the future. In the process, Scott Bice has left an

are easy enough to describe: He is very smart and very honest. The third and

enduring personal legacy, bringing honor not only to his profession but also to

most important is harder to capture in a word or phrase but I would put it this

the entire USC University community."

way: He has conducted the deanship in a way that has consistently and substantially sustained and enhanced faculty self-image and morale."
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N E W S F R O M T H E L AW S C H O O L

DOROTHY R.

RAY R. GOLDIE ‘57

Reaffirm Commitment to Law School
Through $250,000 Gift

Reception Celebrates Establishment of
Arthur Manella Scholarship Endowment As
Fund Tops $100,000 Mark

Dorothy R. and Ray R.
Goldie ‘57, have continued their ongoing
philanthropic support
of the Law School
through a $250,000
gift in support of their
endowed scholarship
fund. Established in
the spring of 1997,
The Ray R. Goldie and
Dorothy R. Goldie
Scholarship for deserving law students has
Dorothy and Ray R. Goldie ‘57
served as a fitting
expression of the couple’s commitment to legal higher education.
Mr. Goldie’s ties to the Law School reach back more
than four decades. Originally the owner of a successful
appliance business, he left his well-established career in
order to pursue his dream of becoming an attorney.
When the enterprising businessman entered USC Law
School in 1951 as a special admission student, he
already had a wife and four children. His expertise in the
business arena soon translated into success at his new
endeavor; he served as associate editor of the Southern
California Law Review, graduated in the top ten percent
of his Law School class and was elected to the Order of
the Coif. Meanwhile, his wife, Dorothy, was also making her mark at the Law School, which was to continue
to play a central role in their life together. Addressing a
need she saw both in herself and others, she soon managed to successfully launch the first support group for
student spouses at USC Law School.
Having completed his Law School studies, Mr.
Goldie began a successful legal career as a deputy attorney general for the State of California. Following his
tenure, he established a large, well-respected practice in
the Inland Empire.
Dedicated philanthropists, the Goldies have shared a
long tradition of dedication to Mr. Goldie’s alma mater.
From their first gift to the University, which was made
while Mr. Goldie was still a law student, to the increasingly generous expressions of support throughout the
decades, the couple has continued to share both their
time and resources. Their latest contribution to The Ray
R. and Dorothy R. Goldie Scholarship serves as further
expression of their belief in, and commitment to, legal
education and the unique role it plays in our society.

A champagne reception celebrating the establishment of the
Arthur Manella Scholarship
Endowment was held at the Law
School on Tuesday, October 12.
Established in 1985 as a scholarship fund by the law firm he cofounded, Irell & Manella LLP,
the endowment, which now
tops $100,000, honors Arthur
Manella ‘41, whose Law School
Arthur Manella ‘41
ties spanned over fifty years.
In speaking of Mr. Manella, Dean Scott H. Bice
expressed his admiration for both the man and his
career. He stated, “Arthur Manella was a shining example of the highest standards of our profession. He was a
model of excellence and integrity. We are so proud that
his splendid career and distinguished achievements are
being memorialized through this endowment.”
Judge Nora Manella ‘75, brought remarks from the
Manella family, while Ken Heitz and John Fossum
spoke on behalf of the Irell & Manella law firm.
Born in Canada to immigrant parents, who later ran
a grocery store in Los Angeles, Mr. Manella was the first
in his family to attend college. Graduating first in his
class, he was to become known to fifteen subsequent
years of Law School students as the source of the
“Manella Case Summaries.” Awarded a Brandeis Scholarship, he attended Harvard University in 1942, where
he received an LL.M. in Taxation. His immediate family
would later establish their own ties to his alma mater.
His son, David Manella ‘74, and daughter, Nora Manella
‘75, were proud graduates of the Law School. His wife,
Nancy Manella, earned a BA and MA from USC, as well.
After graduation, Mr. Manella worked in the Department of Justice Tax Division before joining the Los
Angeles firm, which was to bear his name. In 1948, he
was instrumental in creating the Law School’s Annual
Institute on Federal Taxation, which continues today.
Furthers Dean Bice, “The Institute is simply one of the
most successful continuing legal education programs in
the country, and his leadership was instrumental in its
success. I was always deeply impressed by Art’s commitment to excellence, and by the gracious and generous style he brought to all his endeavors.”
The Arthur Manella Scholarship Endowment will
award two scholarships annually: one to the top student
after the first year, and one to the top student after the
second year of law school.
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The Gift That Lasts a Lifetime
The successful Campaign for the Second Century generated many inquiries concerning ways of making gifts
to the Law School. The following briefly outlines some of the options available for charitable giving.

The Gift That Lasts a Lifetime
OUTRIGHT GIFTS
An outright gift can be made of cash or any asset of marketable value, including real estate, stocks, bonds, collectibles, and art. From a tax perspective, the best assets
to give are those that are highly appreciated. Outright
gifts maximize deductions while minimizing taxes.

The Gift That Lasts a Lifetime
GIFTS IN TRUST
Many people still need the income an asset produces. A
charitable remainder trust allows a lifetime gift while
avoiding capital gains tax and reducing current income
taxes, in addition to providing an income for the life of
the donor and spouse. Donors choosing this option often
wish to divest themselves of the management
headaches associated with certain assets, such as stocks
or real estate. USC offers a full array of trust options.

The Gift That Lasts a Lifetime

School while reducing or even eliminating estate and/or
gift taxes when assets are passed on to their children or
grandchildren. With a lead trust, a donor transfers assets
into trust for a designated period of time, usually no
more than twenty years. During the trust term, income
is paid to the Law School in support of specific programs
selected by the individual donor. At the termination of
the trust, all assets are given to the remainder beneficiary, usually the children or grandchildren. Tax laws
make it possible to reduce or eliminate all estate and gift
taxes through a charitable lead trust.

The Gift That Lasts a Lifetime
L I F E E S TAT E I N R E S I D E N C E
OR SECOND HOME
This charitable giving option allows donors to create an
immediate income tax deduction by deeding a residence
or second home to the Law School. They do this while
retaining the legal right to live in the home for their lifetime. Their lifestyle and living location remain consistent but because they have made a gift, they are allowed
an immediate income tax deduction to offset current
income. In this way, the asset is effectively removed
from their estate for estate tax purposes.

ANNUITIES
An annuity is a contract with the University, which
pays income to a donor and spouse for their lifetimes.
Guaranteed by USC, it offers income for life with
reduced income taxes, whereby a portion of each payment remains tax free. People looking for a fixed, stable
income guaranteed for life may find annuities very
attractive. Usually only liquid assets, such as stocks,
bonds, or cash, are used to fund annuities.

The Gift That Lasts a Lifetime
LEAD TRUSTS
A charitable lead trust offers high net worth individuals
the opportunity to make a substantial gift to the Law
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The Gift That Lasts a Lifetime
GIFTS BY WILL OR
REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST
This kind of gift has been the mainstay of charities
throughout the world for centuries. Any gift to USC
Law School through a will or revocable living trust is
100% deductible under the estate tax. Gifts may be designated for an endowment or specific program, in accordance with the donor’s wishes.
Information on all of these charitable giving options, as well
as simple bequest language, is available by calling John G.
(Tom) Tomlinson, Associate Dean, at (213) 740-6143.
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OF

COUNCILORS WELCOMES NEW MEMBERS

T

he USC Board of Councilors, which has served for
the past three decades in an unparalleled advisory
capacity to the president of the University, is an
integral component of the on-going success of the Law
School. In contrast to other USC support groups, which
draw their membership from the ranks of USC graduates
only, the board has always consisted of both graduates of
the University, as well as those who obtained their
degrees from other prominent institutions.
The Board of Councilors formally meets two times
annually, but considers various aspects of the Law
School's operations throughout the year, to offer suggestions on issues ranging from endowments to continuing
education efforts. The Board of Councilors continues to
be an important, vital body dedicated to the continued
success of the Law School as it celebrates its centennial.

The Board of Councilors is proud to announce the
appointment this year of four new members, all of
whom are Law School graduates: Jean Murrell Adams,
Hodge L. Dolle, Stephen P. Rader, and Robert L. Skinner.

Jean Murrell Adams '86

Jean Murrell Adams '86, heads the litigation department
at DreamWorks SKG. In that capacity, she oversees all
pre-litigation and litigation matters relating to DreamWorks' theatrical, television, and home video divisions
worldwide. An active member of numerous bar associations, she is a former officer of the Black Women
Lawyers of Los Angeles and the Black Women Lawyers
Foundation. She has also served on the Los Angeles
County Bar Association Commercial Law and Bankruptcy Committee and the State Bar of California Ethnic
Minority Relations Committee.

Hodge L. Dolle '61, has served as chief counsel in
numerous eminent domain and inverse condemnation
jury trials in California, Nevada, and Texas, representing
both property owners and government bodies. His
numerous professional and civic affiliations include his
position as vice chair of the Los Angeles City Board of
Zoning Appeals; his appointment by Los Angeles Mayor
Riordan to the Mulholland Scenic Parkway Design
Review Board; his membership as a fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers; and numerous American
Bar Association committees.
Stephen P. Rader '81, is the co-founder of Rader Reinfrank Investors, which manages a private equity fund
providing long term capital, management support and
financial expertise to emerging growth companies in the

Robert L. Skinner '90, is executive vice president of the
Towbes Group, Inc., where he concentrates his practice
in complex business litigation, and construction and
real estate law. He also serves on the board of directors
of Montecito Bank & Trust and was named as its General Counsel in 1998. Among his many charitable
endeavors is his service on the boards of directors of
Camerata Pacifica, the Boys and Girls Club, and the
development committee of the Santa Barbara Zoo.

Hodge L. Dolle '61

Stephen P. Rader ‘81

Robert L. Skinner '90

"I believe that I bring to the Board a

“I believe the simplest way to express

“My personal debt to USC Law

"My legal education has served me well,

unique perspective, which has been

my philosophy of giving to the Univer-

School is considerable. Although I

proving invaluable in my present endeavors

enhanced by my role as a mentor and

sity is to say I'm in good company. The

no longer practice law, my legal

as Executive Vice President of The Towbes

employer of USC Law School students,

University of Southern California has

education is an integral part of my

Group, Inc., a real estate development com-

particularly minority and women. I am

always depended heavily on loyal

success as a venture capitalist. I am

pany in Santa Barbara, and as a member of

very proud of the part I have played in

alumni for funding. Judging from our

honored to be on the Board of Coun-

the Board of Directors and General Counsel

their lives. This appointment is a great

growth and ever-increasing reputation

cilors and look forward to the

of Montecito Bank & Trust. I feel both priv-

honor for me and I am looking forward to

for excellence, it is clear that our

opportunity to participate in the

ileged and honored to be a part of the Board

making a significant contribution both to

contributions are in good hands."

life of the Law School.”

of Councilors and look forward to serving

the Board and the University at large.”
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communications, telecommunications, media and electronic commerce industries. Prior to his founding of the
company, he was the managing director of Chartwell
Partners, a private investment firm controlled by A. Jerrold Perenchio. He also currently serves as director of
OneSoft, TelePacific, and eMind.com.

the University in that role."
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CHARTING THE COURSE

JUDGE ROSEMARY BARKETT EXPLORES “HOT TOPICS” OF JUDICIAL
ACTIVISM AND JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE IN 1999 ROTH LECTURE

A SPECIAL MESSAGE
BY

T

he Honorable Rosemary Barkett,
judge of the United States Court of
Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit,
addressed what she deemed two of the
“hottest topics of the legal moment,” as she
delivered the Lester Roth Lecture on Thursday, October 7, 1999 in Town and Gown.
In her lecture, Judge Barkett explored the
dual concepts of judicial independence and
activism, which tend to be treated “entirely
separately - as though one concept has
nothing to do with the other.” According to
Judge Barkett, current interest in judicial
independence, as evidenced through the
abundance of symposia on the subject
including the most comprehensive one,
USC Law School’s Judicial Independence
and Accountability Symposium on November 20-21, 1999, is partially the result of the
prior “hot topic of choice,” judicial
activism. Although Judge Barkett is quick
to explain “concerns and complaints about
judicial independence or activism are not
new in our history,” she was nonetheless
surprised at their coverage in the media. In
a review of the popular press, Judge Barkett
discovered that the two topics are rarely
discussed together and that each of the
areas was “value-laden” with judicial independence being perceived as “good,” and
judicial activism as “bad.” In her estimation, these labels can be partially attributed
to the use of judicial activism as a “conclusionary catch-all label for ‘bad’ judging,
assuming a never stated preexisting definition that would somehow be commonly
understood.” Alluding to what she deems
“the demonization of this phrase,” Judge
Barkett believes that the phrase judicial
activism has come to be accepted without
question as “the equivalent of bad judicial
action when, in fact, every judicial action
operates within a range of ‘activism.’”
Judge Barkett encouraged the audience to
challenge and ultimately dispense with
labels, stating, We have for too long now
cheated ourselves of meaningful debate by
permitting facile but empty phrases to take
the place of sustentative conversations.”
Currently presiding judge of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the 11th Circuit, Judge
22

Barkett was the state of Florida’s first
female chief justice. Born in Mexico, Judge
Barkett became a U.S. citizen before
embarking on a career teaching elementary and junior
high, primarily as a member of
a religious teaching order. She
graduated summa cum laude
from Spring Hill College
(1967) and received her J.D.
from the University of Florida
Law
School,
Gainesville
(1970), where she was honored
as outstanding senior graduate. Following only eight
years of private civil and trial
law practice in Florida, she
was named to Florida’s fifteenth judicial circuit in 1979.
Three years later, she became
the administrative judge of the
court’s civil division, and one
year later, the court’s chief
judge. Her career as an appellate judge began with her
appointment in 1984 to the fourth district
court of appeal. After only one year, she
became a justice of the Florida Supreme
Court and in 1992, became the state’s first
female chief justice, a position she held
until her appointment by President Clinton
to the United States Court of Appeals in
1994. A highly respected jurist known for
the incisiveness of her questions at oral
argument and the scholarly sophistication
of her judicial opinions, Judge Barkett has
received many distinctions, including seven
honorary degrees and more than a dozen
prestigious awards, which include the ABA
Minority Justice Award, the Distinguished
jurist Award from Mississippi State University, and the Latin Business and Professional
Women Lifetime Achievement Award.
The annual Roth lecture is a tribute to
the life and career of The Honorable Lester
W Roth, 1895-1992, former presiding justice
of the California Court of Appeal for the
Second Appellate District. The lecture is
one of a series funded by the Louis and Florence Cohen Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation of Los Angeles.

FROM THE

ACADEMIC DEAN

SCOTT ALTMAN, FRED H. & VIRGINIA S. BICE PROFESSOR OF LAW AND ASSOCIATE DEAN

A

Judge Barkett
believes that the
phrase judicial
activism has
come to be
accepted without
question as “the
equivalent of bad
judicial action
when, in fact,
every judicial
action operates
within a range
of ‘activism.’”
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s USC Law School celebrates Scott
nology (such as fast computers with large
Bice’s 20-year deanship, many will
monitors, and well-designed web pages
pay tribute to his accomplishments
where they can find applications to the
as a scholar, administrator, fund raiser,
school, class schedules and materials, and
leader, teacher, and friend, and will hightheir grades), specialized courses, and indilight the important role that Barbara played
vidualized advice on studying and test-takin these endeavors. I want to add my own
ing. Of course, providing these services
voice to those who thank Scott.
requires hiring more administrators, which
USC Law School would not be the extraincreases tuition costs and heightens stuordinary center of learning and scholarship
dents’ expectations even further. Part of
that we all know today without his long and
Scott Bice’s success as a teacher and dean
effective leadership. His contributions can
has been his skill in treating students as
“Many of us who
be seen in virtually every facet of the instituconsumers when it is appropriate, insisting
tion. I want to emphasize one contribution
that we give them effective and respectfully
work at USC
that fortunately will continue for many years
delivered services. At the same time, he
consider Scott
- Scott Bice’s accomplishments as a teacher.
does not treat students as consumers in the
I regret never having been a student in
classroom. He neither presumes that stuour teacher
one of Scott’s classes, which, by all accounts,
dents know best what they need to learn,
because he has
are extraordinary. Although many USC Law
nor defers to student requests for convehelped us to grow
faculty are popular and effective teachers,
niently packaged and easily digested lecScott Bice is praised more than any other
tures. Scott Bice provides students with
and flourish in
teacher here for his combination of clarity
what, in his judgement, they need - chalour own careers.”
and creativity. Students respect Scott for
lenges at every turn.
demanding that they work hard, while
We also face occasional pressure to treat
– Scott Altman
inspiring them to accomplish their best. His
students as reputational enhancements.
Torts class (which he has taught every year
With the various law school ratings fosterof his deanship) has been described as an ideal way to learn ing competition for students with high LSAT scores, and
effective legal argument and case analysis. Students leave many schools directing their admissions and other polihis class with a better understanding of professionalism, cies toward the ratings, one might lose sight of our duties
having seen its virtues so clearly manifest in their teacher. to our students and to the profession. Scott Bice’s
Those students lucky enough to be assigned to Scott’s instincts as an excellent teacher have made him a sucTorts class are not the only ones who see his skills and com- cessful administrator for facing such challenges. Because
mitment as a teacher. All of us at USC - students, faculty, Scott never loses sight of our teaching mission, he recogstaff, administrators, and alumni - have benefited from nizes that selecting the best students and providing them
Scott’s teaching. He has provided us with lessons in how to the best education could often be compromised by caterlive honorably, motivate others, think carefully, disagree ing to ratings. Although our national ratings have in fact
agreeably, and most importantly, how to teach well.
been quite good, Scott has not emphasized them. Rather,
This last lesson has become increasingly difficult. he has been a national leader in resisting this temptation
Good teaching has always required the skills Scott Bice and focusing on our academic goals.
Finally, many of us who work at USC consider Scott our
exhibits - careful listening, organized presentation, imaginative and lively questions, an intuitive feel for what oth- teacher because he has helped us to grow and flourish in our
ers understand, and demonstrations of respect for stu- own careers. By giving us his trust and support, he has
dents. Lately, however, teachers must also struggle to allowed many of us to learn new skills and to pursue seemingly impossible goals. But for Scott’s kindness and encourtreat students as students, rather than as consumers.
Students often present themselves as consumers. With agement, I would not have succeeded so well as a scholar,
tuition at many private law schools over $25,000 per year nor, more recently, have found a way to serve the school so
and rising, students expect more than knowledge and happily as associate dean. I know that I am hardly alone in
skills for their money. They want services, ranging from feeling this way among those who work here.
On behalf of all Scott Bice’s students - in the classroom,
job counseling and assistance in finding suitable positions
(not just in California but nationwide), to excellent tech- and elsewhere - thank you for all you have taught us.
USC LAW • SPRING 2000
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SPOTLIGHT ON THE LIBRARY

SPOTLIGHT ON CAREER SERVICES
BY

LISA MEAD, ASSISTANT DEAN

T

he Law School’s Career Services Office has been
responding aggressively to the dynamic legal
market of the 90s. Throughout this decade the
hiring needs of most legal employers have fluctuated
dramatically. Over the last several years, most law firms
have been cautious in hiring new associates, however, in
the past year many firms have begun expanding their
ranks again. In fact, in 1998, the California law firm hiring market was the strongest it has been in several years
with the number of first-year associates hired up by
eight percent. Legal services offices and government
agencies have similarly experienced funding cuts and
staffing freezes or reductions in the 90s. During this
unstable period, an increasing number of students and
graduates have also demonstrated interest in non-traditional opportunities such as tax and marketing consulting, social services, and financial and insurace services.
OUR STUDENTS

Following the trend of exploring diverse interests,
more of our students are seeking non-traditional opportunities in addition to jobs in law firms, government
agencies and public interest law offices. To more adequately address the changing market as well as the
interests of our students, the Law School has continued
to diversify the Career Services Office. We have added a
second attorney-counselor to our staff, Lori Shead 95,
and we have expanded our resource library to include
more information about non-traditional opportunities.
We have also increased the variety of workshop and
training opportunities provided to students. With the
advancements in information technology, we are now
sharing career opportunities and job search information
with students via e-mail, and the students are selecting
interviews with employers via the world wide web. We
have also placed a greater emphasis on encouraging and
supporting students gaining practical educational experiences and academic credit through internships in
judges’ chambers, government agencies, and public
interest law offices.
In addition to the assistance the staff is providing to
students, we highly value the long-standing USC Law
School tradition of graduate support and involvement in
our programming. We hope you will consider helping
our current students and new graduates by participating
in or utilizing the following services:
Career Panels & Training Workshops are conducted for
students throughout the school year and the speakers are
selected predominantly from USC Law School graduates.
Alumni Mock Interview Program is conducted in
early fall to assist students in preparing for on-campus
interviews.
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BY

Alumni-Student Mentor
Program coordinated by
the Development and
Graduate Relations Office,
provides students with an
opportunity to have lunch
with a lawyer practicing in
a field similar to the student’s desired practice area.
The Law School encourages graduates to provide
more educational andmentoring opportunities for the
Lisa Mead
student(s) with whom they
are matched.
On-Campus Interviews are conducted twice a year,
spring and fall. We invite large and small firms, corporations, government agencies, public service organizations as well as other employers to participate in these
interview programs to hire summer help or new
attorneys.
Resume Collections are conducted free of charge for
employers who, based on their specific hiring needs,
would prefer to receive student resumes collected by
our staff.
Currently Available Positions are advertised free of
charge to employers. Employers may post available
positions for students, new graduates, lateral hires, inhouse counsel, public service, and non-traditional job
opportunities. These postings are disseminated by our
office on a regular basis.

BRIAN RAPHAEL, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR,

GABRIEL & MATILDA BARNETT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CENTER

New Library Name
Last fall, the Law School Library was
renamed the Gabriel and Matilda
Barnett Information Technology
Center and The Asa V. Call Law
Library. The new name recognizes
the generosity of Matilda Barnett,
who presented the Law School last
year with a $1 million gift subject to
trust. The gift was given to honor
her late husband, Gabriel Barnett,
who attended USC and the Law
School from 1922 to 1924. The new
name of the Library also reflects the
importance of and the need for both
electronic and traditional (print)
sources of legal and non-legal information in this technological age.
Dunning Foundation Gift
Over the years, the Dunning Foundation has provided generous support
to the Library and Law School,

AND THE

ASA V. CALL LAW LIBRARY

endowing
both student
scholarships
and a vital
book endowment, which
was created in
1995 to help
build upon the
Library’s
existing print
collection.
Brian Raphael
The Dunning
Foundation
has also generously funded many
technology projects in the Law
Library and the Law School. In
December 1999, the Dunning Foundation continued its tradition of
philanthropy to the Law School by
presenting the school with a gift of
$88,000. A substantial amount of
this gift went to increase the Dun-

ning Book Endowment, bringing its
corpus to $200,000. The remainder
of the gift will be used this summer
to create an additional multimedia
classroom, complete with an
instructor’s computer, a ceilingmounted data projector, speakers, a
VCR, a compact disk player, a cassette deck, and a permanent transparency projector. As in the other
classrooms renovated with instructional technology, professors teaching in this classroom can control the
equipment by a wireless mouse and
an easy to use LCD touch panel
located at the instructor’s desk. A
growing number of faculty members
at the Law School are using classroom instructional technology for a
variety of purposes, including Powerpoint
presentations,
showing
instructional and interactive videos,
as well as online demonstrations.

The Law
Library
proudly
displays its
new name.

OUR GRADUATES
The Law School also has a strong tradition of continuing service to its graduates. The Career Services Office
maintains this valuable relationship by providing an
array of services such as:
The Graduate Employment Bulletin, mailed out each
month, includes a variety of job listings for attorneys.
The Resource Library, provides the most up-to-date
job listings and career resource information.
Reciprocity Agreements with other ABA-approved
law schools.
Resume and Cover Letter Review, in addition to
Career Counseling Appointments.
Please let us know how we can help you and, as you
determine your hiring needs for summer or part-time
law clerks, and full-time, part-time or temporary attorneys, please consider using the Career Services Office as
a resource to facilitate the recruitment of highly qualified individuals.
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SPOTLIGHT ON CLINICAL PROGRAMS

T

he variety of clinical programs available to USC
Law School students
enriches their course of study. In
accordance with the State Bar of
California’s student certification
program, live-client clinics allow
law students to represent clients
in state and federal courts under
the supervision of clinical faculty
members Michael Brennan, Lee
Campbell, Carrie Hempel, Denise
Meyer, Noel Ragsdale, and Stacey
Turner. During the fall of 1999,
more than 100 students participated in the Law School’s clinics.
BUSINESS LEGAL ADVICE CLINIC
Director: Professor Noel Ragsdale

This year, The Business Legal
Advice Clinic has expanded to ten
students. The clinic provides advice
and counseling to small businesses
in the area of employment law in
conjunction
with the USC
Business Expansion Network.
In addition, the
clinic has now
partnered with
Matrix, a project
of the Southern
California AssoNoel Ragsdale
ciation of Philanthropy, and is
providing similar advice and counseling to a dozen non-profit agencies
located in the Vermont/Manchester
and Hyde Park communities adjacent to campus. These non-profit
agencies provide vitally- needed services in a variety of areas, including
pre-natal care/counseling, mental
health, medical/dental care for children, substance abuse/AIDS education and counseling, child care, afterschool programs, and job training
and counseling.
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CHILDREN’S ISSUES CLINIC
Director: Professor Lee Campbell

Students in the Children’s Issues
Clinic work in the program all year.
An example of their work is the
Adoptions Project, in which students
represent clients
wishing to adopt
children who are
wards of the
Dependency
Court and, in
most cases, in
foster care. Some
of the prospective
adoptive
parents are the
Lee Campbell
foster
parents
with whom the children are already
living, and some are members of the
children’s extended families. USC
Law School students represented 22
families in the adoption of 37 children over the past year. Although
this program started as a voluntary
effort, the high need for such representation coupled with its popularity
with law students, has made it a permanent part of the Children’s Legal
Issues Clinic.
POST-CONVICTION JUSTICE PROJECT
Attorney Supervisors:
Professors Michael Brennan, Carrie
Hempel, Denise Meyer, and Stacey
Turner, clinical teaching fellow.

This past summer, students in the
Post-Conviction Justice Project won
a major victory on behalf of Pamela
M., a client at
the California
Institution for
Women. Ms. M.
was convicted of
petty theft, with
a prior in 1994,
for stealing used
gardening tools
worth approxiMichael Brennan
mately $24.00.

For this offense,
she received a
sentence of 25
years to life in
accordance
with the “Three
Strikes” law.
Ms. M. is a
client with a history of substance Carrie Hempel
abuse problems
with several past convictions for drug
use and related minor theft crimes. In
1980, Ms. M. was convicted of
shoplifting. Because she had a knife
in her purse during the crime, this
offense was counted as one strike in
1994. In 1988, she received her second strike when she shoplifted a saw,
considered to be
the weapon used
in the offense.
The Project
filed Ms. M.’s
habeas petition
in winter 1999,
claiming
that
Ms. M.’s attorney was ineffective because he Denise Meyer
did not adequately raise the defense of voluntary intoxication, even though the
evidence showed that she was
extremely intoxicated at the time of
the offense. After a three-day evidentiary hearing in July, 1999, Los Angeles Superior Court Judge Dudley
Grey found that Ms. M.’s sixth
amendment right to effective assistance of counsel was violated, and
set aside her conviction. The Project
was then able to negotiate a plea bargain for Ms. M.
so that she will
be released from
prison in 2001.
Project students
are currently representing clients
in two additional
habeas hearings
to challenge conStacey Turner
victions.
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IT’S NEW . . . IT’S NEWS
Pacific Center Faculty Luncheon Series
Offers Wide Range of Topics

Carmel Boerner

Carmel Boerner Appointed
Director of Development
Carmel Boerner has joined the Law School’s Office of
Development and Graduate Relations as director of
development operations. In her new position, she will be
responsible for managing all phases of development
operations.
Ms. Boerner brings nearly ten years of development
and administrative experience with several not-forprofit institutions, including the Museum of Contemporary Art, and most recently, the Greater Los Angeles
Zoo Association, to the Law School. She holds a BS
degree from the University of British Columbia, where
she also obtained her MBA with an emphasis in the
management of non-profit institutions.

Students and Graduates to Benefit From
New JD/MBA Network
A new organization, the JD/MBA Network, founded by
USC law and business students, has recently been
formed. Based on campus, the group is designed to serve
the specific needs of both current dual degree candidates
and alumni, who have already earned business and law
degrees. The Network will be providing student support
through academic and career counseling, while providing alumni with networking opportunities.
For further information, please e-mail the organization
at: jdmba@bus.usc.edu
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The Pacific Center for Health Policy and Ethics, codirected by USC Law Professor Alex Capron, continued
with its monthly Faculty Luncheon series throughout
the fall of 1999. Made possible through the sponsorship
of Dr. Wayne Beemis, a graduate of the USC School of
Dentistry, the series is designed to facilitate interdisciplinary discussion of important ethical issues in health
care, while prompting further collaboration among faculty from diverse academic departments within the University. Offered in the fall were:
“Jekyll in the Courts: Multiple Personality Disorder and
the Law” by USC Law Professor Elyn R. Saks; “Telemedicine Law” by Don Harper Mills, M.D., J.D.; “Doctors,
Drug Companies & Advertising: Where do You Draw the
Line?” by David Goldstein, M.D. and Norman Kachuk,
M.D.; and “Ethical and Administrative Issues Considered in the NIH Guidelines for Fetal and Embryonic
Stem Cells” by Ezra C. Davidson, Jr., M.D.

USC Faculty Working Paper Series Offers
New Electronic Distribution System
The USC Law School Faculty Working Paper Series,
which disseminates drafts of works in progress, is now
electronic. Coordinated by Professor Jennifer Arlen and
distributed through the Social Science Research Network (SSRN), the electronic working paper series
enables Law School professors to share their draft
research papers with a diverse range of people in the
national, as well as international academic communities, who may be interested in both reading and providing invaluable commentary.
Since May, 1999, 1,700 USC papers have been downloaded through SSRN, demonstrating considerable
interest in faculty research. The series also reaches people in fields other than law. Numerous requests for
papers have come from professionals in diverse fields
including political science, business, geography, international relations, geography, and mathematics. International requests for USC Law School working papers have
come from more than a dozen European countries, in
addition to Israel, Canada, Thailand, Hong Kong, New
Zealand, Singapore, and Australia. Since its inception in
1994, the Working Paper series has issued a total of 103
articles by USC professors.
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◆

F R O M T H E FA C U LT Y

Jennifer Arlen’s article, “The Effect
of Federal Sentencing Guidelines on
Penalties for Public Corporations,”
co-authored with Cindy Alexander
and Mark Cohen, has been published
in 12 Federal Sentencing Reporter 20
(1999).
In September, Professor Arlen presented “An Experimental Study of
Endowment Effects and Altruism
Within Organizations,” co-authored
with Professors Matt Spitzer and Eric
Talley, at a conference on Corporate
Governance at UCLA. She has been
named to the editorial board of the
International Review of Law and
Economics and to the committee to
review scholarly papers of the Association of American Law Schools (for
the 2000 competition).
Alexander M. Capron’s chapter on
“Professionalism and Professional
Ethics” appears in the new book,
The American Medical Ethics
Revolution, R. Baker, A. Caplan,
L. Emanuel & S. Latham, eds. (1999),
Johns Hopkins University Press. His
chapter on "Genetic Information and
Insurability: Issues for Health Professionals," was published in The Implications of Genetics for Health Professional Education, M. Hager, ed.,
(1999), Josiah Macy Jr. Foundation.
Professor Capron’s article, “What

Alexander Capron
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Contributions Have Social Science
and the Law Made to the Development of Policy on Bioethics?” was
published in 4 Daedalus 128 (1999).
In October, Professor Capron
spoke on “Medicine and Ethics” to
the 1999 California Chapter Scientific Meeting of the American College of Physicians, in San Diego. In
December, he gave a plenary and a
workshop presentation at the 25th
Anniversary meeting of Public
Responsibility in Medicine &
Research (PRIM&R ) in Boston, and
spoke on U.S. policy on research
with human embryonic stem cells to
the Journees Annuelles of the French
government's National Consultative
Committee on Bioethics.
Erwin Chemerinsky’s article, “A
Permission To Litigate: Sovereign
Immunity Lets States Decide Who
Can Sue Them,” appeared in the
August 1999 American Bar Association Journal. The third edition of his
Federal Jurisdiction treatise was published in 1999 by Aspen Law & Business. Other publications for Professor Chemerinsky include, “Preserving an Independent Judiciary: The
Need for Contribution and Expenditure Limits in Judicial Elections,” in
74 Chicago-Kent Law Review 133
(1999); “Protect the Press: A First
Amendment Standard for Safeguarding Aggressive Newsgathering,” in
33 University of Richmond Law
Review 1143 (1999); and “Balancing
the Rights of Privacy and the Press:
A Reply to Professor Smolla,” in 56
George Washington Law Review
1152 (1999).
During the summer, Professor
Chemerinsky spoke on recent
Supreme Court decisions at the Virginia Judicial Conference, the Michigan Judicial Conference, and the
Tenth Circuit Judicial Conference in
Colorado Springs. He discussed state
constitutional law at the National
Judicial College in Reno, Nevada,
and equal protection under federal
and state constitutions at the ABA
Appellate Judges Conference in

Santa Fe, New Mexico, in August. In
September, Professor Chemerinsky
presented recent developments in
constitutional law at a conference
for staff attorneys for California
Courts of Appeal in San Diego; a
workshop of federal district court
judges in Chicago; the Wyoming
Judicial Conference in Sheridan,
Wyoming, and at state judicial conferences in Indianapolis, Indiana,
Palm Beach, Florida, and Salem, Oregon. Additionally that month, Professor Chemerinsky discussed “The
Coming Term of the Supreme
Court” at a Supreme Court Preview
Conference, which took place at
William & Mary Law School in
Williamsburg, Virginia.
In October, Professor Chemerinsky spoke on the role of the intermediate court of appeals in constitutional interpretation at a program for
federal court of appeals judges at
Notre Dame Law School; on students' First Amendment rights at a
conference at Drake Law School in
Des Moines, Iowa; on judicial independence at a program sponsored by
the American Judicature Society in
Honolulu, Hawaii; and on recent
developments in civil rights law at a
conference in New York City, which
was sponsored by the Practicing Law
Institute. He also participated in a

debate on charitable choice and the
First Amendment at the University
of Pennsylvania Law School.
November appearances included
presentations at the annual meeting
of the Kansas Judiciary in Kansas
City, Kansas; the Council of Chief
Judges, in Santa Fe, New Mexico; a
conference of federal magistrate
judges in New Orleans; and at a symposium at New York University Law
School on privacy and the press. Professor Chemerinsky has been named
by California Governor Gray Davis
to serve on a Task Force on Diversity
in State Government.

Mary Dudziak

Susan Estrich
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David B. Cruz’s article, “Controlling
Desires: Sexual Orientation Conversion and the Limits of Knowledge
and Law,” was published in the July
1999 issue of the Southern California Law Review. In October, Professor Cruz gave a presentation on
“Thomas v. Anchorage Equal Rights
Commission, Religious Exemptions,
and Civil Rights Laws” at the
National Lesbian and Gay Law Association's conference, Lavender Law
1999, which took place in Seattle.
Mary
week
York
photo

L. Dudziak conducted one
of archival research in New
at the UPI/Corbis-Bettman
archive and at the Schomburg
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Library in Harlem in July. The following month, Professor Dudziak
delivered her paper, “The Constitution as Cold War Propaganda,” at the
annual meeting of the Pacific
Coast Branch of the American Historical Association in Maui. She
subsequently presented the paper at
a faculty workshop at Loyola Law
School and at the Legal History
Workshop at the Huntington Library
in November.
In October, Professor Dudziak
spoke on a panel on “The Warren
Court and the Countermajoritarian
Difficulty” at the annual meeting of
the American Society for Legal History in Toronto.
Professor Dudziak has been
appointed to the program committee
for the annual meeting of the Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations, which will be held in
June 2000.

contributor to Fox News.
She spoke on media coverage of
politics at the Alta Conference on
Argumentation in July. Professor
Estrich was the keynote speaker at
the 70th Anniversary Gala of the
Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles
(LAFLA) in Beverly Hills.
Ariela J. Gross chaired and participated on a panel entitled, “Legal
Contestation, Political Order, and
Republican Rhetoric From the Revolution Through Reconstruction in
the United States,” at the annual
meeting of the American Society for
Legal History. The October meeting
took place in Toronto, Canada.
Carrie Hempel took part in a panel
on the subject of sexual harassment
in women's prisons in California.
Sponsored by Amnesty International, the panel was convened in
Ventura, California.

Susan Estrich’s syndicated opinion
articles, such as “What it Takes for
Women to Reach Top in Corporate
America” and “After All It’s Only
Talk,” appeared nationally in newspapers including, The Denver Post
and The Dallas Morning News. In
addition, she continued her monthly
column for American Lawyer Media
entitled, “Portia,” and her work as a

William J. Hoye was appointed chair
of the Subcommittee on Professional
Issues of the Law School Admission
Council. The subcommittee is interested in the professional growth of
law school admissions deans and
directors, and the development of
professional standards in the admissions decision-making process.

Carrie Hempel

William Hoye
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Dean Hoye presented a workshop for
minority law school applicants at
the New York City Law School
Forum in September, and a financial
aid workshop at the Houston Law
School Forum in October.

“The Selection Of Thirteenth-Century Criminal Disputes For Litigation.” In addition, he presented the
paper at Harvard Law School as part
of a conference on The Economics of
Courts in November.

Daniel M. Klerman’s article, “NonPromotion and Judicial Independence,” was published in 72 Southern California Law Review 455
(1999), and his book review, “Review
of The Criminal Trial in Later
Medieval England, by J.G. Bellamy,”
appeared in 31 Albion 273 (1999).
The Social Science Research Network has selected Professor Klerman’s article, “Settlement and the
Decline of Private Prosecution in
Thirteenth-Century England,” for
inclusion in its Top Ten Download
List for Law and Humanities/Legal
History. He also presented the article in July at the Western Economic
Association International annual
conference in San Diego, California.
Later that month, he delivered his
paper, “Judges, Jurors, and Female
Appellants: Private Prosecution by
Thirteenth-Century Women,” at the
Fourteenth British Legal History
Conference in Edinburgh, Scotland.
In October, Professor Klerman
gave an Olin Workshop at the
Georgetown Law Center entitled,

Michael S. Knoll’s article, “Financial
Innovation, Tax Arbitrage, and Retrospective Taxation: the Problem
With Passive Government Lending,”
has been published in 52 Tax Law
Review 199.

George Lefcoe
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Karen A. Lash spent five weeks this
fall in the former Soviet republic of
Moldova, where she helped to establish two law clinics to address
women's and children's legal issues.
Her stay was sponsored by the Central and Eastern European Law Initiative (CEELI), a public service project
of the American Bar Association.
Dean Lash has been named vicechair of the California Access to Justice Commission, which seeks ways
to increase the delivery of legal services to poor and moderate income
Californians. The commission is
composed of judges, lawyers, political appointees and representatives
from California’s religious, labor and
education communities.
In further appointments, Dean
Lash has joined the executive committee of the Association of American Law Schools’ new section on Pro
Bono and Public Service Opportunities, in addition to being named by
Assembly Speaker Antonio R. Villaraigosa to an Urban Policy Advisory Group, which advises the
speaker on issues of importance to
Southern California. Dean Lash and
four colleagues were honored at the
Legal Aid Association of California’s
annual dinner for their role in securing $10 million for legal services in
California.
George Lefcoe’s book, Real Estate
Transactions, has been issued by
Lexis Publishing. It is the third edition of the work. His article, “Prepayment Disincentives in Commer-

cial Securitized Loans,” appeared in
Probate and Property, a publication
of the ABA Section on Real Property,
Probate and Trust Practice. It has
since been chosen as the publication’s best real property article published in 1999.

Jensen, Harvard University and
Oliver Williamson, UC Berkeley. He
also presented “Job Characteristics
and the Form of Compensation” at
the meetings. Professor MacLeod
spoke on“Complexity and Contract”
at Yale Law School in September.

Thomas D. Lyon spoke on “Hearsay
Exceptions” to the Children's Services Division of the Los Angeles
County Counsel's Office in September. Also that month, he gave a talk
to the USC Psychology Department
entitled, “Child Witnesses: The
Meaning And Effect Of The Oath.”
In October, he gave a talk to the Los
Angeles District Attorney’s Sex
Crimes Unit on children's competency and suggestibility, and spoke
on the same subject at the 5th
Annual New Beginnings conference
sponsored by the Los Angeles
County Juvenile Court.
In November, Professor Lyon presented “Developmental Psychology
and the Child Witness” at the
National Judicial College in Reno,
Nevada.

Edward J. McCaffery’s book, Taxing
Women, has been released by the
University of Chicago Press in paperback. His article, “The Missing
Links In Tax Reform,” was published
in the spring 1999 issue of the
Chapman Law Review. “The Burdens of Benefits,” was published in
44 Villanova Law Review 445 (1999).
His op-ed piece, “Tax Spending -Not Work, Savings,” appeared in
August in the Los Angeles Times.
Professor McCaffery’s article, “Real
Tax Reform: The Case For A Progressive Consumption Tax,” appeared in
the December/January issue of The
Boston Review and is also available
on-line.
In October, Professor McCaffery
addressed a group of journalists, policymakers, and congressional staff
members at the Cato Institute in
Washington D.C., as they celebrated
the release of his pamphlet, Grave
Robbers: The Moral Case against
the Death Tax, which was published by The Cato Institute and
later republished in Tax Notes.
Also in October, Professor McCaffery gave a talk on “Domestic Tax
Alternatives” at the 1999 Global
Institute For Taxation's Conference
on Tax Alternatives for the 21st
Century, which was held at the
Marriott Financial Center in New
York City.
In November, Professor McCaffery gave the keynote luncheon talk
entitled, “Post-Millennial Practice:
What To Do If The Death Tax Dies,”
at the USC Trust and Probate Conference at the Westin Bonaventure
Hotel. In further activities that
month, Professor McCaffery discussed public policy issues involving
state lotteries, in addition to moderating a panel on “Current Issues In

Bentley MacLeod’s article, “Job
Characteristics, Wages, and the
Employment Relationship,” coauthored with Daniel Parent, has
been published in Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis Review, 821. His
article, “Job Characteristics and the
Form of Compensation,” authored
with Daniel Parent, has appeared in
Research in Labor Economics 18.
Over the summer, Professor
MacLeod was invited to do a lecture
tour of Scandinavia on his paper,
“Complexity and Contract.” He presented his paper at the Stockholm
School of Economics in Stockholm,
Sweden; the University of Oslo in
Oslo, Norway; and the University of
Bergen in Bergen, Norway. In July,
Professor MacLeod gave the plenary
address, “Cognition and the Theory
of Firm,” at the Western Economics
Association Meetings in San Diego,
as part of a panel consisting of
Harold Demsetz, UCLA, Michael
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State Lotteries and Sports Betting” at
a November symposium entitled,
“Betting on the Future: Taking Gaming and the Law into the 21st Century,” which took place at Cardozo
Law School in New York City.
Throughout this period, Professor
McCaffery continued his work as
issues advisor to the Bill Bradley for
President Campaign.
Denise Meyer attended the Association of Legal Writing Directors Conference in Boston in July, where she
was appointed co-chair of the association's Adjunct & Student Taught
Programs Committee.
Elyn R. Saks’s article, “Competency
to Decide on Treatment and
Research: MacArthur and Beyond,”
co-authored with Stephen H. Behnke
of Harvard Medical School, appeared
in 10 Journal of Contemporary Legal
Issues 103 (1999).
In November, Professor Saks presented a paper on “Capacity in the
Context of Psychosocial Interventions Research with Controls” at a
National Institute of Mental Health
conference in McLean, Virginia.
Professor Saks has been elected to
the American Law Institute (ALI)
and has been appointed consultant to
the Bioethics Unit of the Geriatric

Edward McCaffery

Psychiatry Intervention Research
Center, funded by the National Institute of Mental Health, which is
located at the University of California, San Diego.
Robert M. Saltzman presented a
workshop on affirmative action in
law school admissions at the Law
School Admission Council Conference in Philadelphia, and at the University of Texas-Austin, in October.
Also that month, he chaired a meeting of the Misconduct Committee of
the Law School Admission Council
in Boston.
Dean Saltzman presented a workshop for minority law school
applicants at the Atlanta Law
School Forum, which was held in
November.
Michael H. Shapiro spoke on “The
Technology of Perfection and the
Perfection of Technology,” at an
August conference on Biotech
Futures: Challenges of Life Extension and Genetic Engineering, which
took place at UC Berkeley. Also in
August, he spoke at UCLA, giving a
talk entitled, “Genetics, Human
Behavior, And Criminal Responsibility,” for the 15th Triennial Meeting
of the International Association of
Forensic Sciences.
Professor Shapiro was a speaker
and panelist at a Wake Forest University conference on Genetic Technology: Social Values and Personal
Autonomy in the 21st Century, in
November. His paper covered “The
Impact Of Genetic Enhancement
On Equality.” Also in November,
he discussed “Human Enhancement
and Equality” at the L.A. County
Bar Bioethics Committee's meeting.
The following month, Professor
Shapiro was a speaker for ‘Ethical,
Legal, and Political Issues in
Biotechnology,’ Discovering Biotechnology. Sponsored by the Johns
Hopkins University Institute for the
Academic Advancement of Youth,
the conference was held at the USC
Department of Biological Sciences.
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Dan Simon’s paper, “The Emergence
of Coherence Over the Course of
Decision Making,” authored in collaboration with Professor K. J.
Holyoak, L. Pham, & Q. Le, UCLA,
Department of Psychology, was presented at the Psychonomic Society's
40th Annual Meeting, in November
1999. Professor Simon and Professor
Keith Holyoak, UCLA, Department
of Psychology, presented their paper,
“Advances in Decision Making by
Constraint Satisfaction,” at the Economics, Organization, and Law Seminar, which was held at the
USC Department of Economics later
that month.
Edwin Smith led two breakout sessions on “Humanitarian Intervention” at the member's annual retreat
of the Pacific Council on International Policy, which was held in San
Diego, California, in November.
Nomi M. Stolzenberg participated in
the Working Group on Ethnic Customs, Assimilation, and American
Law, which was sponsored by the
Social Science Research Council and
the Russel Sage Foundation,
in Martha's Vineyard. Professor
Stolzenberg presented her paper,
“Bentham's Theory of Fictions -- A
Curious Double Language,” at the
University of Michigan Law School's
legal theory workshop in November.
Christopher D. Stone’s article, “Fisheries Subsidies, Trade Law and the
WTO Subsidies Agreement,” has
been published by Pacific Economic
Cooperative Council (PECC). Professor Stone had originally presented
the paper at a PECC workshop in
Manila on “The Impact of Government Financial Transfers on Fisheries Management, Resource Sustainability and International Trade.”
During the month of October, Professor Stone presented commentaries at the UC Irvine conference on
The Third Generation of International Environmental Law. Professor
Stone addressed the topics, “Why Is
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There No International Forestry
Law?” and “The NAFTA Environmental Side Agreements: Still 'Soft
Teeth'?”
Eric L. Talley’s article, “Taking the
‘I’ out of ‘Team’: Intra-firm Monitoring and the Content of Fiduciary
Duties,” has been published in 4
Journal of Corporation Law, 24
(1999). His article, “Precedential
Cascades: An Appraisal,” was published in 73 Southern California Law
Review 87 (1999).
Professor Talley presented his
paper, “A Theory of Legal Presumptions,” at a USC Law School faculty
workshop in September. In October,
Professor Talley gave a faculty workshop at Chicago-Kent College of Law
on “Precedential Cascades: An
Appraisal,” in addition to a faculty
workshop on “A Theory Of Legal
Presumptions” for a UC San DiegoUniversity of San Diego Law, Economics, and Politics Workshop. In
additional activities that month, he
spoke on a panel at a conference entitled, The Role of the Corporation in
Modern Society, which was sponsored by the Sloan Foundation and
held at George Washington University in Washington, D.C. In November, Professor Talley presented his
paper entitled, “A Theory Of Legal

Edwin Smith

Presumptions,”at a faculty workshop at the University of Chicago
Law School.
Charles Whitebread’s book, Recent
Decisions of the United States
Supreme Court: 1998-1999 Term,
was published by the American
Academy of Judicial Education. His
book, 1999 Supplement to Criminal
Procedure, has been released by
Foundation Press. Professor Whitebread’s articles, “Recent Criminal
Decisions of the U.S. Supreme
Court” and “Recent Civil Decisions
of the U.S. Supreme Court,” were
published in Court Review, the journal of the American Judges Association, as well as in the Orange
County Lawyer.
In July, Professor Whitebread
spoke at the American Academy of
Judicial Education’s Constitutional
Criminal Procedure Conference in
Charlottesville, Virginia. Throughout
the fall, he delivered his lecture,
“Recent Decisions of the U.S.
Supreme Court,” to a large number of
audiences including, the Minnesota
Continuing Legal Education Conference, which took place at their Criminal Justice Institute in Minneapolis,
Minnesota; the Orange County chapter of the Association of Business
Trial Lawyers; the Arizona Prosecutor's Bench and Bar Conference; the
Wisconsin Public Defender's Bench
and Bar Conference in Milwaukee;
the Washington Criminal Justice
Institute of the Washington State Bar
in Bellevue, Washington; the California Judges Association in Monterey;
the American Judges Association
Annual Meeting in Cleveland, Ohio;
the Mississippi and Arkansas Judges
in Olive Branch, Mississippi; the
Judges of Oklahoma in Oklahoma
City; the Detroit Wayne County
Criminal Advocacy program; and to
Minnesota judges.
Furthermore, during the fall
semester, Professor Whitebread visited a total of 63 law schools to
deliver his popular lecture, “Exam
Taking Techniques.”
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ommitted to presenting the latest in scholarly
trends and research, the Law School annually
offers two workshop series. In both the faculty
and Olin workshops, papers are presented by USC Law
School faculty and other academics from law schools
across the country, in addition to scholars in economics,
philosophy, literature, and diverse fields relevant to the
study of law.
The fall 1999 faculty workshop series, chaired by Professor Daniel Klerman, provided a unique forum for
respected legal scholars to present their articles-inprogress to a discerning and interested audience for
thoughtful commentary and discussion.
Co-chaired by Professors Jennifer Arlen and Matthew
Spitzer, the Olin Workshops series is co-sponsored by
Caltech under a grant by the Olin Foundation. Through
the program, scholars in law, economics, and political
science come to the Law School for periods ranging from
one-day workshops to residencies extending from one

week up through an entire semester. This past fall,
Kevin E. Davis, University of Toronto Law School, and
Kevin A. Kordana, University of Virginia Law School,
were Olin Fellows in residence at the Law School. Other
Fellows included Oliver Hart, Harvard University,
Department of Economics; Chen Lichtenstein, Stanford
University; Douglas Lichtman, University of Chicago
Law School; Eric Posner, University of Chicago Law
School; Canice Prendergast, University of Chicago,
Department of Economics; and Michelle White, University of Michigan, Department of Economics. Spending
one week in residency were Rachel T. A. Croson, University of Pennsylvania, The Wharton School; Yeon-Koo
Che, University of Wisconsin, Department of Economics; Richard Brooks, Cornell University, Department of
Policy Analysis and Management; Lynn Stout, Georgetown University Law Center; and Linda Babcock,
Carnegie Mellon University, John Heinz III School of
Public Policy and Management.

FA C U LT Y W O R K S H O P S
ERIC TALLEY

KEVIN E. DAVIS

Associate Professor of Law, USC Law School

Assistant Professor of Law, University of Toronto and
1999-2000 Olin Fellow, USC Law School

“A Theory of Legal Presumptions”

“The Regulation of Social Enterprise”
KEVIN A. KORDANA
Associate Professor of Law, University of Virginia Law School and
1999-2000 Olin Fellow, USC Law School

“The Finance and Governance of Start-Up Charitable Organizations”

WILLIAM J. NOVAK
Associate Professor of History, University of Chicago

“The Legal Origins of the Modern American State”
NEIL VIDMAR

BARBARA SHAPIRO
Professor of Rhetoric, University of California Berkeley

Russell M. Robinson II Professor of Law
and Professor of Psychology, Duke University

“A Culture of Fact: England 1550-1720”

“Retribution and Revenge in Law and Life: A Social Science Perspective”

OLIN WORKSHOPS
ERIC A. POSNER

RICHARD R. BROOKS

Professor of Law, University of Chicago Law School

Assistant Professor, Department of Policy Analysis and Management, Cornell University

“Implementing Cost-Benefit Analysis When Preferences Are Distorted”

“A Liability Theory of Organizational Structure:
Theory & Evidence from the Oil Shipping Industry”

MICHELLE J. WHITE
Professor of Economics, University of Michigan

“No Fault for Motor Vehicles: An Economic Analysis”

DOUGLAS LICHTMAN
Assistant Professor of Law, University of Chicago Law School

OLIVER HART

“Property Rights in Emerging Platform Technologies”

Andrew E. Furer Professor of Economics, Harvard University

“On the Design of Hierarchies: Coordination Versus Specialization”
RACHEL T. A. CROSON
Assistant Professor of Operations and Information Management,
The Wharton School, School, University of Pennsylvania

“Punitive Damages as an Explanation of the WTA-WTP Discrepancy:
Theory and Evidence”

LINDA BABCOCK
Professor of Economics, H. John Heinz III School of Public Policy and Management,
Carnegie Mellon University

“The Scales of Justice: Effect of Cap Magnitude on the Likelihood
of Pre-Trial Settlement”

CANICE PRENDERGAST

YEON-KOO CHE

Professor of Economics, University of Chicago

Associate Professor of Economics, University of Wisconsin

“Investigating Corruption”

“A Dynamic Model of Holdup and Incomplete Contracts”
LYNN A. STOUT

CHEN LICHTENSTEIN

Professor of Law, Georgetown University Law Center

Graduate student, Stanford University

“The Trust-Building Function of Corporate Law”

“Divided Corporate Counsel”
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◆

FROM THE STUDENTS

Each year, a new group of individuals with varied backgrounds, hopes, and
aspirations from across the nation come together to begin their journey
through USC Law School as a class. . .

Although the names and profiles vary from year to year, each incoming
class is comprised of a group of accomplished, motivated individuals with
a common passion for the law. . .

Tenecia LaZett Pitts. . . Age 26

Anuj Arun Shah. . . Age 29

Norma V. García. . . Age 25

Robert William Bruce. . . Age 30

BS Florida A&M (1996)
Interdisciplinary Graduate Program, Vanderbilt University (1997)
Clinical Research Data Mgr, Vanderbilt Cancer Center Clinical Trials Office

Ph.D. Philosophy, University of Hawaii, Manoa (1999)
Classical Pianist

AB, Govt./Latin American Studies, Smith College (1997)
Community Development Associate, Merrill Lynch

BSAE, Aerospace Engineer, US Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD (1992)
Artillery Officer, US Marine Corps

"Law is many things, but at its best, it resides at the
frontier of the theoretical and the practical."

"(My parents’) experience on the dirt roads of the state
of Guerrero, in the busy streets of Mexico City, and
across the Mexican/US border as immigrants, has been
the impetus behind every academic, social and career
choice I have made."

"I have been referred to in the highly competitive fraternity of Marine Officers as a "go-to guy."

"The study and practice of law will fulfill the goal of a
career which promotes personal and professional
growth."
Hailing from Gray, Georgia, Tenecia comes to law with
a strong and accomplished background in science. She
feels this extensive course of study has provided her
with a firm foundation for successfully pursuing a
career in legal studies. "Both disciplines require the use
of critical, analytical and logical reasoning skills," she
explained. She also considers the two areas similar in
the approach necessary to acquire answers. She furthered, "Science and law both require that one goes
beyond that which is apparent in search of solutions."
Prior to beginning her graduate work at Vanderbilt,
Tenecia studied molecular biology at Florida A & M
University, where she completed her BS degree. Subsequent work at Vanderbilt’s Cancer Center Clinical Trials Office entailed the timely collection and documentation of oncology clinical research data and working
closely with physicians and nurses.
Tenecia welcomes the challenges offered by the USC
Law School program. Instrumental to her decision to
apply to the Law School were the school’s small class
size, outstanding reputation and cultural diversity.
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Although he was born in New York and raised in
Texas, Anuj most closely identifies with India, "where
my heart is." Widely traveled, he comes to USC by way
of Honolulu, Paris and Houston, with an impressive
scholastic resume. Having received his Ph.D. in philosophy last year from the University of Hawaii, he also
holds a B.A. in Sociology from Rice University, certificates of 1st and 2nd degrees in French Language, Literature, and Civilization from Sorbonne, University of
Paris III and IV, and a Masters in Philosophy from the
University of Houston.
Even after fulfilling what, for others might constitute an educational dream, Anuj felt compelled to realize his lifelong dream of a life in the law. "Given my
intellectual as well as social predilections, my personality, and my interests, the time had come for me to
move to a further stage in my life," he noted. "I wanted
practical engagement. Indeed I craved it."
Anuj selected USC because of its offerings in sports
law, international and civil rights law and intellectual
property, in addition to its legal clinics. He was also
attracted to the Law School’s diversity, which mirrors
his own international experiences.
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California-born and raised, Norma always knew that
law was her calling. Her parents’ struggle to survive as
immigrants spurred her quest to create social change,
prompting her to learn the workings of the legal system
during her years on mock trial teams in both high
school and at Smith College. She captured the honor of
Best Advocate by the Orange County Constitutional
Rights Foundation and an Honorable Mention Best
Advocate by the American Mock Trial Association at
the National Competition.
After graduating from Smith, Norma joined the
Southwest Voter Registration Education Project, which
focuses on the political empowerment of Latinos. With
her efforts, the organization registered an unprecedented
10,000 California youth to vote. Her work with Merrill
Lynch included developing strategies for the economic
enpowerment of ethnic communities in Los Angeles
and Orange counties in the areas of affordable housing,
access to capital and small business. Norma chose USC
because of its commitment to social change and the fact
that it will allow her to continue to serve the community in the area she loves the most – law.
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Hailing from the Washington, D.C. area, Robert found
himself in locales as divergent as Albania, the Congo,
Japan and the Persian Gulf during his seven-year stint
as a Marine Officer. His extensive military experience
helped to forge his ability to perform under pressure,
make quick analytical decisions and to solve problems,
while also honing his considerable leadership skills.
Robert feels his somewhat unique background has
prepared him well to deal with the academic rigors of
law school. "Many of the students with whom I prepared for the LSAT were amazed that I was simultaneously able to study graduate level Management Information Systems, Marketing Management, and the
LSAT, while simultaneously training my team of
Marines for our upcoming deployment to the Persian
Gulf," he said.
Studying law at USC seemed a logical choice
because of the strong ties the school maintains to its
graduates. Robert explained: "I know that if I am going
to eventually practice in Southern California, USC is
the place to study. It has a strong reputation among
attorneys and, as I have also discovered this year, facilitates an amazing connection to the professional community through its Career Services Office."
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As these profiles demonstrate, the Fall 1999 entering class is no exception. . .
for it is the strength of these individuals together which will shape and define the
distinctive personality of the Class of 2002.

Ashleigh Aitken. . . Age 29

Daniel Lopez Gonzalez. . . Age 26

Christina Y. Lee. . . Age 23

BA, Secondary Education/History Education Boston College (1997)
Capitol Hill Aide
Washington Furies Women’s Rugby Team Member

Ed.M. Harvard University, H.D.P. (1998)
Mental Health Clinician for Children

B.A., Philosophy and Political Science, University of Michigan (1999)
Peer Educator

"I found myself increasingly frustrated at working
closely with children to lessen the anxiety and fear
they cope with everyday but being unable to change
the legal and economic structures at the root of their
problems."

"I would like to understand the legal institutions of the
society in which we live and what remedies the law
offers for social ills so that I am able to advocate for
those who request assistance."

“I now focus on a law degree as an instrument to
round out my policy experience and as a way to better
prepare me to serve in government."
Born and raised in California, Ashleigh’s readiness to
tackle life and its challenges quickly led her to a
diverse variety of educational and professional experiences. Following college, where she distinguished herself both academically and on the sports field as a 1996
USA Rugby Collegiate All-American, she enthusiastically plunged into the world of secondary education.
After teaching high school in Boston and London, she
headed to Washington D.C., where she thrived for two
years as a Capitol Hill staffer for Minority Leader
Richard Gephardt. She explains: "I have become well
versed in the legislative aspect of government, and I
have tracked bills from committees to final passage. By
working with Members and listening to their stories,
the public policy issues that I had studied became personalized. I now focus on a law degree as an instrument to round out my policy experience and as a way
to better prepare me to serve in government."
The choice of USC Law School was a natural one for
Ashleigh, who has two brothers who are graduates.
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A native Californian, Daniel comes from a family with
its roots in rural Mexico. At a young age, he found
himself challenged to find the resources and strength
necessary to navigate the confusing labyrinth of economic and social difficulties within his community.
After high school, he worked two jobs while attending
community college to supplement his family’s income
when his mother became ill.
Daniel has worked extensively in a variety of education-based social programs. He has been a guidance
counselor for prospective college students at UC Riverside, a vital cog of Harvard’s Research Team on Literacy, a network support counselor at the Massachusetts
Prevention Center and also served as a mental health
clinician for elementary age children at Harvard.
These experiences convinced Daniel to take a proactive approach to bettering the welfare of the disadvantaged via policy change. He sees legal advocacy as the
route for creating social equity.
Daniel made USC his first choice due to its balance
of tradition and innovation, as well as its outstanding
and diverse faculty.
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Christina’s decision to pursue a legal career stemmed
from attending a community service learning project
known as Alternative Weekends at Freedom House, a
temporary refugee shelter for people seeking political
asylum. Moved by the story of a young Tibetan, who
works in substandard conditions for meager wages in
Manhattan restaurants in order to provide for his family back home, Christina began to rethink her own
life’s goals and priorities.
As a Chinese American growing up in New Jersey,
she has long reflected upon the issues of discrimination, racism and sexism. "I see how poor, inner city,
minority communities, and women who are survivors
of domestic violence and sexual assault, for example,
are victims of the institutions in which we live," she
explained. "It seems to me that the law, which governs
these institutions, is at least initially responsible and I
want to understand how issues that begin as social disputes become legal questions and are resolved by legal
reasoning." She hopes to utilize her legal training to
begin to address some of these issues.
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The Class of 2002
Over 3,800 Law School applications were
received for 200 available seats. 3.5 was the
average undergraduate GPA, with a median
LSAT score of 165 for admitted students.

Women . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54%
Minority Students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34%
Number of Undergraduate
Colleges & Universities Represented . . . 64
In California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Out of State . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
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◆

F R O M C O N T I N U I N G L E G A L E D U C AT I O N

FROM

OUR

FALL 1999 LINE-UP:

U

niversity of Southern California Law School and the Beverly
Hills Bar Association co-sponsored the Entertainment Law
Institute’s Vic Netterville Memorial Lectures on Saturday,
September 25, 1999, at Bing Theatre on the USC Campus. Gibson,
Dunn & Crutcher LLP returned as the Institute’s corporate sponsor.
The 45th Annual Institute examined “New Models for the New
Millennium: The Changing Face of Film, TV, Music and the Internet,”
which attracted over 500 professionals from the entertainment industry. The attendees enjoyed a wide range of topics throughout the
morning, including “An Overview of New Technology and Contractual Issues,” “Production, Packaging and Distribution of Feature
Films,” “Television Deals and New Strategic Models,” “Production,
Packaging and Distribution of Music and Records,” and “The New
Role of Agents, Managers and Packagers.” In addition to the morning
program of lectures, the Institute presented a selection of afternoon
panels that allowed for smaller and more interactive presentations and
discussions of topics of particular interest to individuals in the entertainment industry. These afternoon panels addressed “Emerging Contractual Issues in Contingent Compensation for Film and Television,”
“New Delivery Systems Technology for Future Entertainment Products,” The Ethics of Artists, Agents, Managers and Lawyers,” “Music
and Records: The Internet and Electronic Commerce,” and “First
Amendment Issues.”
The Institute’s keynote luncheon address was presented by Peter
Bart, vice president and editor-in-chief of Variety, who discussed
“Leadership Without Leaders.”

2000-2001 Annual Institutes and Conferences

21TH ANNUAL

26TH ANNUAL

COMPUTER LAW INSTITUTE

PROBATE AND TRUST CONFERENCE

Thursday-Friday, May 11-12, 2000
Los Angeles Marriott Downtown, Los Angeles

Friday, November 10, 2000
Westin Bonaventure Hotel, Los Angeles

46TH ANNUAL

ENTERTAINMENT LAW INSTITUTE
Saturday, September 23, 2000
University of Southern California, Bing Theatre
Los Angeles

F R O M T H E G R A D U AT E S

1999 Bar Admission Ceremony Features
Judges John C. Woolley ‘62, and George H. King ‘75

45th Annual Entertainment Law Institute

Peter Bart, vice president and editor-in-chief of
Variety, discussing “Leadership Without Leaders”
at the luncheon

◆

53RD ANNUAL

INSTITUTE ON FEDERAL TAXATION
January, 2001
20TH ANNUAL

INSTITUTE FOR CORPORATE COUNSEL
March, 2001

T

he 1999 Bar Admission ceremony, which offinition for “significant contributions to family law” by
cially marks the end of formal legal studies for
the Orange County Bar Association, Family Law Secthose graduates who have passed the Bar examtion, and the Hon. W. Patrick McCray Award for outination, took place in Bovard Auditorium on Monday,
standing contributions to the legal profession. A longDecember 6, 1999. The Honorable John C. Woolley ‘62,
time supporter of Legion Lex, Judge Woolley has served
and The Honorable George H. King
on the board of directors and is cur‘75, presided over the afternoon.
rently a member of the executive
Sponsored by Legion Lex, the cerecommittee for the Legion Lex
mony formally admitted successful
Annual Fund for the Law School.
candidates to the State Bar of CaliThe Honorable George H.
fornia, the United States District
King is judge of the United States
Court for the Central District of CalDistrict Court for the Central Disifornia, and the United States Court
trict of California, He received his
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. The
B.A. (1971) from UCLA and his J.D.
program began with a call to order by
(1975) from USC, where he graduStudent Bar Association Admission
ated Order of the Coif and served on
Representative Luis Guzman and
the Southern California Law Review
welcoming remarks by Dean Scott
and Hale Moot Court Executive
H. Bice. Dean Bice also made the
Board.
motion to admit applicants to the
Judge King began his judicial
federal courts. A special reception in
career as a United States magistrate
Town and Gown for the graduates
judge for the Central District of Caliand their guests followed the formal
fornia after being voted into office by
program.
the sitting U.S. district judges in
The Honorable John C. Woolley is
1987. He became Chief U.S. Magisjudge of the Orange County Superior
trate Judge in 1994. Nominated by
Court. Appointed by former GoverCalifornia Senator Barbara Boxer, he
nor Edmond G. “Jerry” Brown in
was appointed to an open federal
The Honorable John Woolley ‘62 (left)
1962 and subsequently re-elected
judgeship by President Clinton in
with The Honorable George King ‘75
three times, Judge Woolley serves in
1995. Prior to serving on the bench,
the Santa Ana Courthouse. He
Judge King distinguished himself as
received his B.S. (1959) from California State University
an attorney in private practice with an emphasis on civil
Long Beach and his J.D. (1962) from USC.
business litigation. From 1974 - 1979, he was an assisFormerly in solo practice, Judge Woolley has also
tant United States attorney in Los Angeles. Judge King
served as a city prosecutor and assistant city attorney
has long been deeply involved in teaching, lecturing,
for Garden Grove. His numerous publications cover a
and training within the judiciary. A long-standing memwide range of topics including domestic violence, alterber of Legion Lex, Judge King has also served on numernative dispute resolution
ous bar association comin family law matters,
mittees, and as president
and courtroom mediation
of several local organizain child custody cases.
tions,
including
the
Dedicated
to
public
Southern California Chiservice, Judge Woolley
nese Lawyers Association
has received numerous
and the Los Angeles Chiawards, including recognatown Optimist Club.

USC Law School (Provider number 99) is a State Bar of California approved Minimum Continuing Legal Education provider.
For further information, please call (213) 740-2582 or visit our website at http:// www.usc.edu/law/cle
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THE VIEW FROM HERE

ESTABLISHING LEGAL
CLINICS IN MOLDOVA:
Lessons in Volunteerism and Legal Education
BY ASSOCIATE DEAN KAREN A. LASH ‘87

W

hen I received a call
from the American
Bar Association’s
Central and East
European Law Initiative (CEELI)
asking if I would go to Moldova to
help set up the country’s first
domestic violence legal clinics, I
paused — the project sounded fascinating but, “Moldova?” We
talked at length about the legal
needs of women and children in
Eastern Europe, while I resisted the
temptation to ask if she really
meant “Moldavia,” a country I was
pretty sure I’d heard of.
After we hung up, my Internet
search quickly resolved the confusion. Known as Moldavia during
the Soviet era, this tiny country of
4.5 million nestled between Romania and the Ukraine was renamed
Moldova following its 1991 liberation from the USSR.
Anxious to learn more, I
attempted to acquire a more
sophisticated understanding of the
region’s legal landscape and tried to
initiate e-mail conversations with
some of the Moldovans I would
work with upon arrival. This
effort introduced me to the two
guiding principles for westerners
working in Moldova.
First, it’s almost impossible to
find – in any language – compre-
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hensive materials explaining
Moldova’s civil and criminal justice system, laws or legal education. But learning on the spot
through countless interviews
rather than via advance research
quickly translated into a positive
experience for me. It meant meeting many more wonderful people
with a vast range of perspectives
than I otherwise would have.
Importantly, it also reinforced my
role as advisor – they are the
experts in making new ideas
uniquely Moldovan.
Second, because I speak neither
Romanian or Russian, and few
Moldovan lawyers and other professionals over 30 speak English,
translators are a necessity. CEELI
hired 25-year old Eugene Floya, a
criminal law professor at Moldova
State University Faculty of Law
(since students graduate at the age
of 22-23, he already had several
years teaching experience) to
accompany me to meetings. In
addition to wanting to practice and
improve his English, Eugene translates because he needs the money –
law professors at the public universities earn $35/month (the cost-ofliving is about $75/month.) Virtually all law professors do something to earn extra money. Those
who don’t speak English try to

either teach at another law school,
much to the chagrin of MSU Faculty of Law Dean Yuri Sedletsky, or
maintain a private practice. Unfortunately, a fair number of professors also “sell” high grades. All
students seem to know who takes
cash and who doesn’t, with sales
commonly being referred to as
“income supplement.”
Over the month, we met with
dozens of government representatives, law school deans, university
presidents, law faculty, psychology
professors, students, lawyers,
judges, doctors, Peace Corps Volunteers, representatives from
women’s organizations and
UNICEF, and people at the U.S.
Embassy and USAID. Without
exception, people embraced the
notion of legal clinics in the capital
city of Chisinau (pronounced
“keesh-a-now”) and Balti (pronounced “belts”), a smaller city a
few hours north. By the time I left,
a remarkable coalition of individuals and organizations had collaborated to lay the essential foundation for the clinics. Local law
school deans had all agreed to permit students to satisfy law school
practicum requirements by volunteering at the clinics. We codrafted a nuts and bolts clinic manual covering volunteer selection
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and evaluation procedures, volunteer training and ethical responsibilities contained in the recently
adopted Law of the Republic of
Moldova on the Legal Profession.
Directors and supervising attorneys
were selected as we arranged for
office space, determined budgets
for furniture, and secured agreements for publicity and outreach
strategies including use of free
radio announcements, newspaper
ads, and distribution of information
by community-based NGOs,
women’s health centers, and Peace
Corps Volunteers. We also designed
“know your rights” presentations
on women’s and children’s legal
issues to help educate lay audiences on legal options. Before I
left, a Domestic Violence Legal
Issues brochure we wrote together
with leaders in the domestic violence field was being distributed by
the Dalila Center, a women’s
health clinic in Chisinau.

languages must be simultaneously
learned. I felt a twinge of panic
with each initial encounter as I listened for clues on whether to greet
someone with the Russian
“zdrastvuytye” or the Romanian
“buna ziua.” Indeed, once at the
ballet I made the dreaded mistake
— after paying for my program and
thinking I had heard the woman
use Russian I thanked her with
“spasiba.” For what seemed an
eternity, she loudly castigated me
for using Russian at one of
Moldova’s prized cultural venues.
I also took note when the Balti
Vice Mayor greeted me in
Moldovan in the lobby, but spoke
the obviously more familiar Russian in her private office. These
lessons also meant that we had to
ensure that all our materials be
available in both languages, and
that care be taken to address language and cultural differences
when training volunteers to work
with battered women.

What follows are just a few of the
observations and discoveries that
made this trip so fascinating and
one of the best professional
experiences of my life:

Life for the Westerner

T

Tensions between Ethnic
Romanians and Russians

S

ince independence in 1991,
the country’s name change
was only one in a series of
decisive actions Moldovans took
to “De-Russify” their lives and
reclaim the majority ethnic
Romanian culture. Moldovan
(basically Romanian) was declared
the official national language by
the new government, relegating
Russian, previously the language
of the government and the educated, to second-class status. The
Cyrillic alphabet, which the Soviets had imposed on the Romanian
language, was also rejected. Every
former “Lenin Boulevard” had
been renamed in honor of Stefan
cel Mare, a 15th century
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Top: Street signs now prominently feature
Latin letters -- Cyrillic is barely legible
Middle: Until 1991, Lenin’s statue
dominated Chisinau’s main boulevard
Bottom: After independence, Moldovan
national hero Stephan cel Mare’s image
replaced Lenin’s throughout the country

Moldovan hero. Even the country’s “break-away region” of
Transnistria, with its self-declared
Stalinist government, is a response
to concerns of the predominately
ethnic Russian and Ukrainian population east of the Dniester River
who fear being treated unfairly by
the new democratic and majority
Romanian population.
For visitors, these tensions pose
unique problems. Phrases in both

he capital Chisinau has a
small town feel — with a
population of under 1 million, it was less than a week before
every walk down Stefan cel Mare
Boulevard resulted in seeing someone I knew. Chisinau is the only
part of the country where western
influence and prosperity are obvious. Home to two McDonalds,
Benetton, an Adidas store, and a
handful of small western-style grocery stores, there are western
European and U.S. name brands
sold in some of the larger stores
and a growing number of businesses that take credit cards. U.S.
and British music blares from business establishments. But even on
the main thoroughfare there are no
street lights whatsoever, the sidewalks are dangerously uneven, and
most buildings have no heat or air
conditioning.
The city is fascinating in its
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own right — Stefan cel Mare Boulevard is perfect for people watching
and there are numerous museums,
cathedrals and beautiful parks. A
bi-monthly “cultural calendar” of
the extraordinary number of activities includes opera and ballet. Food
is excellent, and plentiful for
tourists, who can dine at dozens of
traditional or western-style restaurants in Chisinau. The most popular attractions are the Moldovan
wineries. The most famous,
Cricova, boasts the world’s largest
wine cellar with its lavish tasting
rooms and more than 80 miles of
underground tunnels (dug by prisoners during the 1950’s) with names
such as “Cabernat Way” and “Pinot
Street.” Honored with hundreds of
international awards for their
wines, cognacs and champagnes,
Moldova supplied the bulk of wine
consumed in the former Soviet
Union. I was also told frequently
with obvious pride that Queen Elizabeth special orders her favorite
Cricova red wines each year.

new laws to establish the independence of the central bank and the
framework for both the financial
sector and foreign investment.
However, lagging structural
reforms in the energy and agriculture sector, and pension reforms,
have impacted relations with the
IMF and the World Bank and
harmed economic recovery. Even
Congress recently reduced the
USAID budget, the primary source
of CEELI’s funding for law reform
efforts throughout Central and
Eastern Europe.

Women’s Issues

D

Economy and Poverty

O

ne student told me somewhat provocatively, “We
are not poor but we have no
money.” With no mineral deposits
but a favorable climate and good
farmland, Moldova depends heavily
on agriculture, featuring fruits, vegetables, wine and tobacco. Under
the Soviets, the farming collectives
in the largely agricultural economy
used heavy equipment like tractors
– but individuals without resources
to purchase or maintain such vehicles now resort to the far less productive hand plowing. All oil, coal
and natural gas must be imported,
largely from Russia. After the
breakup of the Soviet Union, constant energy shortages contributed
to the sharp production declines
and the seemingly insurmountable
debt, which threatens the country’s
future.
As most government employees
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earn below the cost-of-living, corruption is the norm. Several times
we were pulled over by police officers who simply accept payment
for “fines” on the spot. It is not at
all uncommon for employees to go
six months without getting paid —
similarly, pensioners who get a paltry $7 or $8 a month only occasionally receive their checks.
Many workers get paid in their
employer’s product – perhaps toasters or bags of sugar.
Despite the difficulties, some
economic reform has occurred:
price liberalization and privatization, land reforms and restructuring of Soviet era collective farms,

espite societal support for
traditional gender roles and
the resulting discrimination, a resurgent and powerful
women’s movement seems firmly
rooted and evolving in ways U.S.
feminists might envy. In the past
few years, organizations of professional women have formed in both
Chisinau and Balti, playing a central role in formation of the legal
clinics. During my visits to Balti,
we met with many of these
women, each of whom contributed
something to our effort. The organization’s founder, Dr. Sylvia
Chetrari, used this network to help
found a battered women’s hotline
and shelter. One member, the Balti
vice mayor, had already persuaded
the city government to donate the
building for the shelter and our
legal clinic.
Spearheading the Chisinau clinic
is Jana Costachi, Moldova’s Vice
Minister of Labor. Her women’s
organization even helped launch a
women’s political party that got
two members elected in the country’s third election in 1998. Jana
told me somewhat apologetically
that it was just a start since this
still only brought to 11 the number
of women in their 104 member
Parliament. She was understandably shocked to hear this surpassed
the number in our 100-member
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United States Senate.
Impressed by their energy and
dedication, I asked Jana Costachi
and Veronika Lupu, another
woman involved with the clinic,
what their husbands thought of
their work. Veronika said they
fought about it for two years, her
husband accusing her of thinking
she “was so smart now,” frustrated
that she would “question him
about things.” She proudly said,
however, that she had finally worn
him down and “he doesn’t mention it anymore.” When I turned
to Jana, she shrugged her shoulders
and with a wry smile said, “I’ve
never asked him.”

Domestic Violence

E

ven without reliable statistics, no one doubts the seriousness of the domestic
violence problem. Dr. Chetrari’s
hotline received thousands of calls
in its first year of operation and
one expert on the topic suggests
that as many as 25% of Moldovan
women are victims of domestic
violence. Despite the attention this
international problem receives in
Moldova, the nascent laws leave
even the most determined legal
advocates with precious few tools.
Criminal prosecution is rarely
sought and reserved for the most
heinous cases involving
severe bodily harm. An administrative procedure available to
women who sustained at least
“light bodily harm” authorizes
fines and reimbursement for medical bills, and the potential of a
maximum 30-day jail sentence. In
addition, the judge might also
require the abuser to seek counseling for alcoholism. The simplest
civil procedure allows women to
seek financial reimbursement for
any expenses related to the violence. But with married couples,
fines are paid from joint property
and “reimbursement” is a legal fiction since any money paid to the
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wife is still shared by the abusing
husband. There is no equivalent of
a restraining order, temporary or
otherwise. Administrative and
criminal cases require a police officer’s referral to a forensic expert
who prepares a report documenting
the domestic violence — and only
violence resulting in physical harm
constitutes punishable actions.
The two-month statute of limitations on bringing either a civil or
administrative case further frustrates remediation efforts, especially since the usually uncooperative police don’t submit a referral
to the forensic doctor until time
has expired. The most viable legal
remedy ends up being divorce.
Not surprisingly, divorce laws do
little to protect women, and in the
absence of any meaningful enforcement, kick-out or restraining
orders, even divorce does not
ensure physical separation.
The failure of existing legal
remedies to provide significant
relief also resulted in more
expansive thinking about the role
of the legal clinics. For example,
we added a component involving a
“Street Law” type of speaker’s
bureau, and preparation of a
“know your rights” curriculum
that students and young lawyers
could present in front of community gatherings. Each clinic would
also dedicate students and supervisors specifically to work on legislative reforms and lawyers to conduct trainings for police officers
and prosecutors. Unlike U.S. clinics that typically narrowly proscribe the subject area to ensure
proper training of students and
new lawyer volunteers, the
Moldova clinics will probably add
additional pressing legal issues –
from helping single mothers establish paternity and secure some
form of financial support, to
addressing the practice of impoverished parents forcing their children
to beg for money on busy Chisinau
streets.

Legal Education

L

egal education in Moldova is
the equivalent of a five-year
undergraduate degree
(although competition seems to be
driving the largest of the private
school competitors to MSU to
introduce a four-year program).
Law students, who normally begin
immediately after graduating high
school, all take the same intensive
general legal education requirements in their first three years and
choose from a short-list of specialties – Public Administration, Commercial Law, International Law,
Diplomatic Relations – in their
final two years. The purely theoretical teaching style includes a
nearly useless practicum requirement – although assigned to a particular judge or prosecutor, students literally just sit and observe,
a deficit which fueled enthusiasm
for the legal clinics.
The devastating lack of
resources, suggested by the low
professor salaries, permeates all
aspects of education. There is no
real library, maybe two computers
for 1000 students, and no textbooks. Professors who have full
teaching loads, and often hold second jobs, have little or no time for
students or scholarship. Classrooms are not heated, even in the
dead of winter. Despite a demanding course load and strong support
for education, there is little about
the Moldovan academic experience
that mirrors ours.

From Communism to Democracy

I

did not fully appreciate the
daunting challenge changing
government systems posed
until visiting a country still in the
infancy of change. Communism
provided no roadmaps, traditions,
or norms for involving people in
the political process.
One vivid example occurred
when Jana Costachi and I met to
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Middle: Moldova State University Faculty
of Law’s 40th Anniversary brochure

address the dreadful absence of
legal remedies for battered women.
I suggested that it was the perfect
time to reach the general public
about the reforms, encouraging
them to contact their elected officials in order to urge them to support the proposed legislation.
Although she was thrilled with the
idea, it simply hadn’t occurred to
Jana to do this since, she explained,
Moldovans “are still learning about
the role voters can play in shaping
laws – they don’t know the power
of their voice.”
Also indicative of this inexperience with raising their voices, was
how people appeared to be responding to Russia’s threat to turn off all
gas if the Moldovan government
did not pay its outstanding debt.
Half the people I questioned
thought I was naive for thinking it
would actually happen — the other
half thought it probably would get
turned off but considered me naive
for thinking they could influence
the Moldovan government to pay
the debt or account for missing
funds intended for this purpose.
No one could see the value in
speaking out or contacting their
elected officials. If anything, it is
this failure to believe they can
make a difference, I fear, that could
prevent Moldovans from becoming
involved in government and evolving into a true democracy.

Bottom: ABA (CEELI) staff in
Chisinau, Moldova

New Ideas

Top: Dean, faculty, and students in unheated
Balti University Faculty of Law office

review what she would say at her
press conference announcing a
domestic violence awareness week
– the staggering list of activities
included age-appropriate curriculum at public schools, roundtable
discussions at health clinics
throughout the country and public
service radio and newspaper ads. I
asked why she wasn’t announcing
the package of legislative reforms
being introduced to Parliament to
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T

he excitement about creating the first legal clinics in
the country seemed
emblematic of a general interest in
new ideas and opportunities to
improve Moldova. Interesting to
me, however, was the extent to
which the clinics themselves
involved new concepts.
In my first conversations about
volunteer training, I realized I
could not simply refer to the use of
“simulations” to demonstrate
interviewing techniques – the cur-

rent Moldovan purely theoretical
teaching style involves no practical training of any kind so the concept was unknown. I had not predicted, how unfamiliar it still
seemed that individuals could
invoke the law to respond to social
problems such as domestic violence, much less use the law to
protect individual liberties. These
notions represented a dramatic
departure from the norm during
fifty years of communism.
Even the notion of volunteerism, which now seems inextricably intertwined with establishing a democracy, was new to
Moldovans. The communist government’s role included advancing
the state in part by meeting basic
needs itself such as housing, medical care and food. In such a system, volunteerism seemed unnecessary, even subversive. In a
democracy, the government may
not always care adequately for its
most vulnerable, requiring that
volunteerism be promoted as one
of society’s highest values and
hopefully fill the current need.

The Future of Moldova

D

espite an economy on the
brink of disaster and the
still long road to a functioning democracy, I left feeling
tremendously optimistic about
Moldova’s future. Throughout the
country, I met generous, peaceful,
intelligent, and energetic people,
receptive to new ideas and possessing a fiercely held national pride.
Embodying the promise for
Moldova’s future is the youth – the
18-25 year-olds, many of whom are
so mature and savvy, I related to
them as peers. Committed and
idealistic, they lack the cynicism
of previous generations. I have no
doubt that if Moldova can survive
until these talented youth take
over, it will flourish. I dream along
with them of the potential for this
small, proud nation.
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Following her trip to Moldova, Dean Lash spent a
week in Ukraine, tracing her family’s roots.

STORIES OF THE “OLD COUNTRY”

M

y grandmother told stories of longing for, and
loathing of, “the Old
Country” – Skvira and Bela
Tserkov, Ukraine during the first
quarter of the 20th century. Bubbie related the joys of living among
thousands of Jews in a tight-knit
community, yet the perils this held
when the pogroms grew increasingly frequent and deadly; having
the whole family live and work
together, yet the pain of separation
as siblings and cousins left for the
promise of religious freedom and
opportunity in the U.S.; the excitement of getting an education, but
the humiliation of competition for
the limited spaces for Jewish children in the public schools. As a
child I was fascinated by the details
of Bubbie and Zaydie’s courageous
and frightening stories, in awe of
what they and my great aunts and
uncles had endured.
Since Moldova is so close to
Ukraine, I decided to visit the
small towns of her stories. No
descendant of a Loshak – my grandfather’s pre-Ellis Island name – or
Orgell – my grandmother’s name in
the Old Country – had returned
since emigrating to the U.S.
between 1914 and 1921. Fortunately, as a teenager I had interviewed my Ukrainian-born relatives. Listening once again to the
now decades old tapes I strained to
hear street names, landmarks, and
references to my great grandfather
Motl Loshak’s numerous siblings,
some of whom had never emigrated. Piecing together bits of
information, I learned that my
grandfather, who died in the mid70’s, had an 81-year-old first cousin
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family in Bela Tserkov, and a visit
to Skvira, my grandparents’ hometown. My partner, Laura Esquivel,
met me in Kiev, where we spent
our first two days in Ukraine
adjusting to the shock of not being
able to read a single street sign,
store name or menu (unlike
Moldova, the Cyrillic alphabet
reigned), as we toured Kiev and prepared for our day trips.

A

Top: Upon entering Skivra -- the city sign
Second from top: Bubbie’s lake, a gathering
place for Jews in the early 1900’s
Third from top: Bubbie’s neighborhood
shul -- now abandoned
Bottom: The author and
Laura with guide Larisa

named Joseph Loshak still living in
Bela Tserkov.
With the help of newly-discovered cousins in New York, CEELI
staff in Kiev, and a multi-lingual
genealogist from Zhitomir,
Ukraine, I planned an excursion to
Kiev, day trips to meet my “new”

fter a two-hour drive to Bela
Tserkov, we found Joseph
Loshak’s home. On the
fourth floor of a typical massive
Soviet-style concrete building,
Joseph, his wife Ida, and their son,
Vova, and daughter-in-law, Luba,
shared a small apartment. Speaking
through a translator, we spent an
amazing five hours trading stories
about our family’s parallel histories,
while we exchanged photographs
and visited the city’s Jewish cemetery. From total strangers, we
soon became family when I pulled
out family photos taken in
Chicago in the 1930’s and Joseph
excitedly pointed to my greatgrandparents, calling out their
names and sharing his 91-year-old
brother’s recollections of my
grandfather and each of his siblings, including the year each left
for the U.S. We also visited the
Jewish cemetery in Bela Tserkov,
which dates from about 1945,
guided by Joseph who knew the
location of every Loshak headstone. The pre-WWII Jewish
cemetery no longer exists.
The next day in Skvira was similarly emotional. Although almost
all the Loshaks had lived in Bela
Tserkov, my great grandfather
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in the early 1900’s, but when I
asked if there were any early century buildings still standing, she
took us four blocks away to a row
of brick buildings. Although in
terrible disrepair, the arched windows and Larisa’s independent
knowledge confirmed the faded
pink building had once been the
neighborhood shul. Given it’s
close proximity to my grandmother’s house, we felt
confident we had found
the place my family had
once prayed.

memorial at the edge of the ravine
where the murder of hundreds of
thousands of Nazi victims took
place in September, 1941. Plans for
a museum and archive at the site
promise increased awareness, and
hopefully a more broad-based interest in preserving the stories of Jews
in, and from, Ukraine.

U
Top: The city sign announcing Bela Tserkov
Middle: Cousin Joseph Loshak in
Russian army uniform, 1952
Bottom: Cousin Joseph, October 1999, at
gravesite of his father, who was also the
author’s great-great-uncle

Motl Loshak had moved about 30
kilometers away to Skvira where
my grandfather was born. Skvira,
also home to the Orgells, my
grandmother’s family, was the city
of Bubbie’s stories. With the help
of a local Jewish woman, Larisa, we
found Lepovertsky Street (now
Rosa Luxembourg Street) where my
grandmother had lived, and the
lake Bubbie had described as being
the gathering place for the Jews in
Skvira. Like many parts of
Ukraine, the ravages of war had
obliterated nearly all the pre-WWII
buildings and other markers of life

nlike many others who have
returned to Eastern Europe to retrace the
steps of ancestors, my
family’s cities still exist.
But what struck Laura and
me so profoundly was how
little evidence of their lives – and
the lives of all Jews – remains.
Many Jewish cemetaries have been
vandalized or destroyed along with
vital records. In Kiev, early-1900’s
synagogues had long ago been converted to factories and a music
academy. Although we knew the
unspeakable stories of 20th century
pogroms and the Holocaust, we
didn’t know of previous mass murders such as the 17th century
Chmielnicki massacre when Jews
were slaughtered by the thousands.
It seems a miracle that there are so
many Jews of Ukrainian descent
alive at all. Yet despite the centuries of killings, and Soviet suppression of Jewish traditions and
culture, traces of our collective
past have miraculously endured.
With Ukrainian independence
has come the stirrings of a Jewish
revival. Jews in Kiev rent out the
Music Academy on Friday nights
and Saturdays for prayer, and some
new synagogues now exist. Perhaps the most vivid visual symbol
is at Babi Yar, where international
pressure helped erect a menorah

Memorial to Jews massacred at Babi Yar, Kiev

As my visit to the “Old Country” of my Bubbie quietly came
to an end, I gathered my memories and prepared to return to Los
Angeles. In reflecting on the
weeks I had spent so far away
from home, I realized that what
started out as an exciting and
challenging professional
endeavor in a remote and previously unfamiliar part of the
world, had turned into an
intensely personal journey, as
well. It had allowed me to literally walk in my ancestors’ footsteps, vividly touch my own history and connect with my family’s stories — an extraordinary
and unforgettable experience.

A

fter graduation, many law students tend to
drift apart from the friends they made in law
school, as the professional demands of the
workplace begin to dominate their lives. For one USC
Law grad, however, this has not been the case. At the
Western Law Center for Disability Rights, a nonprofit law office located at Loyola Law School,
Christopher Knauf ‘96, is making sure he keeps in
touch with his classmates. Now finishing a fellowship sponsored by the National Association for Public
Interest Law (NAPIL), Chris litigates civil rights cases
under the Americans with Disabilities Act and other
state and federal civil rights laws. Over the past two
years, he has enlisted the pro bono services of several
classmates and their firms for the center. According
to Chris, “Collaboration with private firm counsel is
an important part of the Western Law Center’s overall
program, and provides our clients with the best possible representation. It’s also so great to work with
people whom I know, trust, and respect.”
Julie Ruhlin ‘97, an associate with Tuttle & Taylor, met Chris through USC’s Public Interest Law
Foundation while in law school. The two met again
post graduation at the annual PILF Auction, where
Chris interested Julie in one of the Western Law
Center’s cases – suing various Los Angeles area taxi
companies whose drivers routinely discriminated
against blind customers who use guide dogs. Julie
sold Tuttle & Taylor partners on the case, and the
two offices were in
business. The case
recently settled for
over $30,000 in damages plus attorneys
fees and substantial
injunctive relief.
Kristi Gudoski
‘96, an associate
with McCutchen
Doyle Brown &
Enersen LLP, served
with Chris on the
PILF Executive Board
while at USC, and is
happy to re-live her
public interest days
by joining forces
with the Western
Law Center. The
two firms, along
with the Center for
Law in the Public
Interest, are cur-

rently litigating a case against Los Angeles County,
alleging that it has failed to provide sign language
interpreters and other supportive services to deaf
juveniles in the probation system. “At one point in
the case it became clear that we needed big firm
assistance,” Chris recalls, “So I called up Kristi and
simply asked her, okay, pleaded with her, to join the
case. Fortunately, she and her firm both said yes.”
The parties are now working toward a settlement of
the matter, which is currently pending in federal
district court.
Kelly Fitzgerald ‘96, who Chris met in first year
Contracts, also enthusiastically jumped aboard the
pro bono bandwagon. Kelly, an associate with
DeWitt & Roberts LLP, knew that her boss, Nick
DeWitt, is a board member of the Western Law Center. She easily sold the firm on providing pro bono
assistance on a case against a local McDonald’s,
whose employees had refused to allow a young girl
with spina bifida to play on the restaurant’s playground equipment because her disability requires
her to wear shoes at all times. “Working with Chris
and the Western Law Center has been great, and
very meaningful,” Kelly says. “It’s really fun working with a friend from law school on cases that are
really important, and I hope we continue the cocounseling relationship in the future.”
Chris concludes, “Firms are now, more than ever,
gung ho for pro bono, and it comes from the associates requesting it.
Many law firms
have good pro bono
reputations but it is
still up to the nonprofits to bring the
pro bono opportunities to law firm
doors. Being able to
call upon law
school friends
makes the connection that much easier. And it’s so
much more fulfilling to co-counsel
with law school
friends than it is to
have dinner once
every six months.
There is now definitely a bond that
wasn’t there
before.”

USC GRADS WORKING TOGETHER
FOR THE CIVIL RIGHTS OF PEOPLE
WITH DISABILITIES

(l-r) Kristi Gudoski ‘96, Julie Ruhlin ‘97, Christopher Knauf ‘96 and Kelly Fitzgerald ‘96
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1951
Plans are already under way for a gala
fiftieth class reunion in mid-200l.
Those completing the reunion portion of the latest questionnaire have
voted seven for a dinner, five for a
brunch, and five for a retreat of one
or two days. More significantly, the
following have been named to the
reunion committee: Ann StoddenMayer, Bill Birnie, George De Roy,
Ken Holland, Don Von Mizener,
Milton Zerin and Volney Brown. The
first question for the committee to
consider is whether George De Roy
should be asked to pay for the whole
thing. See infra. We report with deep
regret the passing of Bruce
Engelhardt on February 7, 1999. He
was a distinguished professional, a
good friend and he loved USC. We
will all miss him. On a much happier
note, those contending for the Iron
Man Trophy by continuing to practice law include Martin Abrams
(about nine months of the year), Don
Brown (“still somewhat alive and
practicing”), George De Roy (“part of
a team which obtained a judgment of
$454,000,000 (sic) in Georgia”), Roy
Mann (“alive and well and practicing”), Fred Flam (who, Bernie
Schulhof says, is “living in Bonsall,
playing bridge and practicing part
time”) and Art Wasserman (“No
change, still practicing.”) The last of
these wins the trophy, to be presented by a surviving classmate, if
any. There has been some activity in
the who-saw-whom department. Joe
Capalbo spoke with Herb Kalmbach
on the phone and met Bill Birnie at a
Half-Century Club dinner. Both are
“very well.” Bill Jekel took Roy
Mann to breakfast and reports that
the latter is “living a life of graceful
semi-retirement; relaxed, goodhumored and as perceptive as ever.”
Sid Rose ex ux “somewhat regularly”
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sees Leonard and June Weinberg for
dinner, bridge and occasionally, golf.
“Leenie and our dog, Oscar, revel in
our
summers
in
Colorado.”
Weinberg, for himself, admits he has
been seeing Sid, as well as Mike
Franklin and Stu Hillman, who are
“all well.” John Anderson has not
seen any classmates because “they
are not conveniently located” in
respect to his Kihei, Hawaii home.
(Now that you have mentioned it,
John, we will all just drop in). Joseph
(Roy) Ventress has not met any classmates, but he would be “delighted”
to take one to lunch. Your Class
Reporter has recently served on a
Citizens Commission on U.S. Drug
Policy under the aegis of the Institute
for Policy Studies and Loyola Law
School, which found that the “war
against drugs” has been lost and
made certain recommendations,
copy upon request. Responding classmates apparently concur. Sixteen
said that the “war” can never be won
vs. three who said that it still can be
won. Ten thought the war was not
worth the cost. Fifteen thought funds
should be spent primarily on treatment, as against seven for enforcement. Food for thought: Asked what
single law they would most like to
have repealed, responses included
drug laws (several), three strikes,
drunk driving statutes, redundant
laws, tax loopholes for the superrich, the estate tax (the favorite),
solicitation of prostitution, Second
Amendment, the Endangered Species
Act, income tax and the law of
diminishing returns. MISCELLANY:
Of 25 responses received, golf was
specifically mentioned only four
times and travel seven, but these are
predominant activities. . . Dan Leedy
gardens when not visiting with his
10 grandchildren. . . Richard
McWilliams has just returned from
Bermuda. . . Bill Jekel has built a
new home in Maryland. . . Joe
Capalbo has homes in Sedona,
Arizona, and Columbia, South

Carolina. . . 68 percent of respondents provided e-mail addresses. . .
“Roy” Ventress has been awarded
Italy’s highest decoration for his legal
counsel and cultural support. Save
the year 2001 for our fiftieth!
Volney Brown, Jr.
Class Reporter

C L A S S

O F

1952
Our class seems to be doing a good
job of maintaining their enthusiasm
for living and taking to heart the
advice of an English poet known only
as Marsden. He penned a poem entitled, “What is Time?” He answered
his question in many ways. Two of
them, I think, our class has taken to
heart. First: “I asked an aged man,
with hoary hairs, Wrinkled and
curved with worldly cares; ‘Time is
the warp of life,’ said he; ‘So, tell the
young, the fair, the gay, to weave it
well!’ ” Second: His second response
built upon the first and put it this
way: “I asked my Bible, and me
thinks it said, ‘Time is the present
hour, the past has fled; Live! Live
today! Tomorrow never yet on any
human being rose or set.’ ” Edward C.
Cazier, Jr. is still active in the practice of law in Los Angeles, although
in some respects he feels somewhat
redundant, -- simply because of age.
He is off the board of Maytag Corp.
on grounds (presumably spurious) of
being “superannuated.” He was
“term-limited” off the California
Arts Council, and “emeritized” by
the Practicing Law Institute. All that
despite the fact that he “doesn’t look
a day older!” He takes some consolation, however, in the fact that he was
recently appointed to the board of
Music Center Presents, which is
charged with filling the halls when
not otherwise occupied by the
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Philharmonic, opera, etc. A year ago,
he traveled to Hanoi, where he stayed
at a hostelry he had enjoyed in the
fall of 1945, when Ho Chi Minh was
our ally. Ed has a new grandson, Max,
born April 19, 1999, in London. He
now has his choice of being the
holder of a passport issued by the
United States, Austria, Great Britain
or the European Community.
Lawrence R. Frankley has a Los
Angeles address, and another one
which is most interesting and tells it
all: Boarded Barn, Old Coast Road,
Ormesby St. Margaret, Norfolk
NR29 3QH, England. Larry is comfortably ensconced in retirement, or
as he puts it, he “long ago quit
work.” From his residence in
England, he has visited “all of
Europe,” and spends his Februaries
sunning and surfing in Hawaii. He
has avocations “too numerous to
list,” but they include membership
in the Honolulu Outrigger Canoe
Club, the Olympic Club in San
Francisco, and the Carlton Club in
London. Don Olson devoted almost
twenty years as a city attorney
(Culver City, 1958-1968, and
Inglewood, 1968-1977), following
which he retired and moved to
Newport Beach, where he wrote a
book with the tantalizing title, How
You Can Quit Work and Have the
Money to Do It. He must have
found the magic key, for he
hasn’t practiced law or worked ever
since, spending his time enjoying
retirement at the Balboa Bay Club.
Now if Don would only come up
with a successful book entitled, How
to Attain and Retain Good Health,
our retirement cup would truly runneth over. William B. (“Bill”) Jones,
who has retired from service in the
State Department at the ambassadorial level, still maintains two residences, one in Washington, D.C. and
another in Santa Monica. He is a
member of the board of directors of
the Center for Public Excellence.
He is currently Ambassador in
Residence to Hampden – Sydney
College in Virginia, an all-male liberal arts college founded by Patrick
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Henry and James Madison in 1776.
At Hampden-Sydney, he teaches
Diplomacy, Common Law and
African-American Culture. Since
1997, he has also been a visiting professor at Pepperdine University
School of Law, teaching Law and
Foreign Policy, and Diplomacy in the
undergraduate program. He continues to travel (Vienna and Paris) when
his busy schedule permits. As previously reported, Jack R. Levitt retired
from his position as a San Diego
County Superior Court judge. But,
contrary to an earlier article, he is
still enjoying life in Bozeman,
Montana with his wife, Kay. In
reporting on our class’s 45th reunion,
it was erroneously stated (in effect)
that Jack was in a position to be presiding over a class action brought by
a group of disgruntled applicants
denied passage through the Pearly
Gates. Jack has continued his activity in Freemasonry in Montana and
California. He and Kay spend their
winters in Texas, interspersed with
visits to California. He is active in
pro bono settlement work for the
courts of Montana. Leon Mayer is
finally “winding down” his trial
practice in Glendale, which has consisted of “fighting the ‘evil insurance
empire.’ ” With the exception of one
daughter, Jennifer, who is in her second year as a music major (violin)
at California State University,
Northridge, his children are out of
college and pursuing their own
careers. Leon is thinking of trying his
hand at writing, presumably centered on his considerable trial experiences, although we don’t know
whether he will side with Belinda or
Lady Brute. “BELINDA: Ay, but you
know we must return good for evil.
LADY BRUTE: That may be a mistake in the translation.” (John
Vanbrugh, The Provoked Wife
[1697]). Charles H. “Chuck” Older
and his wife, Kitty, have three children and five grandchildren. Retired
from the Los Angeles County
Superior Court, Chuck plays golf
fairly regularly with another distinguished alumnus of the Law School,

Malcolm Lucas, Chief Justice
California Supreme Court, Retired.
You will recall that Chuck was one
of Chenault’s “Flying Tigers” during
WWII. He recently attended a
reunion of that group, held in
Midland,
Texas,
with
the
“Confederate Air Force.” Paul
Eugene Overton, another of our
retired superior court judges, lives in
San Diego with his wife, Naomi.
Apparently mindful of judicial limitations on the length of briefs, he
capsulizes his life since law school
with these succinct words, “Happy
in retirement, visiting children
(three daughters and one son), grandchildren (six: two girls, four boys),
friends and relatives — traveling ‘all
over.’ ” Berne Rolston is still enjoying the challenge of a full-time practice, half of the time in land use matters, and the other half representing
lawyers and law firms in their
“internecine relationships.” One son
and one daughter died at an early age,
but he has three surviving sons,
Matthew, Adam and David, who
have not, as yet, endowed him with
grandchildren. His wife, Annie, died
in 1995, but having had the “good
fortune of finding a significant
other,” some of the pain is eased.
Berne “suffers from good health.”
Extensive travel, especially walking
tours abroad and outdoor nature
trips, have enhanced his life and led
him to conclude that “Life is a memorable experience.” Harry L. Root, as
previously reported, is retired and
involved in various civic activities.
Contrary to my first report, Harry’s
practice and residence since 1978
was not, and is not, in San Onofre. It
was, and still is, in that enchanting
seaside resort, San Clemente. In conclusion, while it may be a little late
for some of us, there is this advice
from Albert Einstein: “If A is success
in life, then A equals X plus Y plus Z.
Work is X; Y is play; and Z is keeping
your mouth shut.” (In the Observer,
15 January 1950)
Jack T. Swafford
Class Reporter
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Reunion
Class of ’54 reporter Bob Holtzman (right)
gathering column material at the reunion
with Angela and Leon Altman ‘00

I didn’t send out questionnaires this
fall and am going to forego the usual
format of this column, which does
little more than replicate whatever
responses I receive. A small group of
us attended our 45th reunion dinner
at the Ritz Carlton Marina del Rey in
September. A brief report of what we
said and did may be of some interest.
Mostly, we seized the opportunity to
put our three years at the Law School
into historical and personal perspective. The school was founded as the
Los
Angeles
Law
Students
Association in 1896, incorporated as
the Los Angeles Law School in 1898
and affiliated with USC in 1900.
Measured from today, we came
aboard in 1951, at about the halfway
point; the history of the school
reaches back and forward almost
equally from then. Associate Dean
John G. “Tom” Tomlinson, Jr. who is
equally dean and Law School historian, joined us at dinner and talked
about the history of the school (you
can find one of his many historical
articles in the Fall 1999 edition of
USC Law). He also talked about his
historical project, which has
included interviews with many of
our classmates and information on
our professors. There was some
solemnity as we reminisced about
the growing number of those who are
ill or deceased. But for the most part,
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we talked about our favorite instructors and our more ribald fellow students and about the incredibly funny
things that happened to us in the old
Law School building. On the faculty
side, an informal poll showed
Professor Springmeyer as our favorite
instructor by an inconsequential
margin, closely followed by Dean
Evans and Professors Wickes, Burby,
Hancock and Jones. Although we are
admittedly no longer youngsters, I
came away from the anniversary dinner convinced that we are still a vital,
active, interested, and interesting
bunch. And we have a common bond
of affection for the faculty and institution that served us well for three
years nearly a half century ago and
gave us a foundation of learning that
put us on the right road for the next
45 years, and still counting.
Bob Holtzman
Class Reporter
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Reunion
1999 was the fortieth anniversary of
the Class of 1959 and we celebrated

with a fortieth year reunion at the
Regency Club. The location was
both elegant and comfortable and
there was plenty of good food and
drink. While we didn’t have 100%
attendance, it was a great opportunity for us to “catch up” with those
present and learn more about the
happenings involving those not present. Don Clark remains the senior
partner at Clark & Trevithick, which
he founded over 22 years ago. Don
and Sally have three daughters, all
married, and six grandchildren. Don
has been active in civic and community activities, serving as vice chair
of the board of the Music Center
operating company; director of
Hillsides; and director of The Valley
Hunt Club, where he is slated to
become president for years 2001 and
2002. Don and Sally have a second
home on Whitefish Lake in
Montana, where Don pursues his
leisure time activities of golf, tennis,
reading, bridge, dominos, wine tasting, quail hunting and fly fishing.
Sounds like Don needs to retire to
have more time to truly enjoy his
many interests. Michael Berg has
recently retired as a superior court
judge. He now has more time to pursue his outside interests of travel,
reading history and piano practice.
He and his wife have two adult children. Classmates needing a good
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“rent-a-judge” could probably persuade Michael to serve them in that
capacity. Larry Booth is still heavily
involved with his plaintiffs litigation
practice in San Pedro with great success. Larry and his wife, Joann, who
have to be two of the youngest looking grandparents around, have three
children and seven grandchildren.
They live at the beach and both
remain in great shape by running for
exercise. Bob Carter is still active
with his law practice in Pasadena,
specializing in real estate law. He
and Mary Bett have two children and
five grandchildren. His outside activities have been boating and travel
and he writes that Bob Peterson is
presently Of Counsel to his firm.
Milt (Franklin) Condon is still practicing in Marina del Rey, specializing
in real estate law. His current outside interests involve skiing, sailing,
scuba diving and riding his motorcycle. He is still pursuing his primary
objective of achieving a full and
active retirement which will
undoubtedly happen when he practices law just a little more. Dick
Du Par continues as a solo litigator,
specializing in both general litigation
and personal injury matters. He
claims that the only thing he has
been doing for fun since law school
has been occasional travel and that
he is still practicing because he can’t
afford not to. We all know Dick has
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had a lot more fun than that. Dick
has served as president of the Los
Angeles chapter of the American
Board of Trial Advocates, as well as
serving on its national board of directors. Dick has two children and one
grandchild. Dick Eamer is retired
from his position as chairman and
CEO of National Medial Enterprises.
He and his wife, Eileen, have two
children and five grandchildren.
Having served on many corporate
and charitable boards, he has also
pursued a number of hobbies including skiing and raising horses. Dick
wisely counsels his classmates to
“have fun — there isn’t a lot of time
left.” Mitch Egers continues his

Joe Poliner (left) and Richard Du Par
discussing their “differences” at the
Class of ’59 reunion, which took place
at the Regency Club

criminal practice in downtown Los
Angeles as he has since his early days
with the district attorney’s office. He
writes that he is continuing practicing law due to “force of habit” and
because “travel, investing and three
grandchildren don’t take up all of my
time.” David Finkel continues to
live in Santa Monica, where he
serves as a municipal court judge,
which he has done since his appointment in 1991. David and his wife
have four children and three grandchildren. David writes that the
accomplishment of which he is both
the proudest, and the least proud, is
“being associated with the legal system.” Marvin Goldsmith and his
wife, Adele, have four children and
twelve grandchildren. After years of
service in the Attorney General’s
Office trying eminent domain cases,
he is presently Of Counsel to
Bergman & Wedner. Marvin writes
that he enjoys pursuing travel, skeet
and trap shooting, and philanthropic
endeavors as outside activities, and
thinks that it would be fun to do
more traveling. He says that he is
still practicing part time to “support
my stamp collection.” Lloyd
Hamilton has recently retired as a
superior court judge and lives in
Placerville. He served as district
attorney before being appointed to
the bench and, although retired, he
still sits occasionally as a judge.
Gordon Hunt remains active as a
senior partner in his firm, specializing in the field of construction law,
in which he is an acknowledged
expert. Gordon and his wife live in
Arcadia and his practice is in
Pasadena. He has two children and
writes that he has one grandchild
“on the way.” Gordon pursues his
outside interests of traveling, investing in real estate, tennis and golf, and
hopes to spend more time in the next
decade traveling and playing golf.
Stan Jacobs continues his primary
pursuits of being a successful trial
lawyer and raising children. His primarily plaintiffs’ civil litigation practice is flourishing and his children
are ages 36, 34, 30, 16, 14, 13, 11 and
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3. Clearly, Stan is successful in both
pursuits. Sid Jones continues to practice estate planning, wills and trusts
out in Upland in the Inland Empire.
He and his wife, Mildred, have three
children. Sid told us that he has
recently sold the Agrigold Juice
Products business, which has occupied a lot of his time in recent years
and hopes to spend more time traveling the world and playing “as much
golf as possible.” Bernie Leckie continues to be Of Counsel to Meserve,
Mumper & Hughes in Irvine, where
he has practiced for many years. He
and Maryanne have two children and
three grandchildren. Bernie has pursued his outside interests of playing
golf, tennis, visiting grandchildren
and traveling. He would be able to
devote more “quality time” to those
activities if he would only retire
from the practice of law. Jack Quinn
continues practicing with the Los
Angeles office of Arnold & Porter,
where he is a senior partner. He and
Joan have two children, but no
grandchildren. Jack has had a most
successful legal career, having served
as president of the Los Angeles
County Bar Association and having
been the recipient of the ShattuckPrice Award and other deserved
awards and commendations. Jack
neither writes nor says anything
about retirement, but does admit to
enjoying traveling for pleasure. Scott
Simon continues practicing law in
Rancho Mirage where he also plays
tennis and is living with an “ugly
cat” named Mogadishu. Scott said he
is most proud of “never joining the
ABA.” Conrad Solum, Jr. remains
active in his practice as a senior partner with the prestigious intellectual
property firm of Lyon & Lyon, in its
downtown Los Angeles office. He
and Alli have four children and two,
going on three, grandchildren.
Connie remains heavily involved
with family activities, skiing, playing golf and going to SC football
games. He remains silent on the “R”
(retirement) word, but writes that he
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hopes that the upcoming decade will
allow him to do more travel, skiing
and golf. Skip (Leroy Bartlett) Taft,
Jr. continues practicing law “to pay
the bills” and remains justifiably
proud of surviving the last five years
of his professional life with his professional integrity and the high
regard and respect of his law school
classmates intact. Skip has three
children and six grandchildren and,
as busy as he is, still finds time for
tennis, golf and some travel. Carlos
Velarde, who is a retired superior
court judge, having been on the
bench for over 29 years, continues to
serve in a judicial capacity as a hearing judge of the State Bar Court,
hearing State Bar disciplinary matters. Carlos has three children and
five grandchildren and pursues the
interesting hobby of collecting
Olympic memorabilia and leisure
travel. Arn Youngman writes that he
has been actively involved in real
estate development since 1965,
when he quit the practice of law to
make money. His outside activities
involve golf and travel and he and his
wife, Nancy, live in Newport Beach,
California. Tom Zide, having failed
to win the lottery, is still practicing
law. He and Carole have three children and six grandchildren. Tom specializes in commercial law, collections, creditors rights and bankruptcy with his family firm in Los
Angeles. He has been active in the
Commercial Law League of America
and currently serves as president of
the Trojan Club of San Fernando
Valley. He and Carole continue to
attend USC football games and they
hope to travel more in the upcoming
decade. Harvey Sitzer is still practicing in Century City, specializing in
family law. He and Sally live in
Beverly Hills. They have four grandchildren, two in Palo Alto and two in
Seattle. Classmates who haven’t
written us recently but who attended
our fortieth reunion included Bob
Gordon and his wife, Joe and Ruth
Ruffner, Mort Gantman, and Jack

Cherry who, with his wife, came
over from Las Vegas.
David A. Maddux
Class Reporter
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It was great hearing from the Class of
1960 who responded to the questionnaire. We can always use more news.
This millennium marks 40 years
since we graduated to the Wicks Bar
Review Course and there are hints of
a reunion in the offing. Our lead item
is reported by Anthony (Toni) Rossi,
partner with Paul Hastings Janofsky
& Walker, who reports he plans to
stay in good health and keep practicing. He also reports that our classmate Peter Aronson, a partner with
the national firm of Foley & Lardner,
and his wife, Marta Fernandez, a
partner with Jeffer, Mangel, Butler &
Marmaro, are the proud parents of a
baby girl. Peter absolutely wins the
Tony Randall Longevity Award for
the year. Superior Court Judge James
M. Sutton, Jr. reports traveling from
cathedral to cathedral for 1100 miles
throughout the UK last May. He
reports that his e-mail address is:
JMSUTTON@AOL.COM. He wants
to get a list of everyone’s web sites
together, so e-mail your address to
Jim. Dave Cashion reports being
married to the “same beautiful
woman (Grace) for 34 years.” They
have three children and two grandchildren. Lloyd C. Ownbey, Jr.
reports a 37-year marital anniversary
last November 10. Their children,
Grant and Katie, are healthy and not
married. He reports recent trips to
New Orleans and steam boating on
the
Mississippi.
Laurence
S.
Klugman reports he is still working
on his first marriage of 40 years and
that he might be getting the hang of
it. Robert B. Robbins, still officing in
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Fresno, California, announces he
plans to retire next December. He
and his wife Charlotte had two sons
(one now deceased) and further
reports two grandchildren. Beverly
Schneider - - now retired - - reports
attending the recent USC-Notre
Dame Game in South Bend and that
it was an emotionally damaging
experience. Robert E. Bastien, retired
from the bench, checks in from Du
Quion, Illinois, advising “no
changes.” Don Black reports that he
is steadfastly unmarried but lives
close to two of his grandchildren and
that he is presently heading up a task
force to monitor legislation concerning the National Wooden Pallet &
Container Association. He is enjoying life on Puget Sound. Herbert B.
Silver reports from Greenville, South
Carolina, that he and Temma are
still married and that he is still printing tennis ball logos and practicing
law as a hobby. He invites, “Y’all
come visit.” We regretfully report
the death of classmate Orville “Bill”
Rouse, who joined fifteen other of
our classmates last November.
Richard Clements
Class Reporter
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After all these years, Hodge Dolle, Jr.
abrogated his responsibilities as your
class reporter and handed the job
over to me, so if you have any newsworthy (or even unworthy) information, pass it on. Sheldon Richman
has moved to Bermuda Dunes.
Walter Zifkin is now CEO of the
William Morris Agency where he has
been employed for the past 36 years.
Walt has two children and has been
married to Bobbi for 26 years.
Sheldon Sloan is president of the
Coliseum Commission and Of
Counsel to Lewis, D’Amato, etc. He
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has two grandchildren, Hallie and
Jamison. Gerard Poirier retired and is
a flight instructor at Brackett Airport
(wherever that is). Allen L. Neelley,
the consumate outdoorsman, lives in
Montana with his wife, Michelle,
and is a professional hunting and
fishing guide. He reports that he has
moved his practice to “the rivers of
Montana: longer hours, less pay, but
better venue.” Stanley Esptein lives
in Marina del Rey and married
Renata in 1996. He recently attended
the International Institute on
Comparative Law in Magdalen,
England. Paul Fegen is still single and
having fun, or so he says. In addition
to practicing law, he is a performing
magician, which shows that old
lawyers can learn new tricks. Judge
Robert H. O’Brien has retired from
the superior court (I bet he will miss
those writs and receivers!) Robert
Schalk now lives in LaSelva Beach,
California and is practicing tax and
related law, as well as enjoying golf
and skiing. He and his spouse,
Carolyn, have four adult children.
Still practicing tax and bankruptcy
law, the couple enjoys golf, skiing
and ocean cruises. Carlos F. Borja is
retired and looking for a place to live
in Mexico and a co-buyer. He might
look in the area of Cabo San Lucas,
where Ginger and I have our vacation
villa. We have been visited by Hodge
Dolle, Jr. a number of times and even
got Dick Norman to venture to the
land of fishing and golfing. Ronald
Perry reports that he still practices in
San Pedro and lives in Monarch
Beach (where else would Ron live
other than the beach?). Judge Judy
Stein is now, as it was in law school,
Hollinger. She remarried Glen a few
months ago. They have five sons
together. She is retiring from the
bench after 14 years. Professor
Gideon Kanner is at Loyola Law
School where he teaches property,
land-use and eminent domain law.
He is currently Of Counsel to Berger
and Norton in Santa Monica. Randy
Siple retired to ranching in the

Ventura area where his wife, Susan,
still practices law. Randy is quite a
Dixie Land enthusiast and traveled
this year to New Orleans for a
festival. Your Reporter, Charles
Whitesell, is still practicing in
Glendale when not fishing in Cabo or
Alaska or some other place. I often
run into Jarrett Anderson. Marge, his
wife, recently received her Masters
Degree and is quite an asset to the
school district where she has worked
for a number of years.
Charles E. Whitesell
Class Reporter
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It is spring. Time for renewal and celebration of our 38 years since law
school graduation. This edition of
class notes finds us in various stages.
George Baffa “renewed” his left
shoulder, which included a full joint
replacement. By the time you read
this, he should be mended and working and relearning his golf game. Jim
Dodds, of Nevada City, rode his bike
2,000 miles through Montana, Idaho
and Colorado. Not content with
that, he peddled the Danube River
bicycle trail from the Black Forest in
Germany to Budapest, Hungary, took
the train to Prague, and rode his bike
back to Frankfurt. He and Polly celebrated their 42nd anniversary.
Grandpa Vincent Fish is proud of his
14 grandchildren (plus two more in
the way). An avid sailor, he is finding
more time to enjoy his hobby on long
weekends. He has plans to sail the
Virgin Islands in May, 2000 and the
Mediterranean in September, 2000.
Still an active volunteer, he is on the
board of St. John’s College and
Seminary. Upon his return from a
ninety-day trip to Japan, Kent
Froehlich met his second grandchild,
baby girl Bryn Taylor. Not to be out-
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done in the reunion department, he
attended the 43rd reunion of his
UCLA college fraternity. He is planning a year 2000 trip to Scotland,
Ireland, Wales and England. Our wine
expert, Ernie Grossman, of Truckee,
California, was on safari in South
Africa with 10 members of his family
in 1999. A community service volunteer, he has retired from his law practice. He plans to be in France in May,
2000 as a delegate of The Knights of
the Vine. Norman Marshall celebrated his 35th wedding anniversary
and is practicing in Pasadena. An avid
skier, (French Alps in 1999 and plans
for Italy in 2000) he is still active with
the Tournament of Roses Association
(his 37th year). Jerry Miller wrote to
say things are still going smoothly
without much change and to indicate
he was sorry to hear of the troubles
experienced by some of our classmates. The Honorable Jack Morgan,
judge of the L.A. Superior Court, and
wife Judith, enjoyed their 34th wedding anniversary. Tax lawyer Gene
Reardon is still hard at work but does
report more time is available for
Aspen ski trips. He and his bride,
Diana, celebrated their second
anniversary. Francis Sarguis sent his
e-mail address: fsarguis@west.net He
has been reducing his practice for the
past 12 years and now devotes five
percent of his time to “lawyering.”
The balance is consumed by travel in
South America, Europe and the
Middle East. I close, in memoriam:
Floyd Whitfield Giddens passed away
June 4, 1999. Hold your loved ones
and friends closely. The sand is running through the hourglass.
Judge John C. Woolley
Class Reporter
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Michael Montgomery continues to
practice fulltime in his El Monte
office, where he specializes in emi54

nent domain and land use. Mike says
that he still enjoys traveling but his
trips take a little more planning than
previously because now he and his
wife, Carmen, take their triplets on
all their trips. The triplets, Sarah,
Lauren, and Alexander, are now 1 1/2
years old and, undoubtedly, are keeping mom and dad fully occupied.
Neal Gobar is still working part time
for the California Attorney General’s
office in San Diego County. He semiretired from the AG’s office 10 years
ago. He reports that he became a
grandfather for the seventh time earlier this year. He enjoys traveling to
exotic lands, having visited Southern
Chile, Cambodia, and Myannar
within the last year. He attempts to
stay in good physical shape by regularly playing beach volleyball near
his home in beautiful Del Mar. Judge
James A. Kaddo is still working hard
as a Superior Court judge in
Department C in Compton, where he
is hearing both criminal and civil
matters. Judge Kaddo says that he
looks forward to his annual vacations
in Europe and Lebanon, where he has
been vacationing for a number of
years. Walter Karabian, USC student
body president in 1960, continues to
be the consummate PR expert. He
was recently elected to the board of
directors of QueensCare, a non-profit
healthcare organization that provides
services and funding for hospitalization for uninsured people in the
greater Hollywood area. What makes
Wally even prouder than being
elected to this board, is his ability to
boast about the fact that he and
another of our classmates, John
Karns, have been law partners for
over 30 years. They do business
under the firm name of Karns and
Karabian in Los Angeles. They get
along so well that they are looking
forward to doing business together
for another 30 years. Allen Browne is
still successfully litigating those big
time cases. His last trial lasted 2 1/2
months, resulting in a resounding
victory for his client. As elated as he
was about winning this case, life just
got better for him and his wife,

Patricia, because shortly thereafter,
they took an extended vacation to
visit two grandchildren that were
born during this last trial. They first
visited a newborn grandchild in
Seattle; and, thereafter, journeyed to
Israel to visit the second newborn
grandchild. After visiting with the
grandchildren, the Brownes then
took a 16-day guided trip to Morocco.
They are now home recuperating
from all of this travel and excitement. Doug Taylor, who left the practice of law in 1981 to enter the private business sector, has never tired
of traveling extensively throughout
the world. When he is not touring the
globe on business, he is traveling for
pure enjoyment. On one trip last
year, he traveled to London to attend
the wedding of his son, Troy, who,
with his wife, intends to make Doug
a grandfather around Christmas time,
1999. It seems that Doug’s kids are
going to keep him busy for some
time. His daughter, Tracy, a paralegal, is planning a February wedding.
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Gregory Munoz
Class Reporter
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Reunion
The Class of 1964 held its 35th
reunion on October 21, 1999 at the
Jockey Club at Chasen’s in Beverly
Hills. Thanks to the efforts of Rich
Reinjohn, the event was an unqualified success. The food and drink were
terrific but the company was even
better. Mickey Shapiro, the past president of the student body (I know
that because it was on his business
card), reminded us of two of the
world shaking events which occurred
during our tenure at SC — the Cuban
missile crisis in October of 1962 and
the assassination of John F. Kennedy
— both of which stirred up our memories. David Roberti, past President
USC LAW • SPRING 2000

Enjoying a laugh at Chasen’s in Beverly
Hills are (l-r) Ronald Rosenfeld, Gary
Zimmerman, and Marshall Grossman

Pro Tem of the California State
Senate, spoke of his activities in politics since graduation. Judges
William McVittie and Gilbert Alston
told us of their experiences on the
bench since law school. A highlight
of the evening was the remarks of
retired Judge George Dell, who was
an instructor for our class in law
school. George recalled what erudite
and scholarly students we all were.
George was always a great stand-up
comic. Dean Tom Tomlinson spoke
on behalf of the Law School and told
us of some of the many changes that
have taken place since 1964, including admission standards that would
have caused most of us to go elsewhere. Even Jerry Garrett sent greetings via fax from New Zealand and
promised to attend the 40th. Several
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of our class members present at the
reunion have left the practice of law.
Brian Corbell has been in the hotel
management business practically
his entire career since law school.
Mickey Shapiro is the president and
CEO of A Doctor in Your
House.Com, a health care web site
on the Internet affiliated with 20th
Century Fox. After retiring from the
district attorney’s office, Ken
Unmacht is now a psychoanalyst
practicing in West Los Angeles.
However, most of us attending the
reunion continue to practice law.
Bill Bennett continues his specialty
in grandparents’ rights in Orange
County. Bill was recently appointed
the administrator for the Reformed
Church in America, California, covering all churches in Southern
California. Ray Cotkin’s firm has
just expanded and changed its name,
as has Marshall Grossman’s firm. By
the way, Marshall’s daughter, Leslie,
is a co-star of a series on the WB network. Dixon Holston, believe it or
not, is no longer with the county
counsel’s office but is now counsel to
the Los Angeles County Retirement
Plan. Harvey Unrot is practicing in
the Pasadena area but lives on his
horse ranch in the Antelope Valley.
Harvey says the drive is worth it to
have his horses. Lee Garry is still

tough in court and on the courts.
Dennis Harwood, who practices in
Orange County, seems taller than
ever. My partner, Ron Rosenfeld,
was the subject of a lengthy feature
article (complete with pictures) in
the Los Angeles Daily Journal dealing with his pioneering efforts in the
area of mediation in the family law
area. In that connection, the year
2000 will be the 30th year in which
Ron and I have practiced law
together. That’s longer than most of
the divorces Ron handles. Thanks,
Partner!! I received word from Ken
Murphy that he has left his law firm
and is now the general counsel of
CarsDirect.com. Tom Freiberg was
chairman of the Condemnation
Committee of the L.A. County Bar,
as well as serving as a director of the
Inner City Law Center and of the Los
Angeles Headquarters Association.
Lastly, my personal thanks to Ron
Goodgame for his kind remarks.
Ron, believe it or not, this is not a
task for me. I really enjoyed seeing
those of our class who took the time
from their busy schedules to attend
and missed those of you who couldn’t attend. Well, only five years to
the 40th! Plan ahead.
Gary Zimmerman
Class Reporter
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Dear Classmates: well, the class of
‘65 is not stay - at - homes, that is for
sure. Chris Rolin writes that both of
his children, Whitney and Brett,
graduated from University of Oregon
this past year. He and his wife,
Debbie, went on the USC Law
School Sea Goddess Cruise. Any connection between no more tuition and
Aegean cruises? George Wittenburg
is the proud owner of a Grand Banks
trawler and spends his free time
plundering the coast of Santa Barbara
with his wife, Joni Gray, an attorney
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with the court of appeal. His Santa
Barbara neighbor, Joe Nida, and his
wife, Jill, barged ( I assume he means
the boat) through the Champaign
area of France. Daughter Jamie is a
sophomore at UCSB. Tom Flattery
has been everywhere, from China to
Chile, and is very active as an arbitrator with the courts and AAA. He
has five grandchildren and six step
grandchildren. Gerald Gerstenfeld
still practicing and living in the valley. Terry and Sharon Bridges are bicounty: Riverside during the week
and Newport Beach on the weekends. Must be the healthiest graduate, takes walking tours of Europe
every other year. One item of sad
news, one of the really good guys of
our class, Andy Di Marco, passed on
this year. Henry A. Geisendorfer III,
retired from the public defenders
office after 30 plus years. He and his
wife took their five boys with
spouses and grandchildren to
England and France this past year.
Justice Richard Huffman wrote to
say that he had the wonderful experience of sitting on the California
Supreme Court this past October. He
is very active in San Diego in civic
activities. Sam Krane and his wife,
Susan, cruised the Italian and French
Rivieras. Claimed he just went to
museums and archaeological wonders and not to the topless beaches.
Edward “Ted” Kuhrau is retired and
living in Seattle, where he is working
on his golf game. Says all are invited
as long as you: 1. have your own
place to stay and 2. buy the first
round. John Mc Cormick has moved
down from Sun Valley and is living
in San Diego and chasing his 9-yearold and 7-year-old around. Wayne
Dryden is in Pasadena practicing law
and just spent two weeks in Scotland
and Spain. Judge Keith Sharrow and
his wife celebrated their 54th
anniversary this year. I note that the
class of ‘65 did not follow the modern trend of troubled marriages. The
following people are going on anywhere from 30 to 35 years of marriage. These are my calculations, so
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apologies extended if I shortchanged
anyone. Mike and Kathy Gless, Ben
and Patty Salvaty, Judge Dickren and
Jeri Tevrizian, John and Nancy
Miller. I am sure there are others of
you; these are ones I figured out on
my own. Judge Bill Huss has been to
the tatoo in Scotland. He is the president of IVAMS, an arbitration group.
Myrna Weingarten is retired from
law but very active with volunteer
tutoring of children. She writes to
say how proud she is of her husband
and children. Stan McGinley has
been with Saudi Aramco since 1984.
Stan and Peggy just celebrated their
41st anniversary. Walkie (Walter) and
Toni Cole live on Balboa Island and
Walkie is still practicing criminal
law in Orange County. Doug Welebir
was lead counsel in the Stringfellow
Dump toxic case. He is very active
in the civic area in Riverside.
Classmate John Lauritzen, the first
one to leave the law, sold his business in 1996 and is now retired and
living in Newport Beach. He sees
Terry and Sharon Bridges socially
since they are neighbors. Judge John
Torribio had dinner with John and
Nancy Miller over the Christmas
holidays. John tells me he specializes
in employment contract law. Dennis
Metzler and his wife have moved to
Oceanside from Fresno. Dennis is
very active in real estate development and with his church, serving
on several boards. C. Robert
Ferguson writes that he became very
active with the Mount Wilson
Observatory. In fact, when a decision
was made to close it, Bob helped
form the Mount Wilson Institute and
was its chief operating officer for six
years. They saved the observatory.
Nice job! Judge Donald Fitzpatrick
and his wife, Dr. Kathleen Egan, are
retired and living in Hoosick Falls,
New York and traversing the USA
visiting their four children, who live
from Florida to California. Samuel
“Skip” Keesal writes that he is still
in Long Beach with his own firm.
Mike Gless is with Skip. May I wish
all of you and yours a very Happy

New 2000 or Happy 2K as the
cognoscenti would say. More next
time. Plus, a lot of you didn’t write.
Please do so.
Judge John A. Torribio
Class Reporter
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Lawrence (Larry) Campbell writes
that 1999 was another good year for
him except that he worked too hard
and traveled too much (I didn’t know
that was possible). Also, there were
too few USC football victories —
bring
back
the
1960’s
and
John McKay. Richard Craigo is still
horsing around, practicing law specializing in tax work and “equine
law.” Wonder if that means representing horses or just going to the
track to watch them run? Phillip
Feldman says he plans to never retire
from the practice of law. Between
trips to New York, New Orleans and
San Francisco on business, he tries to
spend as much time as possible with
his two grandchildren who are one
and six-years old. Wayne Hunkins
was recently honored as the Trial
Lawyer of the Year by the
Association of House Counsel. Our
Congratulations, Wayne. Now that
Glen Mowrer has retired, he says he
finally has time to travel and do some
of the other things he has always
wanted to do. He recently spent a
month in Italy and still keeps his
hand in the legal arena by doing
pro bono work. Another of our classmates, Dominick F. Pellegrino, has
managed to break away from his law
practice and do some traveling, principally to Egypt and India during the
past year. Apparently, Ed Rasch
doesn’t have much to report since his
note said, “If it’s old, to forget it; if it’s
new, it’s forgettable; if it’s interesting, it’s probably embarrassing; and if
it’s dull, I’ll give you all the details.”
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Thanks Ed for the thoughts. Ralph J.
Scalzo retired from the practice of
law in April of this year and is moving to the desert so he and his wife
can play lots of golf and tennis. He
also plans to do a lot of traveling.
Good luck Ralph — those of us still
working are jealous! Responses to my
requests for information keep getting
fewer and fewer. I don’t know if that
means there are just fewer of us or
we’re all just stuck in a rut with
nothing exciting going on in our
lives. In any event, watch for the next
request for information and let me
know what’s happening with you.
Judge Chris R. Conway
Class Reporter
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It was with great trepidation that I
sent out my request for information
to my classmates. As your new class
reporter, my great fear was that no
one would respond; to my amazement and delight the response has
been overwhelming. Well, here goes
my first report. FIRST, THE BENCH:
Abby Soven reports that she has
retired effective 1997, after twenty
years as a judge and ten years as an
attorney. She and her life partner,
Faith Windsor, are enjoying vacations to Kenya, Tanzania, England,
Ireland, Israel, New York and the
California coast. After thirty years in
criminal law, Bernie J. Kamins is
finally looking forward to a civil
assignment. In April of 1999, he visited Amsterdam and sat through a
murder trial hosted by Dutch judges.
He is teaching at Pepperdine Law
School, and he also reports that his
daughter, Marni, is in grad school in
psychology and daughter Piper is at
UC Berkeley. His wife is the director
of the Seven Arrows School. Another
esteemed member of the bench,
Barry Kohn, advises that he and his
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life partner, Will Harrison, have
moved to Laguna Beach. Barry is a
commissioner in the Los Angeles
Municipal Court, sitting Law and
Motion. Barry just got back from a
two-week vacation in France; and he
attended the International Lesbian
and Gay Judge’s Association in
Seattle, where Barry is one of the
founders and on the board. Harold S.
Vites checks in to let us know that
he is still married to his wife,
Carolyn, since 1965, and has a son,
Marty, and a daughter, Erin. Harold
has been sitting as a Los Angeles
Municipal Court Commissioner
since June of 1992. THE BAR:
Ronald Weiss reports that his daughter is married and he is patiently
waiting for grandchildren (Do any of
us ever wait patiently?). His younger
daughter, Mindy, is a senior at Cal
State Northridge. Ronald and his
wife celebrated their 29th wedding
anniversary last December. He is
still a sole practitioner, and says he
will slow down when his wife retires
in eight more years. Berneice Anglea
is doing lots of traveling, lots of tournament bridge and in between, handles large estate planning and tax litigation. Gary Ottoson, my esteemed
predecessor and proud papa, reports
that one of his kids is a glass blower
in Oregon and the other is living
half-time in England — the other
half of the time, he and his English
wife live in the United States or
travel. Gary and his great lady, Ellen,
were on the second Sea Goddess trip
(saw them a lot at the bar); they try
to get a trip out of the country every
year. Gary has been involved with
the Venice Boys and Girls Club for
over ten years and of course is very
active on behalf of our law school.
David R. Allen checks in to let us
know that he is still happily married
after thirty-three years to his wife,
Penny. His oldest son is a UCLA grad
in applied math and he just got his
first grandson. He says it is wonderful. His younger son, Travis, is still
single and David is trying to do
something about that. Dave is now a

certified specialist in estate planning
and trust and probate law, and will
take the Oregon bar exam in
February of this year; he and his wife
are building a second home on the
southern
Oregon
coast.
A
TWO–FOR-ONE REPORT: Frank P.
Barbaro and Jay Cordell Horton (the
most unlikely couple) are still
together in Orange County, striking
fear in the heart of those defense
lawyers. Their firm obtained a jury
verdict of heroic proportions against
an HMO pharmacy. Frank has
opened a concert, sports and theater
ticket company and in his spare time
has managed to have his son, Brett,
go to Harvard doing biogenetic
research on cancer causes. His son,
Casey, is at Stanford going through
medical school final prep. Oh yeah,
and Frank is chairing the Bill Bradley
for President Orange County committee. The reason that Frank can do
all of these things is that Jay reports
that he has no time for anything.
Scott Bice will complete his term as
dean in June. Scott is first going to
take a sabbatical and then will be on
the law faculty. During the sabbatical, he will do “field research” on
maritime law (Do I see another
cruise in the future?). Scott also just
finished a two- year term as president of the American Law Dean’s
Association. He sure does make us
proud. CAN YOU ONE-UP THIS
ONE?: Tom Loo read with great
interest Jon Lappen’s report of his
two children and says that he has
done better. He has three daughters,
who are alumni of USC Law School:
Cynthia Laurie Loo and Lori Anna
Loo, Class of ‘90, and Wendy A. Loo
’94. Privately, Tom is hopeful that he
can retire and have his daughters
support him. I don’t know how that
can be true because he also has a 10month-old son, Ryan, and Tom
assures us that Ryan will be a graduate of the class of 2018. Lloyd
Robinson’s personal management
company is working on movies of
the week and other interesting
things. When he is not working, he is
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at his cabin at Tom’s Place, CA, fishing and skiing, or otherwise in Palm
Springs reading screenplays. Lloyd
was a founding director of Hands
Across Watts, Inc. and also a member
of the board of Helping Artists
Rehabilitate Children. His wife,
Margaretrose, gets into the entertainment act by designing Las Vegas
shows and costumes. Stephen B.
Shore and his lovely wife, Trudy, are
happy to announce that their son,
Daniel, was married in August of last
year. Stephen is still in Lake
Arrowhead doing real property
trusts, business litigation (same old
stuff). He travels; they have a second
home in Palm Desert, where he frustrates himself trying to play golf and
tennis. He has been on the Chamber
board for 16 years, a hospital foundation, Municipal Advisory Council,
and Rotary. Congrats to Ronald
Supancic: his daughter, Patricia, was
accepted at Cal Arts and is now in
the theatre program. Ron was busy
visiting
the
Hawaii
Volcano
National Park in October and then
immediately upon his return, presented a multi-disciplinary model for
alternative dispute resolution for
high conflict couples (try and say
that three times fast) at the Eleventh
Annual Conference at Pepperdine
University Law School. SHORT
NOTES: David Simon checks in to
say that his sixth grandchild is
expected this month (Can anyone
top that?) He is on the Manhattan
Beach Planning Commission, and
serves as Kiwanis Club president and
chairperson elect of the Manhattan
Beach Chamber of Commerce.
Gregory McClintock is still married
to Lyn Rae and has four kids, 21 to 13
years of age, all still in school, which
is why he is still working. As of July
1999, he left the firm that he helped
found in 1984 to join Mayer, Brown
& Platt as the partner in charge of
their environmental law practice in
Los Angeles. Larry Fisher sends us a
note to say that he is senior vicepresident and secretary at Fluor
Corporation and that he went to
France last year. Ronald S. Barak just
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returned to his Westside L.A. origins,
purchasing a new home in Pacific
Palisades after spending twenty-two
years in Rolling Hills. Can’t stay too
far from the beach. Kenneth
Rosenberg and William Francis
checked in to say hi. NOW, THE
RETIREES: Randall Shelley gloatingly advises that he has retired after
thirty years and is now living in the
Olympic Penninsula in Washington
State and in La Quinta California. Of
course, his life consists of boating,
flying, playing lots of golf, hiking,
mountain climbing, and woodworking. Alan Rushfeldt also reports that
he retired in July of 1998 but is still
doing some arbitration work. He is
also playing more golf, gardening
more, and reading what he wants to
read, rather than what he has to read.
Well, that is the end of my first
report. I only hope that when I send
out my notice again, the response
will be equally gratifying.
N. Mitchell Feinstein
Class Reporter
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Reunion
Our 30th reunion at the Regency
Club in Westwood was terrific. I
thought that our classmates looked
better than they did at our last
reunion. Of course, that may be due
to the fact that half of them are no
longer practicing law. It was great
that Professor Chris Stone could
attend and bring us up-to-date on the
happenings of the Law School and
our professors. He received the most
votes for “favorite professor” of
those who returned the reunion
questionnaire, and that was before
he was the only professor to attend
the reunion. I received a nice letter
from Frank Masse letting us know
that he is completely retired from
the practice of law and now doing
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John Brainerd (left) and Larry Stein
enjoying the Class of ‘69 reunion

real estate investment and management for his own account. He says
he has even gone so far as to retain
counsel to advise him on the very
things that he used to advise others.
He had just become a grandfather
and still devotes a large amount of
his time to community matters.
Roger Adams reports that he is still
practicing in Pasadena, devoting his
time to “screwing the government
out of as much tax revenue as possible.” He has been involved in the
Pasadena Rotary and YMCA, and
spends his spare time enjoying opera,
skiing, running and baseball. Robert
Bard reports that he, too, is running
a real estate business. He spends his
spare time enjoying skiing, biking
and water sports. Charles Berwanger
is practicing real estate, commercial
and environmental litigation in San
Diego. He has served on the board of
City Ballet and various state bar
and ABTL committees. Richard
Dombrow continues to practice family law as a sole practitioner but
spends a great deal of his time traveling, flying his plane, hunting and
fishing. He and Ben (“Bunky”)
Schuck missed the reunion because
they were off elk hunting. Bunky
reports that he is still practicing
estate planning at a small firm in
Santa Paula when he’s not surfing,
hunting or fishing. He says that his
hunting and fishing trips include
Henry Walther, as well. Stanley
Feldsott is practicing community
association law in Newport Beach
and has participated in the development of much of the current law
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applicable to community associations. He says he enjoys playing with
computers. Jeffrey Goldstein came in
for the reunion from Colorado. He
practices Social Security and
worker’s compensation law at a
small firm in Denver but has been
deeply involved in various pro bono
matters over the years. He received
the 1997 Denver Bar Association
Volunteer Lawyer of the Year award
and is listed in Best Lawyers of
America. Alan Hager continues to
practice oil and gas, land use and
environmental law in the Attorney
General’s office. In a theme common
with our classmates, he says that his
primary pursuit since law school has
been raising his family, which is also
his proudest accomplishment. Roger
Mertz came down from the Bay Area
for the reunion. He continues to
practice corporate/securities law for
a medium size firm in San Francisco.
In his spare time, he enjoys scuba
diving and travel. Have you noticed
how many of our classmates do real
physical, outdoor activities as
opposed to just playing golf? I am
very impressed! Michael Stetson is
practicing real estate law with a
small firm in San Pedro after years of
government work and acting as
regional real estate counsel for the
Southern Pacific Railroad. He has
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been the head counsel for the
Torrance, Inglewood and Los Angeles
County Planning Commissions and
has acted as chief lawyer for an internal investigation of the L.A. Sheriff’s
Office. Tom Walley is practicing
business and family law litigation in
a medium size firm in Newport
Beach. He is another outdoors man,
spending much of his spare time
snow and water skiing, golfing and
fly fishing. Pete Williams looked
great at the reunion and is practicing
trial work at a small firm in Long
Beach. His proudest accomplishment, other than his golf, was a
death penalty reversal case. He did
supply me with some other fascinating information, but I can’t report it
until the libel laws change. Finally,
Travers Wood is still practicing civil
litigation at White & Case in Los
Angeles. He continues to enjoy golf,
travel and skiing, and was the only
one honest enough to say he is still
practicing law “because of alimony.”
My apologies to David Bergland and
Stephen Galton for the misspelling
of your names in the last issue. I do
know how to spell them, but somehow the L’s got turned into I’s
between here and the printer.
Bob Rosenberg
Class Reporter

I recently received a letter from Dean
Scott H. Bice announcing that this
year’s recipient of the Class of 1971
Scholarship is a third year student,
Mr. Justin Ward. Shortly thereafter, I
received on our class’s behalf a very
nice thank you letter from Justin
himself. Justin received his BA
degree in Political Science from UC
Irvine in 1997. He is a member of the
Hale Moot Court Honors Team;
president of the Black Law Student’s
Association and the resident advisor
for law students housed in the
University’s Terrace Apartments. As
a first year summer law clerk, he
worked at San Fernando Valley
Neighborhood Legal Services. It
appears that our Class of 1971
Scholarship is being put to good use.
The last few months have given me
the opportunity to renew old friendships while gathering material for
this report. Paul Morantz is happy,
well and practicing in Pacific
Palisades. Paul had developed a
unique specialty. He has spent much
of the last 25 years studying and successfully suing cults. He is also a specialist in the areas of psychological
malpractice and sexual abuse. Paul
set the standard in this area by successfully suing Synanon at great risk
to his own life. After graduation
from law school, he accepted a position with the L.A. Public Defenders
Office. After a few years of trial experience, he left public service and
started working part time for his
older brother, Lewis Morantz, Esq. It
was while working at Lewis’s office
that he first had contact with
Synanon. Paul’s professional life has
been the subject of many, many
news articles, a book or two and a
made-for-television movie. Notwithstanding such notoriety, he remains
our Paul of olden days. He still
enjoys beach volleyball, basketball
and karate. He is a devoted father to
his son, Chaz, a rock climber who
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also holds a third degree Black Belt in
karate. Paul is most proud of his pro
bono work as appellate counsel in
Molko v. Holy Spirit Assoc. (1988) 46
Cal. 3d 1092, a landmark case, which
reduced the amount of fraud in cult
recruitment practices. His efforts led
to a reduced need for kidnapping and
reprogramming. At present, Paul no
longer practices law and is concentrating on writing a book about
Synanon. Sharon T. Nelson is well
and living in the District of
Columbia. You might recall that after
our first year of law school she took a
summer job with Ralph Nader. Yes,
she was one of the original Nader’s
Raiders. After graduation, she
returned to Washington D.C. and
spent seven very successful years as
special counsel for the Security
Exchange Commission. While there
she is probably best remembered for
being principally responsible for setting up the Chicago Board Options
Exchange, the first such exchange in
the world. After her marriage ended,
she went into private practice and
earned a Masters in Taxation
from Georgetown University. She
describes her practice of law as
“eclectic.” She has argued before the
U.S. Supreme Court and many trial
courts. After a number of years in private practice, she accepted an
appointment as senior administrative
law judge for the District of
Columbia. Four years ago, she retired
from the bench. Presently, she is a
full-time arbitrator and mediator. She
has published and is a sought after
lecturer in the area of arbitration and
mediation. Sharon is also a member
of the Copyright Arbitration Royalty
Panel and the National Board of
Electronic Retail Assurance. Her son,
Nelson Abramson, is an honor student at Union College, majoring in
computer engineering. Sharon loves
golfing, tennis, and skiing and her
long time significant other is Jeff
Altman, an attorney in the area of
non-profit corporations. While rushing through the L.A. County courthouse, I ran into Lance Spiegal. Lance
has not changed a bit in the past 25
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plus years. He practices family law in
Beverly Hills and is Of Counsel to
Kaufman and Young. He is most
proud of his trial and appellate work
for the prevailing parties in Johnson
vs. Superior Court (1998) 66 CA 4th
68, Marriage of McElwee (1988) 197
Cal App. 3d. 902, and Marriage of
Myers, (1988) a case decided by the
Hawaii Supreme Court. Lance is a
very busy dad. I understand that last
football season he attended his 314th
consecutive Trojan football game.
Lance has a good chance of breaking
the record presently held by Giles
Pellerin. Good luck, Lance!! Pat Neill
is a partner at the Law Office of
Hershner, Hunter, Andrews, Neill
and Smith, LLP in Eugene, Oregon.
Pat is married to Sarah and they have
three teenage sons, Joseph (age 17),
Curt (age 15) and Doug (age 13). For
the last 26 years, Pat has been in
Eugene, specializing in commercial
litigation. The firm has a strong business emphasis and employs 28 attorneys. Pat, Sarah and the boys live
about 10 miles outside of Eugene on
eight acres of forested land with several horses. He says that he coaches
baseball and basketball for recreation
and travels to Eastern Oregon at least
a couple of times each year for
“round ups.” Pat still has a lot of the
old western cowboy in him! He has
been a member of the local school
board for the past eight years and is
beginning his third term. He looks
fondly back on his years at USC, and
speaks well of faculty and all of us.
Our best to you and your family, Pat.
Joel D. Leidner advises that after
graduation and the bar ordeal, he
apprenticed to Ben Margolis for a
year, doing research, law and motion
in complex litigation. He then did the
same thing on his own, working on
behalf of the lawyers he had previously opposed. While so occupied, he
developed a Social Security disability
practice, which has been his sole
practice since about 1975. Joel represents disabled people in their claims
for the Social Security disability benefits at every level, including appeals
to the district court and the Ninth

Circuit Court of Appeals. Joel is in
practice with his wife of 32 years,
Suzanne. Joel was invited to testify
before the House Ways and Means
Committee on Social Security
Legislation, was an interviewee on
the Re-engineering Social Security
Team of Vice-President Gore, is listed
as faculty for the National
Organization of Social Security
Claimants Representatives, and gives
workshops on such topics as ethics,
cross-examination of vocational
experts, protection of the rights of
legal immigrants, and dealing with
seemingly biased administrative law
judges. He was a delegate to, and
workshop participant in, the InterAmerican Labor Rights and Social
Security Conferences in Havana,
Cuba in 1987, 1996 and 1998. Joel
and Suzanne enjoy traveling, having
gone to Cuba several times as well as
Mexico, Puerto Rico, Columbia,
Spain, France, China, Yugoslavia and
Romania. Other pastimes include
opera, orchestral and chamber music
and art collecting. Joel jealously
guards his weekend tennis. Son
David is a musician and has a music
studio in the Silverlake area for production of “records” (dates Joel, doesn’t it?). Ken Ziskin started as a tax
lawyer at the Manatt firm in 1972
but wound up as a banking attorney.
He has returned to his tax roots operating a “Wealth Strategies” practice,
integrating income, estate and gift
tax planning for clients with net
worths between $3 and $100 million.
Ken’s wife, Karen, works with him in
their Studio City practice, focusing
on personal family issues essential to
good wealth strategy planning. Ken
and Karen host Beyond the Living
Trust twice monthly on KHWY’s
Business Channel 22 in Los Angeles
and present seminars on advanced
wealth strategies quarterly. While
they do not charge for these seminars, they sponsor a charity at each
seminar and get attendees to contribute to the charity in lieu of a
direct charge. Ken’s son, Andy, (age
25), is trying to work his way up to
the producer ranks in Hollywood and
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sells life insurance in the interim.
His daughter, Jenny, (age 22), just
graduated with honors in Micro
Cellular Biology from Berkeley and is
getting ready to pursue a joint M.D.—
Ph.D. program, which will let her use
her research skills. In July, she presents a paper on her cancer research
to a national symposium in Irvine.
Ken’s stepsons, Bryan and Myles,
both attend Beverly Hills High
School, where Bryan anticipates
being the starting free safety in the
fall. Michael A. Nishkian worked initially in a “Downtown LA” law firm
but eventually opened a “sole practitioner” office in Long Beach, where
he has been ever since. His practice
consists of a little of everything:
estate planning, real estate, contract
disputes, civil litigation, etc. He also
does the grocery shopping and cooking because, as he states, “I’m better
at it.” Michael has been married for
30 years with two children: Jennifer
(age 17) and Michael (age 15). Every
August for the past 26 years, the family has gone to North Lake Tahoe so
that Michael can zone out building
sand castles — now several hundred
to his credit! People stop by to see his
work and the family now has many
friends there. Michael remains an
avid movie fan and his Captain
Video’s Annual Oscar Derby Party
continues to be a very hot ticket, at
least on his block. The Nishkians
keep a five-foot tall Oscar in their
entryway, which they dress in different outfits to mark the months of the
year. Michael, keep building those
castles. You are our Oscar nominee.
Rick M. Flam went to Washington
D.C. after we graduated to work as an
intern in the Department of Housing
and Urban Development. Rick spent
a year in the district. Afterwards, he
returned to Los Angeles and became
one of those hardworking young
lawyers for Mitchell, Silberberg &
Knapp. He then served as an assistant
United States attorney in the criminal division here in the Central
District of California. Striking out on
his own, he developed a highly successful corporate and litigation pracUSC LAW • SPRING 2000

tice employing three other lawyers.
In 1990, he married Carole, who is
also a former attorney. She had been
practicing family law for 15 years. In
1994, they started a side business
called “On the Tee.” Both Rick and
Carole are avid golfers! While traveling and enjoying a golfing holiday in
Scotland, they ran across a very
unusual product. While at St.
Andrews, they purchased a pair of
cushioned socks. They thought the
socks were fantastic and on returning
home, they were unable to find a
similar pair anywhere in the United
States. After contacting the English
manufacturer, they became the
exclusive U.S. distributors for this
product. Now, who says golf doesn’t
pay? Rick has two sons, Bryan (age
25) and Darren (age 23), who both
work in the entertainment industry.
Bryan is a production assistant for a
motion picture company and Darren
is an actor. In 1997, Rick ventured
beyond practice of law to become an
executive recruiter. He is a partner in
LAI Worldwide, the third largest
executive search firm in the United
States. He has successfully recruited
executives for the legal, mortgage
banking and financial services industries. He states that he finds recruiting encompasses the best parts of
being a lawyer with none of the
unpleasantness. He states that
clients need to be cultivated and
cared for but he no longer has to
engage in the adversarial hostility
that characterizes the practice of law
today. Rick, we wish you well in all
of your endeavors. Keep your eye on
the ball! Alan J. Levine became counsel to the leading entertainment law
firm of Ziffren, Brittenham, Branca &
Fischer LLP, Los Angeles, in
November, 1999. Alan was president
and chief operating officer of Sony
Pictures Entertainment (SPE) until he
left them in October of 1996. After
this, he was engaged as a consultant
in the entertainment and media
industries until his current position.
He is a member of the State Bar of
California, the Bar Associations of
Los Angeles County and Beverly

Hills, the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts & Sciences and the Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences. Alan
serves on numerous civic, charitable
and educational boards and committees, among them, the board of governors of Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, the board of councilors of
the USC School of CinemaTelevision, the USC Associates
Board of Directors, and the Round
Table of the Museum of Television
& Radio. He has lectured at the
UCLA Entertainment Symposium
and the USC Entertainment Law
Institute. In recognition of his leadership within the entertainment
industry and his activities on behalf
of a broad range of USC issues, Alan
received the 1994 USC Alumni
Merit Award. Alan was also awarded
the Community Services Man of the
Year Award by the West Angeles
Church in 1996. He was an intern,
researcher and contributor to the
book, The Chemical Feast, published by Ralph Nader’s Center for
the Study of Responsive Law in
1969. Alan lives in Beverly Hills
with his wife of 25 years, Judy. They
have two children: a daughter,
Andrea, who currently works in the
marketing department of Eyemark
Entertainment, a unit of CBS, and a
son, Jay, who is currently attending
the Wharton School of Business at
the University of Pennsylvania. In
closing this report, indeed, in closing this millennium, I would like
each of you to pause and reflect
upon the lives of those classmates,
our friends, who have passed on
before us. May the souls of Donald
A. Brown, David L. Jolliffe, Daniel
W. Monzingo, David L. Paluska,
Anne S. Pressman and Robert (Jack)
E. Warren forever rest in eternal
peace. While we are upon Earth, let
us not forget them, therefore they
shall each continue to live. I wish
each of you a happy and successful
new century and may our paths continue to cross.
Joseph E. Porter III
Class Reporter
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Reunion

Sam Paz, Cary Lowe, Alec Wisner with
Gordon and Lucie Bava enjoying the Class
of ’74 reunion at the Biltmore Hotel
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1979

Reunion
Right: David Rosenblum, Hushmand
Sohaili, Henry Gradstein, and Mac Becket
renewing old ties at the Ritz Carlton

Class of ’79 reunion
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As we enter our twentieth year of
doing whatever it is we are doing
after law school, here’s what this
reporter knows. Reeve E. Chudd has
been with Ervin, Cohen & Jessup
since graduation, practicing tax law.
Reeve lives in Pacific Palisades with
second wife, Marian Mann, and also
serves as chairman of the board of
Learning with a Difference, Inc., a
non-profit. William N. Watts III,
lives and works in Mobile, Alabama,
where he practices at Hudson &
Watts, LLP, after 16 years in a large
firm. He and wife Karen have 3 children: Billy (19 and at Georgia Tech),
Kristianne (16) and Bryan (15). Bill is
very involved with the local community theater, which has won regional
and national competitions and traveled to Ireland for the International
Drama Festival. Judge Margaret M.
Hay has four granddaughters and
counting. She recently spent three
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months sitting on the court of appeal
by assignment. She and husband Ken
recently completed their new house,
“Palazzo Hay,” in Long Beach. Mark
Wyman lives in Pacific Palisades
with wife Holly and two young sons,
Jack (5) and Charlie (31/2). Holly sits
on the Los Angeles City Cultural
Affairs Commission and Mark races
triathlons. Mark is also a senior VP
in business affairs at Columbia
Pictures and sees, and doesn’t see,
respectively, fellow business affairs
types John Huncke and Gary
Newman. John serves as general
counsel for Universal Worldwide
Television in Beverly Hills. John and
wife Kate (who is a physician at
UCLA) have two children, Sara (5)
and Matthew (3). Speaking of business affairs, Shelley E. Reid works for
the Disney Channel in that capacity,
as well, commuting from Westwood.
She also serves as adjunct professor
at Whittier Law School. Enough
Hollywood. Lance J. Miller works for
Condert Brothers in Manhattan (not
the beach) and endures a real commute from Riverside, CT. Lance and
wife Yuko Ito have one son, Arashi
(13). After spending six years in Asia,
Lance still travels to Japan regularly
on business and for holidays. Sean
Burke practices solo (the only way to
go in this reporter’s opinion) in
Newport Beach and lives next door
in Corona Mar with wife Monica and
three children, Bryan (11), Chris (8)
and Paige (5). The whole family will
travel to Holland next summer
where Bryan will participate in an
international soccer tournament.
Chris is classmates with Patty
(McDonald) Baker’s son, Wesley.
Sean also reports a Lance Cote sighting and says that Lance is living in
Colorado but has a law office in
Newport Beach. Well done, Lance.
From other sources, Lori Nelson Berg
lives in Corona del Mar with husband, Ray, and sons Jon, a ninth
grader, and Peter, a sixth grader. Jon
rows with the Newport Aquatic
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Junior Crew and Peter is into Little
League. Lori and the boys traveled to
Minnesota twice in 1999 to visit
Ray, who had taken a temporary
position there as an orthopedic surgeon. Cheryl Seltzer Prell has been
published twice, most recently in
the California Real Property Journal,
the official publication of the state
bar’s real property section. R.J.
Manning serves as U.S. counsel for a
French software company, officing in
Woodland Hills but spending five
months a year in Paris. He claims to
have planned a two-week vacation to
Antarctica for January. I want to see
pictures. Carl McGinnis practices
probate law in the mid-Wilshire district and lives in Bel Air. State
Senator Raymond N. Haynes has
announced his candidacy for the U.S.
Senate in the year 2000. Philip C.
Putnam continues at Monteleone &
McCrory, where he has practiced
construction law since day one. Phil
loves to ski and has served on the
board of counselors for the USC
Athletic Department since 1995.
David R. Serrano is both a lawyer
and a client -- living and practicing in
San Clemente while owning a recycling firm with locations in four
states. David and wife Julie have
three daughters, Lisa (17), Marcy (15)
and Jennifer (13). Mercy. Nick West
retired from law practice and is now
a mortgage banker at GMAC
Commercial Mortgage in Pasadena.
Ginger G. Bauer works for Toyota
Motor Sales, U.S.A. in their
principal office in Torrance. Glenn E.
Fuller serves as vice-president and
general counsel for Freedom
Communications, Inc. in Irvine and
lives in Coto de Caza. James
Lonergan is a partner at Sheppard,
Mullin et al., where he counts as his
career highlight working adverse to
Don Alvarado and Jane Wigod
Orenstein from Smart & Final. Marla
Dena Lee continues to serve as counsel to American Health and Life
Insurance Company in Fort Worth,

and has recently stepped down from
her position as president of
the Tarrant County Black Bar
Association. Marla has an “academically and athletically gifted” nineyear-old son, Adonnys. Although
Dale Short neglected to fill out a
questionnaire, I spotted him and
wife Cherie at the Loyola High
School Christmas dinner where his
eldest son, Matthew, is a freshman.
They also have a daughter, Rachel,
and another son, Calvin. As a point
of personal privilege for Sally and
me, our younger son, Ian, is also a
freshman and his older brother, Eric,
a graduating senior at Loyola.
Charles Locko
Class Reporter
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Our class continues to produce a varied and exciting group of lawyers and
citizens. Tom Kent is a partner in the
firm of Lee and Kent (handling bankruptcy law). Tom has joined the
ranks of classmates with a published
opinion (In Re McGoldrich, 117
Bankruptcy Reporter 554 (1999).
Tommy Newell lives in San
Francisco and is active in an
Internet
venture
with
NBC
Steven
(www.nbcolympics.com).
Spile practices in Encino, has written
an article on real estate brokers, and
has a new estate planning department at his firm (Spile & Siegal,
LLP). Al Boelter continues to have a
varied practicing serving the entertainment industry. John Heilman
reports that he ran the National
AIDS Marathon in Washington, DC
(and continues to be our only elected
official – mayor of West Hollywood).
Laurie Davis practices business law
in Sacramento, has a baby daughter,
and is active in her church. Gale
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Morris is with Lawrence & Morris in
Chicago. Mike Schroeder has started
a new publication (Acupuncture
Today) and is co-chair of George W.
Bush for President campaign. John
Salisbury recently received wide
press coverage for a family law case
in Oregon. Richard Tasoff is with
Tasoff & Tasoff (one of LA’s pioneering firms handling immigration matters). And sadly, I recently learned of
Bill Story’s death. A number of classmates have also asked me to mention
other friends we have lost since graduation: Pat Jordan, Jan Behny, Cindy
Raisch, and Mitch Clausner, all of
whom were close and valued friends.
Ron Martinetti
Class Reporter
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Mark Busto and Maureen Lee live in
Seattle with their three children
(ages 6, 11, and 14). Mark has his own
10-lawyer employment law firm, and
Maureen is a part-time business
counselor. Gail Vendeland just
moved to Texas after five years in
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, where she
chaired the International School.
Gail and her husband, Ralph, have
two children. Thomas Reilly practices labor law with Arter & Hadden
in Newport Breach. Tom and his
wife, Nadine, have two sons (ages 7
and 9). Alan Bergfeld is a vice president and senior counsel with
Downey Savings in Newport Beach.
Alan and his wife, Lisa, have three
children (ages 1, 9, and 12). Cathy
Dreyfuss recently became directing
attorney of the Indigent Criminal
Defense Association of the L.A.
County Bar. Victoria (Mitchell)
Hennelly lives in Pacific Palisades
with her husband, John, and their 12year-old son. She has three adult
stepchildren, and has been busy as
the Los Angeles president of the
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National Alliance for Autism
Research. Julia Beyer Houpt lives
with her husband, John, and two sons
(ages 3 and 9) in Pennsylvania, where
she’s the director of development at a
Quaker day school. Debra Kohn lives
in Silver Spring, Maryland. Elisa
(Price) Rubin is married to Steven,
has two children, and serves as an
executive board member of many
Jewish charities. Richard Maire Jr. is
with the LA office of Morgan, Lewis
& Bockius. He and his wife, Krista,
have two young children. Oklahoma
bankruptcy judge Terry Michael and
his wife, Amy, have two daughters
(ages 7 and 9). Michael “Mick”
Mihm is a litigator with Kennedy &
Christopher in Denver, and chair of
the Colorado Bar’s professional liability committee. Mick and his wife,
Nanette, have two children (ages 10
and 15). Lucia Nordstrom is litigation partner, serves on the Camp Fire
Boys & Girls National Board and
many other charitable groups, and
raises two young daughters with her
husband, Russell, in Malibu. Sharon
Brodwin Laderman has three daughters (ages <1, 5 and 7). Albert Peacock
moved back to Long Beach, after
many years in Alaska, to continue
his admiralty law practice. Al and his
wife, Robyn, have an infant son.
Kendall Reed is general counsel of
New Hampshire Ball Bearings. Ken
and his wife, Linda, live in Redondo
Beach. After years of transactional
work for Sempra Energy, the Gas
Company’s parent, Judith YoungDrugan recently started representing
Sempra before the California Public
Utilities Commission. After several
years of prosecuting organized criminals, Ellen Aragon, her husband,
Joseph, and their six-year-old daughter have moved to Paris, where they
are having a wonderful time. Mark
Grossman, his wife, Cynthia, and
three children live in Oklahoma
City, where Mark is on the board of
the Westminster School. Johnna
Hansen reports that she practices
personal injury law, is married with a
13-year-old daughter, and has had

“no plastic surgery yet!” Susan
Chasworth has been with the L.A.
District Attorneys office since 1985,
and currently is in the Special
Investigation Division, prosecuting
corrupt government officials. After
working as a partner at several major
law firms, Ken Perkins opened Berry
& Perkins, P.C. in Irvine, where he
lives with his wife, Caroline, and
three children (ages 7, 10, and 13).
Lorin Fife retired in 1998, after years
with SunAmerica, where he held
many executive positions. Lorin and
Linda have two children (ages 15 and
19), and spend much time traveling
and on community service activities.
Dana Ginsburg is married to John
Gold and is the head of Feature Legal
for Dreamworks. David Ritchie is
with D’Alessandro & Ritchie in San
Jose. Keith Wileman is with Lord,
Bissell & Brook in Los Angeles.
Cameron Hess is with Wagner,
Kirkman Blaine & Youmans in
Sacramento where he lives with his
wife, Danielle, and their two sons.
Cameron recently handled the
largest real estate sale in Sacramento
County. After years with Sherman
& Sterling and General Electric
Capital Corporation, Bruce Bennett
joined Howard, Smith & Levin LLP
in New York City as a partner. Bruce
and Veronica have a five-year-old
daughter.
Karl
Block
joined
Greenberg, Glusker Fields &
Machtinger as a bankruptcy partner.
Kenneth Bakst reports that he’s a
real estate developer/investor in
NYC while the New York Times
reports that after leading in the first
round of the New York State Open,
the 1997 United States Golf
Association Mid-Amateur title
holder “fell apart on the back nine”
and finished fifth. Thank you to
everyone who sent me updates.
After 13 years as a litigator with
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips, I have
joined 20th Century Fox Film
Corporation as a business attorney.
Dennis Franks
Class Reporter
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Reunion
Class of ’84 at the Ritz Carlton, Marina del Rey
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We continue to do great and interesting things out there in the legal
world as we all come into our own,
personally
and
professionally.
Unfortunately, hardly any of you are
telling me about it! So I considered
resorting to my old standby, “making stuff up,” in order to give you
something interesting to read (and to
give non-classmate, but apparently
faithful Class Notes follower and Los
Angeles Times columnist Steve
Harvey, something to quote out of
context again the next time he has a
slow news day). But I thought better
of it. Instead, thanks to some dangerous investigative reporting (paper
cuts hurt), I thought I’d highlight a
few accomplishments from those of
us we may not have heard much
from in the past 15 years. LAWYERS
ARE GOOD: For instance, my old
friend and former law school
trial advocacy partner, Charlene
Hinshaw, surfaced after a few years
of self-proclaimed “maturity leave,”
as a senior staff attorney for
Norwalk’s
Community
Legal
Services, focusing on domestic violence issues. Making us all feel a little better about our profession,
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Charlene describes her new experience working with “this domestic
violence creature” as “more fulfilling, eye opening, enjoyable, and real”
than she ever could have imagined.
“I have been doing some incredible
things in a really short period of time
and feeling really good about it.”
WHAT’S WITH THE CLASS OF ’85
WOMEN AND FAST CARS?: You
already know that Teri Paul is inhouse with Toyota; Judy Kanoskie is
with Mitsubishi; and Rhea Caras
with Nissan. But did you know that
Linda Louie is now with the
National Hot Rod Association? Well,
she is and is loving it! “I think I’m
one of the few lawyers with a truly
fun job,” she was heard yelling
recently at the office. She also has an
offer for you: “If anyone wants to
come to the drag races, let me
know.” (Llouie@nhra.com.) WHO
SAID IT?: On the occasion of her
50th birthday, as she patiently
waited (for three weeks) for a jury’s
verdict: “So maturity is added to
great wisdom, insight, and general
boring sagacity, heading to senility.”
Clue: She recently received a welldeserved AV rating from MH, and
spent her New Year’s in Rome and
Israel. ANSWER: Rosa Cumare, of
course. WE’RE ON THE MOVE: Jay
Hachigian is making smart law students really happy, and big firm partners a little grumpy. According to

the press, Jay will pay his first-year
associates $145,000 this year. In an
unrelated story, the billing requirements for his firm (Gunderson,
Bunch O’ Others & Hachigian) have
been increased slightly . . . to 4000
hours a year. Jay recently moved to
the Boston area to head the 128 attorney office of Gunderson, and by press
time, should be the proud father of
his third child. Rumor has it that
Kirk Lundburg has come out of
retirement to join the firm’s Texas
office. (And if Kirk doesn’t respond to
one of my letters soon, I’m going to
have to find a much better rumor to
share next time). Alan Carnegie has
recently appointed himself partner
in charge of absolutely everything,
including emptying the trash and
turning out the lights at night. He
took the bold step to independence
last November, focusing his new
Century City solo practice on construction, insurance coverage and
business litigation. And while we are
on the subject of moving, Sharon
Rhodes climbed Mt. Whitney last
summer. (Sorry, best segue I could
come up with). FAMILY STUFF: Fred
Wong reports that he married Betty
Bach Diec last October. And apparently, he’s telling the truth.
Confirming reports came in from
those sharing in the festivities,
which included Jeremy Kline, Dan
Carmichael, Bob Mc Kennon, Bill
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Fiske and Cathy Hroma. Paul Smith
did not have another baby. News at
11:00. But Tom Myers did: new son
Christopher Thomas was born last
September. Bill Fiske is a new dad,
too. His son, David Elonzo Fiske,
arrived last November. By the time
this article reaches your mailbox,
Maurice Wainer, still at Snipper,
Wainer & Markoff in Century City,
will have had his second child. (And
who knows how many others will
have been conceived, birthed, and
passed their drivers test by the time
this column sees the light of day).
BORING,
BUT
IMPRESSIVE,
WORK STUFF: Gary Ross is still
making employment news, recently
settling a cancer discrimination lawsuit for $1.8 million after a 12-0 jury
verdict in his favor was delivered
(but before the punitive damage
phase). (By the way, nice photo in the
paper, Smiley). Bob McKennon has
been on the rubber chicken circuit
again, co-chairing a February 2000
conference in San Diego on
Litigating Disability Insurance
Claims, and speaking at a March
2000 conference in San Francisco on
Litigating Insurance Bad Faith
Claims. WHERE ARE THEY?:
According to irrefutable source Pam
Koslyn, John aka “Juan” Holmes and
Rick De La Mora are still happy after
all these years at Barger & Wolen
(along with Bob McKennon). (They
got in touch with one another,
thanks to the Class of ‘85 Useful
Directory). Laura Kenney is still up
in San Rafael assisting a Contra
Costa County judge mete out justice.
Lori Levin-Borcover is happy working insurance defense for State Farm
Mutual Automobile Insurance Co.
Andrew Turner is still cruising at
Lagerlof, Senecal et al in Pasadena.
Deborah Klein is still entertaining at
Bloom, Etc. & Klein on Rodeo Drive.
Louis Raymond, I discovered, is now
finding new condos for Mickey
Mouse, or something, doing leasing
and real estate work at The Walt
Disney Company. YOUR SCRIBE: I
continue to litigate, mediate (yes,
you can hire me), try cases when
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absolutely necessary (a two-month
insurance bad faith case I tried in
1999 may make some interesting
news in 2000), teach at the Law
School, write silly articles (not
unlike this one), coach adolescents,
play a little hoop, and collapse from
exhaustion. See you all at the 15 year
reunion?
Mike Young
Class Reporter
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This is the latest installment of the
happenings of some of your fellow
classmates. Please feel free to e-mail,
write or call me with any news you
would like to share. I can be reached
at jrrobertson@altavista.com or Jon
R. Robertson, Gelber, Darling &
Robertson, 600 Anton Blvd., Suite
1600, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, (714)
9795769. Thanks for your help.
Eileen Lyon is pleased to announce
that she and her husband had another
baby girl in spring, 1999. Lucia
(“Lucy”) Corinne is a sweet, fat and
happy baby! Cute, too. Her proud big
sister, Audrey, is quickly approaching
three years old. Steve Katz is
Of Counsel at Seyfarth, Shaw,
Fairweather & Geraldson in Los
Angeles, where he specializes in
appellate practice. Steve and his wife,
Adina, have been married for fifteen
years. They have two daughters (11
and 6), neither of whom wants to be a
lawyer. Jim Bianco shares two significant milestones of last year: (1) His
wife, Lisa Mead (Class of ‘89), and he
had a baby boy, their first child,
Michael Mead Bianco, on 9/20/99. (2)
Jim celebrated five years of having his
own criminal defense practice. Jim
notes that the former is, obviously,
far more important to him, but the
latter may be more important to
mention in the magazine, so he can
continue to expand his practice and
feed his hungry kid. Vince Gonzales

turned down an offer to remain an
inhouse attorney with ARCO after
its merger with BPAmoco. Instead, he
accepted another inhouse attorney
position with Sempra Energy, effective January, 2000. Vince will be
operating out of two offices (LA and
San Diego) and will be focusing on
both environmental law and ecommerce law. Vince and his wife, Libby
Frolichman, celebrated their seventh
wedding anniversary as they moved
out of LA County and into a bigger
house in Orange County. Their son,
Seth, is almost three and is growing
into a very outgoing, friendly and
articulate young boy. Maryann Link
Goodkind reports that the move she
made from Musick, Peeler & Garrett
to Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P. has
been a wonderful change. She is still
practicing public finance law as a
municipal bond attorney. Maryann,
her husband Larry, sons David (7) and
Douglas (5), and daughter, Alexandra
(20 mos.), have moved to Yorba
Linda. She comments that it makes
for a challenging commute but her
reduced schedule gives her some
time to be just mom.
Jon Robertson
Class Reporter
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As Class Reporter, I thought you
might like to learn of two classmates
who left LA and the practice of law.
As many of you know, Shelley Carder
and John Ackell moved to the East
Coast a number of years ago. What
you may not know is how it all came
about and what they’re up to now.
After practicing law for three years in
our nation’s capital, John decided to
leave the law and venture into the
flower business, of all things. He
traveled up the East Coast to the Big
Apple, where he started his own
wholesale company that supplies
fresh-cut flowers to gourmet grocery
USC LAW • SPRING 2000

stores in Manhattan and on Long
Island. Currently, John has 25
employees and his company services
nine stores. After practicing law for
ten years in San Diego, Shelley
moved to New York City to be with
John. Although she obtained her
license to practice law in New York,
John quickly persuaded her to join
him in the flower business. Together,
they started a retail venture,
“Dahlia,” with two locations inside
of the newly refurbished Grand
Central Station. In 1998, they also
welcomed their son, Carder Joseph
Ackell, into the family. John’s daughter, Ryan, loves being a big sister and
teaches her younger brother all about
flowers. Soon enough, the whole
family will be working in the flower
business! If you’re Back East, Shelley
and John encourage you to visit them
in one of their stores. Frank V.
Zerunyan, Esq. was recently
appointed to the planning commission of the city of Rolling Hills
Estates, California, for a four-year
term. The commission’s primary
tasks are to field all requests for city
improvements and to oversee the
physical development of the city.
Frank is a member of the law firm of
Sulmeyer, Kupetz, Baumann &
Rothman in Los Angeles. He specializes in business and real estate litigation, with sub-specialties in leasing,
secured transactions and workouts.
Frank is admitted to practice before
all courts in the state of California,
United States District Court,
Central District of California,
United States Court of International
Trade and the District of Columbia.
A Judge Pro Tempore, he is assigned
to the Real Estate Division of the Los
Angeles Municipal Court. I still
would like to hear about recent
developments in your life. I can then
pass it on to our classmates in an
upcoming edition. Please contact me
through the Law School or e-mail at:
dmichaelson@counsel.co.la.ca.us.
David Michaelson
Class Reporter
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Reunion
Enjoying the Class of ’89 reunion in Town
and Gown are (l-r) Laurie Aitkin, Darren
Aitken, Michael Okada, and Larry Helfman

Class of ’89 reunion
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Dear Classmates: Merry Millennium.
So glad that’s over and we can move
on to important matters like this
class report. TOP FIVE THINGS
LEARNED SINCE LAW SCHOOL:
The pulp of an aloe vera leaf cures
diaper rash; law is a business not a
profession; your opponent in civil litigation is. . . the judge; nothing outweighs the interests of your client;
litigation is a rich person’s game.
Paul Cliff. Don’t take anything in life
too seriously; law school grades
really matter (still!); keep perspective
in your work; don’t let “life” pass you
by. . . ; all you need is love. Delia
Swan. Student loans are forever!; my
recall
of
the
Rule
Against
Perpetuities has a short half-life; Tort
law is aptly named; UCLA doesn’t
measure up to USC; I went to school
with some very smart people. [And
the rest, no doubt, still smarter than
UCLA.] Paul Kevin Wood. It’s (generally) better to be a client. Bruce
Lathrop. Having worked a lot of long
hours lately, Allison (Malin) Kern

was reminded that “we should work
to live and not live to work.”
FAMOUS FACULTY QUOTES:
“You’re WRONG!” Prof. Slawson, as
remembered
by
Delia
Swan.
“Everyone is trying to make (or save)
a buck.” Prof. Scruggs, as remembered by Bruce Lathrop. “Plaintiffs
are sometimes wrong.” Dean Wiley,
as recalled by Paul Kevin Wood. “If
you knew math, you wouldn’t be in
law school.” Prof. Whitebread, as
remembered by Kate Nuding. (Kate
reported that she is currently working on a degree in mathematics in her
spare time, while tutoring math at a
local community college to keep her
calculus and linear algebra skills
sharp.) “Despite what you may have
seen on Perry Mason, once you have
a witness on the stand, you should
avoid asking any surprise questions;
if you do, you must be prepared for a
surprise answer that you won’t like.”
Dean Wiley discussing the case of the
bitten ear, as remembered by Molly
Hansen. WHAT’S NEW?: Bruce
Lathrop
moved
to
Bradbury,
California in time for him and
Justine to welcome their first daughter, Lindsay. Their new house came
with a cat, Yoda. [We wonder, was
the cat listed on the MLS?] Paul Cliff
reports he has a new wife and two
new boys. Amy (Del Pero) Hoff
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reported that she and Sherry
(Dupont) Maxwell were both nine
months pregnant and due in midDecember. Steve Pfahler joined the
ranks of proud parents with the birth
of Alexandra, who he proclaims, “is
the joy of my life.” Ready to be a
client, as Bruce Lathrop suggests?
Here are some alum/partners you
might want to look up. If in
Riverside, look up Paul Cliff, who is
a partner at Loeb, Cliff and Roth. If
you need help with an entertainment
issue or business litigation matter on
the Westside, you may want to call
Doug Emhoff, who made partner at
Belin Rawlings & Badal as of 1/1/00.
If your needs are in the Bay Area,
John Orr is now a partner in the San
Francisco office of Arter & Hadden,
practicing in the areas of director and
officer liability and professional liability. Kate Nuding is living in
Albany, NY, where (in addition to
working on a math degree) she is
working as an attorney with the
Insurance Department of New York.
Kate was delighted to see USC
ranked #1, but without any Bruins to
tease. . . Allison (Malin) Kern emailed in her new statistics:
“Married almost 2.5 years to Mr.
Kern and happily raising a Golden
Retriever named Charity (age 2).”
Allison is practicing commercial real
estate at Allen Matkins. Peter
Zilgalvis sent a quick e-mail about a
new house in Plobsheim, France.
[Peter, is this newer than the new
house in Strasbourg that we reported
six months ago? If so, does this house
have a canoe too?] Peter’s new e-mail
address: peteris.zilgalvis@coe.int.
OTHER CLASSMATES ASSUMING
POSITIONS OF GREAT WEALTH
AND POWER: Delia Swan celebrated the second anniversary of her
company, Swan Legal Search, with
her husband, two daughters,
Rottweiler, turtle, three chickens
and two cats. Paul Kevin Wood notes
he is happy to be doing a lot of appellate work these days and that he has
a new Australian Cattle Dog named
Harley. [Does Harley help herd plain-
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tiffs?] And, have you seen Cynthia
Garrett lately? Cynthia has hosted a
number of episodes of NBC’s Later
Show, and sat front and center with
Lenny Kravitz at the 27th Annual
American Music Awards. [Hmmm,
do you think Cynthia had thoughts
of the Law School as she drove past
on her way to Shrine Auditorium?]
Last, but certainly not least, Rob
Skinner was invited by Dean Bice
himself to join the Board of
Councilors at the Law School, where
he will be involved in shaping the
academic and public interest programs offered. Anyone who would
like to catch-up or discuss the direction of the Law School for the next
1000 years can reach Rob at (805)
962-2121.
Respectfully yours,
Mary Ann Soden
(masoden@earthlink.net) and
Molly Hansen
(mhansen@d2.com)
Class Reporters
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It is a New Year! A new millennium!
A new start! and drat! A new column
due. Here then, is what I have heard
from all of you in early ’00 . . . Jeff
Schneider reports in — he is now
working in “business affairs” at
Paramount Pictures TV and parenthetically reports he negotiates contracts for TV actors, directors, writers
and producers. . .He now has two
daughters, Sydney, 4, and Nicole, 1.
Sydney is following in her dad’s footsteps — she has been reading for nine
months and is beginning to write
(whew!). Jeff also reports that Mike
Zwick is about to have his third child
and that Gary Gradinger is head of
business affairs at ATG, which is
Michael Ovitz’s new TV production
company (Ok, everybody, form a dis-

creet line with your scripts!). Jeff also
wants us to know he is selling TV
shows to networks and is structuring
writer and producer deals for “the
new millennium.” (Ok, second line
starts here!) Good hearing from you,
Jeff! Allison (Dolgas) Cato (she married Chris Cato, remember?) wants to
know where Brian Wilson is -- Brian,
you will recall, started out with us
but graduated in ’92 with a JD and
MBA. Anyone out there in touch
with Brian? Peter Gutierrez, who,
like me, now lives in lovely Long
Beach, California, reports that he is
now a senior deputy counsel for Los
Angeles County, practicing land use
and environmental law. He and his
wife now have four-year-old Julia and
are expecting a second child in May.
He says he has seen the missing-inaction David Kendig — on the opposite end of the counsel table. He and
David, who has his own Orange
County firm, Kendig and Alpert, are
on opposite sides in a land use case.
Another recent transplant to Long
Beach, California is Angela Ball. She
and husband Doug Eng recently had
their first child. Corrine Freeman
reports that her firm, Lyon & Lyon,
recently moved to Irvine, so she has
to make an extra long 6 mile commute from home to office (smart
aleck!). She and husband Steve
recently had their third child, Julia,
born October 30th (congrats,
Corrine!). Older brothers are Andrew,
now five, and Kevin, two. She reports
running into Paul Singarella with his
two “adorable kids” at church and
soccer. Corrine has been involved in
the Maglica v. Maglica palimony/
contract dispute, which she describes
as a “pretty big (and interesting)
change for a patent/ trademark
lawyer.” Greg Burnight checks in
with the news that he and wife
Shannon are expecting their first
child any day now. He also wants us
to know that he saw classmates
David Rosen, with wife Joanne, and
Carrie Buchanan Elliot (any word on
what they’re up to, Greg?). Oh, yes,
and Greg wants us to know this
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sighting was on the occasion of the
Cal v. UCLA football game when
Amy Bears whipped the lowly
Bruins. That’s our Greg! Greg
McCambridge wants us to know he
is still a felony trial attorney with the
public defender’s office and just finished supervising the juvenile office
in Compton. He and wife Lesley are
expecting their first child any day
now. He reports seeing Philip Cohen
in court often and Ray Bilbeaux III
stays with him whenever he is in
town. Greg also has a wish for ’00:
“Would love to play basketball with
all the fellows.” Ok, guys, just let us
know where and when, and you may
have yourselves quite an audience.
Lili Shaver Duquette reports in from
London to tell us she is in her second
year of the LLM program at the
London School of Economics. She
has a two-year-old son and should be
sending out birth announcements
any day now for her second baby,
who was due in December. Amie
Thompson Jacoby checks in with us
from Hawaii — nice hearing from
you, Amie! She writes that she’s gone
from the public defender’s office to
corporation counsel as an attorney
for Maui County, and back to the
Legal Aid Society of Maui in the
years since we’ve left law school. She
reports she is married to “an awesome guy and outstanding photojournalist,” Andrew Jacoby. She and her
husband have a baby boy, James
Andrew Yasuzo Jacoby — the Yasuzo
is in honor of Amie’s Japanese grandfather. Turns out baby James, and
both Amie’s grandfather and mother,
were all born December 28th. Amie
also reports hearing from Eric Sacks,
who is now a prosecutor, new husband to wife Marisa, and new homeowner in Manoa Valley, Ohau,
Hawaii. Amie’s millennium resolution? “To get a full night’s sleep!”
Todd Bloomfield writes that his 9 to
5 role “is not 9 to 5.” He and his wife
are expecting a daughter in February
(congrats, Todd!). Rich Kasper reports
that he quit the big law firm and private practice last February, and is
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now vice president for professional
services at the Arizona Community
Foundation. “Should have done this a
long time ago. Life is good again,” he
writes. Rich says half his job doesn’t
involve the law anymore, and part of
his job is development officer for the
foundation, which he compares with
the law as, “way more fun!” (hum. . .)
Rich also announces he will marry
Julia Rosen in April and become a
stepdaddy to her four-year-old daughter, Camilla (Congrats, Rich!) He and
Julia are selling his little house in
downtown Phoenix and are building
a home in Tempe. Finally, Rich
reports that he received the Sy Clark
Young Leadership Award from the
Jewish Federation of Greater
Phoenix, last October (way cool!).
Ellen Lange Gams checks in (nice
hearing from you, Ellen!) — from
Thousand Oaks, California. She is
enjoying her position as association
general counsel at Amgen, working
in the areas of corporate and securities law, licensing and M & A (an
acronym which is lost on me, sorry).
Ellen reports she also works with
two USC law grads, Scott Foraker,
Class of ‘86, and Gadi Naron, Class
of ‘93, and that her husband, Lance
Gams, is also USC Law Class of ‘86.
She and her husband had their first
child, Ava, in March. She also notes
that Shari Silverman is rising within
the Los Angeles district attorney’s
office and that Shari recently married. (How about telling Shari to give
us more details, Ellen?) Pam
Whitesides (nice hearing from you,
Pam!) checks in from Newport
Beach, California. She wants us to
know she will be leaving for up to a
year in June, 2000 to take a leisurely
sailing trip with husband Tom Allen
to Alaska. She also reports that
Diane Desfor Stalder made partner at
Pam’s firm, Scott & Whitehead. Her
millennium resolution? “To enjoy
the here and now!!” Amen, to that,
Pam! Bill Scarff writes he is moving
to Irvine so his commute will go
down from 50 to 15 minutes (I am so
jealous!). He also writes cryptically

that he has seen and visited with
other classmates, but “let’s just leave
it at that” (makes you want to go,
hum . . . .). His millennium resolution? “To set the time on my VCR
and find the remote control my twoyear-old hid.” Oh, Bill poses an interesting question, “How about an email directory?” I’m up for it — most
of you send your e-mail addresses
along, anyway. Let me know if you
do not want classmates to have your
e-mail address. Any volunteers to
beat the bushes for e-mail addresses
for missing-in-action classmates?
Terrie Goldade writes that she is
back at the California State Bar —
you will recall ex-Governor Wilson
failed to sign the needed fee bill,
thereby plummeting the state bar
into fiscal shortfalls. Terrie was on an
eight month hiatus as a result. She
wants us to know that she has been
prosecuting Skip Miller for contacting a juror during a trial, and her
work has been written up in both the
Daily Journal and the Los Angeles
Times. Terrie also bumped into Sam
Tolwin at a legal writing seminar. (If
anyone else runs into Sam, ask him
to write in and tell us what he’s been
up to!). Robin Dal Soglio reports she
made partner at Latham & Watkins
(congrats, Robin!) She and her husband are expecting their third child
any day now. She also reports seeing
Karen Yazmajian in New York when
Robin visited there last fall. As for
me, I hit a milestone this past year,
and that reminded me to tell you
how touched I was that you share
your lives with me and all of us. My
new millennium resolution? To be so
balanced I can do some of my yoga
poses without embarrassing myself,
as so often happens now. Oh, yeah,
and to drop a waist size, but as Bill
Scarff says, “Let’s just leave it at
that.”
Terri Villa-McDowell
Class Reporter
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WE WISH YOU WELL: As some of
you know, Brenda Nelson continues
her fight against cancer. She has progressed enough to remain in experimental treatment and the cancer has
not spread. She must still travel for
continued treatment and needs our
support. Any donations should be
sent to: Nelson Family Support
Fund, c/o Richard Benton, 3191
South 3300 East, Suite 250, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84109. For more information, please call: (888) 785-3967.
NEW ARRIVALS: A number of our
classmates have had children over
the past year. They include, among
others, Michelle Bauman (son,
Alexander Daniel Bauman), Lisa
Stein (daughter, Natalie Carol Stein),
Elisabeth (Evans) Snyder (son, Evan
Daniel Snyder), Luis Uriarte (daughter, Alessandra Uriate) and Everett
Delano (daughter, Isabell Delano).
DOING GOOD: Catherine Ysrael is
a deputy attorney general with the
California Department of Justice. Lia
Martin Carter is a deputy district
attorney in Los Angeles. Audry Rohn
is a deputy district attorney in Santa
Barbara. John Berglund is a deputy
district attorney in Shasta County.
MOVING ON UP: Our class also has
a growing list of law firm partners,
which include Jill Bronfman (Beck &
Ackerman — San Francisco), Lei Lei
Wang Ekvall (Albert, Weiland &
Golden LLP — Costa Mesa) and Kurt
Vote (McCormick, Barstow et al. —
Fresno). And Arnold Woo became a
partner of Hill, Farrer & Burrill LLP
in Los Angeles, where he practices
business litigation. SETTING UP
SHOP: John Antoni set up his own
practice, Roseman & Antoni LLP, in
Westwood. Mark Campbell cofounded Haberbush & Campbell LLP
in Long Beach. Mark Lewis is a sole
practitioner in Irvine — the Law
Office of Mark Eric Lewis. MOVIN’
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ON: Steven Winters moved his intellectual property practice to Graham
& James/Riddell Williams in Seattle.
Rob Odson now works for Dewey
Ballantine LLP in Los Angeles. WHY
PRACTICE LAW? Brian Chew is the
CEO of a chain of retail game and
entertainment stores called “Neutral
Ground.” Catherine Herrera-Sindel
started a consulting/research/transaction service in Mexico City. Rafi
Efrat has received a two year teaching fellowship at Stanford Law
School.
Rob Odson
Class Reporter
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Curious about what our fellow classmates did in their final months of
the 20th century? SOME MADE
PARTNER: Elizabeth Feffer is one of
Burke, Williams & Sorensen’s
newest partners. Robert Finlay
became a named partner with Miles,
Wright, Finlay & Zak, which specializes in real estate litigation. Rob was
also married on April 3, 1999, to
Mary Grace, a lawyer as well.
Matthew Smith was made a partner
in the Los Angeles office of Crosby,
Heafey, Roach & May, where he specializes in employment litigation
and counseling and business litigation. OTHERS HAD CAREER
CHANGES:
Steve
Giedzinski
switched sides once again and is now
working for the public defender’s
office. Dave Kuiper returned to the
Costa Mesa office of Latham &
Watkins in September, after serving
two years as the general counsel for
MaterniCare, a physician practice
management group focused on
providers of women’s health care,
and six months with Diablo
Management Group as a consultant
to start-up companies and compa-

nies needing turn-around assistance.
Dave’s practice at Latham focuses on
the corporate, merger and acquisition, and licensing needs of healthcare, technology, and internet
clients. Dave also reports that Eric
Gaynor left Latham & Watkins and
went in-house with I AM.com, an
internet company focused on the
entertainment industry. Gullu Singh
left O’Melveny & Myers’ Newport
office in March of 1999 to form his
own real estate transactional law
practice in Century City. Todd
Valdes is now with Yukevich &
Sonnett, a products liability defense
firm. Most dramatically, at the very
end of the month, year, decade, century, and millennium, Laine
Wagenseller said goodbye to Crosby,
Heafey, Roach & May and hello to a
career in real estate development,
with a backpacking trip for five
weeks through Australia and Fiji in
between. MANY HAD BABIES:
Beverly Johnson Carll sent me a picture of her beautiful baby girl, Julia
Marie, born on November 8, 1999,
weighing 7 pounds, 13 ounces, and
measuring 20 inches. Besides the
new baby, last spring, Beverly left the
U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission and is now with
Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison in
Orange County. According to a reliable source, Jill Ruben Franco had a
baby, Katherine, this past spring.
Steven Gal and his wife, Lisa, are
excited about the arrival of Charles
Andrew Gal born on October 14,
1999, weighing in at 10 pounds, 14
ounces. Keith Newburry informed
me that Ellen (Zieve) Rosen delivered her second child.
Sheryl
Silverstein, husband Danny, and
daughter Madeleine have a new addition to their family — Andrew Jonas
was born on September 30, 1999.
Jennifer Wright had a baby girl, Maia
Patricia Tucker, weighing 9 pounds,
8 ounces and measuring 22.5 inches
at birth. Jennifer plans to return to
the employment department of
Davis Wright and Tremaine in
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Seattle in February. ONE GOT
MARRIED, AND ONE GOT
ENGAGED: Don Rory was married
on September 26, 1998 to Lemise
Eljumaily in Glen Ellen, California.
They live in Oakland and are trying
to buy a house. Don is the legal and
contracts department for Korve
Engineering, a mid-size engineering
firm that specializes in transportation and rail work, including the traffic engineering for the Staples Arena
in downtown Los Angeles. Marla
Smith became engaged to Brandon
Chabner (who was so gracious to let
me camp out in his apartment when
I first moved to Houston, Texas for
my clerkship while he and Marla
traveled through Europe). The wedding is set for September 2, 2000.
ONE HAS A SIDE BUSINESS: Lisa
Hatton and her husband, Mark, have
realtor licenses and a real estate business with its own website. The business primarily helps friends and family negotiate contracts and escrow
terms. They hope to expand the business when they find more time.
AND SOME KEPT UP THE GOOD
WORK: Joe Chi is still busy at
Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison, representing ARTISTdirect in their initial
public offering. However, he did find
time to go to Hawaii with his wife in
the beginning of December, where
they got in some scuba diving off
Molokina and Lanai and golfing at
the Plantation course in Maui. Andy
Douglas was elected by his fellow
associates as the Los Angeles, Palo
Alto, and Nashville associate liaison
to the management committee at
Manatt, Phelps & Phillips. My big
news is that Mitchell and I bought a
house in an area that the seller’s
agent called Westwood/Rancho Park
on the westside of Los Angeles. We
are doing some remodeling work and
hope to move in by spring. If you are
planning to be in the area, you are
welcome to come visit. Just e-mail
me first at Diane.Gross@EEOC.gov
to make sure I’m home. Even if the
westside of Los Angeles is not in
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your travel plans, please e-mail me
anyway so I can hear what you are up
to and share the news with your law
school classmates. Wishing you a
healthy, happy, and prosperous new
millennium.
Diane Arkow Gross
Class Reporter
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Reunion
I hope that each of you enjoyed the
holidays and prosper in the new millenium! The Class of 1994 celebrated
its Fifth Year Reunion on Saturday,
November 13, 1999, at the Barefoot
Cafe. We had a terrific turnout of fun

Michael Ludwig, Wendy Loo, Dawn
Harrison, Teresa Mack, and Stevie Pyon

folks and enjoyed some fabulous
food. We also received a booklet with
copies of the completed questionnaires that were sent out prior to the
event. Hilarious, and it’s great to
know everyone is doing so well.
Attendees at the party included:
Debbie Babb, Darren Bigby, Adam
Calisoff, Leigh Combs, Robert and
Cammy Dupont, Thomas Dupuis,
Lorin Engquist, Justin Feffer, Edward
Fenno, Adam Glick, Karen Grant,
Shenne Hahn, Dawyn Harrison,
Lorna Hennington, Vince Herron,
Curtis Holdsworth, Carl Katz, Anne
La Place, Wendy Loo, Mike Ludwig,
Teresa Mack, Thomas Morell,
Elizabeth Murphy, David Masutani,
Jenny Park, Alex Perez, Stevie Pyon,
Paul Rahimian, Karen Robicheau,
Ted Russell, Lila Rogers, Mark
Shpall, Dana Treister, Daron Watts,
and Kevin Wechter. Thank you to
the reunion committee, April

The reunion at the Barefoot Cafe brought
friends (l-r) Adam Glick, Kevin Wechter,
and Thomas Dupuis together again

Class of ’94 reunion
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Gallegos, and Barbara Toney for organizing the event. If you didn’t attend,
you truly missed out! IN THE LAW:
Mark Shpall is practicing medical
malpractice litigation at a plaintiff’s
firm. Owen Gross is now with Kulik,
Gottesman & Mouton, doing real
estate transactional work. Alex Perez
is a sole practitioner in the areas of
criminal law and business litigation.
Dawyn Harrison left the life of a sole
practioner and joined the Office of
the County Counsel in August 1999
as a deputy county counsel. Wendy
Loo (who had a wonderful time at
our reunion) is now with the law
firm of Marshack, Shulman, Hodges
& Friedman in Irvine, and is still
practicing in the area of bankruptcy.
Lara Pouratian Emouna continues to
work at Gleich, Siegel & Farkas in
Great Neck, New York, in the areas
of real estate and general business
litigation. Neal Rubin is an assistant
United States attorney in the
Northern District of California. Lila
Rogers continues to practice real
estate transactional law at Disney.
Jonathan Lai is practicing law at
Watanabe, Ing & Kawashima in
beautiful Honolulu. ALTERNATIVE
CAREERS: Richard Rosenblatt is
now senior vice president of EBusiness Services of Excite@Home.
John Slusher is working for Nike,
Inc. with various professional sports
leagues in New York City. Eric
Claeys is the Bigelow Teaching
Fellow and Lecturer in Law at the
University of Chicago Law School,
and is truly enjoying legal academia
and his students. Angela Woo is now
with Scientific-Atlanta, Inc. in
Georgia. Alex Perez (who loved the
reunion) drafts wills and obtains government benefits for senior citizens
who are members of his church in
his spare time (what a saint!). John
Pomeranz continues to travel the
country explaining the rules governing
lobbying
and
other
advocacy by non-profit organizations.
CONGRATULATIONS:
Richard Rosenblatt and his wife,
Lisa, are parents to Dillon, who is
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two, and the family is expecting
another child, son Chase, in February
2000. Mark Shpall and his wife,
Tammy, are now the proud parents of
two — Sophie was born in May 1999
and joins big brother Samuel, now
almost four. Russell Vaughn Gill and
his wife, Antionette, are also proud
folks of Lauryn, who was born in
August 1999. Owen Gross and wife
Sheri’s family is comprised of
Kendall, six, and August, who is two.
At the reunion, Adam Glick showed
off lovely pictures of his wife Lisa and
daughter Zoe, two. Leigh Combs
recently bought a new house, a new
car, got engaged and joined a webbased educational compliance company. Mark Finkelstein and his wife,
Laura, are expecting their first child
in February 2000. Hilarious Lorin
Engquist’s identical twin brother and
his wife are expecting twins in April
2000, and Lorin is complaining he’s
not ready to be an uncle yet (relax,
Lorin!). The wedding dress that
“Lindsey” purchased on the ABC
show, The Practice, was purchased
from the bridal salon Lorin and his
wife own: The Bridal Suite.
Congratulations to John Pomeranz,
who recently bought a home in
Arlington, Virginia. John Slusher and
Christine Carr are married and living
in New York City. Their daughter,
Samantha, recently turned one year
old. Christine is currently spending
time at home with Samantha and
exploring the city. Congratulations to
Ron Thommarson and his wife,
Shawn, on the birth of their first
child, Braden, who was born in
October 1999. Jonathan Lai and his
wife, Alva Ann, had their third child,
Jonah, in December 1999, who joins
sisters Jasmine and Aubree Ann. Carl
Katz (who had a great time at the
reunion) is living in Virginia, but
recently traveled to the kingdom of
Tonga, met the prince, and helped
judge the Miss South Pacific Beauty
Pagent. Alex Perez traveled to Madrid
in February 1999 with Jenny Park
and Mark Mitchell (Class of 1992).
Alex also went to Buenos Aires and

plans to go to Rio de Janeiro for
Carnival 2000. David Tamman
reports that he bumped into Chris
DiMauro in the lobby of his building
and Chris was wearing an “awfullooking tie” (oh, no!). David also
recently returned from a two-week
trip to London. Lara Pouratian
Emouna and her husband, Ramin,
only missed the reunion because they
were in Israel. And, where were the
rest of you?
Lorna D. Hennington
Class Reporter
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A Toast to the Lucky Couple— Helping to celebrate the Kelly-Glickman partnership are
(standing l-r) Coby and Allyson Sonenshine ’96, with Class of ’95 colleagues Jeff
Thomas, Kevin Mabrey, Michelle (Gomez) Herzog, Wayne Kazan, and Michele Barber.
Seated are Tara Kelly ‘95, and Adam Glickman

Greetings! Here we go, in no particular order: Richard Briones-Colman
wins the prize for most hysterical
entry ever — I wish I could reprint
the entire attached essay, but it
begins: “Why I Commute 33 Miles
Daily By Bicycle With Two Tots In A
Trailer. Some say it’s not possible.
But it is. I commute 33 miles a day
with two tots in tow. Tot A,
Benjamin, is four years old; Tot B,
Abram Gabriel, is fifteen months
old. (Born September 10, 1998. Good
boy.) Others say I am insane. But I
insist I am not insane. (‘Insists’ he’s
not insane; always a bad sign).” And
on it goes — apparently he seriously
pulls a 100 pound trailer four hours
per day (!) to and fro’ his tots’ day
care near his office (he’s a public
defender) in Albuquerque. The scary
part is that his essay rather convincingly makes that seem like a reasonable thing to do. Another adventuresome classmate, Kendall Baillie,
married Dean Jennings on October
19, 1999 and is now living in Las
Vegas (but that’s not why she’s
adventurous, read on). She’s pursuing
her commercial pilot’s license, and
bought a Helio Courier Airplane!

Apparently in search of more thrills,
Kendall has taken and passed four
bar exams (CA, OR, MT, NV), and
given that she’s planning a move to
Alaska this year, may be going for
five. “Brave” also would describe
Allyson Weisberg, who ventured to
South Beach to celebrate the New
Year with Wayne Kazan, Steve Blevit
and Kevin Mabrey. (See, Wayne,
even if you don’t write in, I can still
pick on you!) Allyson is still at
Metro-Goldywn-Mayer.
Tracy
(Kronowitz) Falkowitz moved with
her husband, Steve, to Tampa and
joined a “wonderful” firm where
she’s doing medical malpractice
defense. Also doing medical (and
dental)
malpractice,
Kimberly
Oughton is at Bonne, Bridges,
Mueller, O’Keefe & Nichols. She celebrated New Year’s in Las Vegas. Jill
Franklin celebrated the New Year
with her boyfriend, Eric, who sells
life insurance in case any of you
need some, and has recently taken
up yoga, which she loves. Pamela
Jean (Richardson) Silk was married
to Eric Michael Silk on August 15,
1999, followed up by a honeymoon
to the Ritz-Carlton in Maui. Eric is a
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financial planner for Northwestern
Mutual Life. Pamela is still practicing at Quinlivan & Kaniewski in
Newport Beach, doing civil defense
litigation and business transactions;
she also does pro bono work with
women at domestic violence clinics.
Eric Maman and his wife, Rishelle,
are expecting their first child in
June, and took a 12 day trip to Tahiti
over the holidays to celebrate preparenthood. Eric is now General
Counsel of Century Pacific Equity
Corp., a real estate development and
management company, where he’s
enjoying life without billable hours.
Reid Breitman’s wife, Julia, gave
birth to Ashley Eleanor Breitman on
March 31st, 1999; Julia left her law
practice to be a mom and Reid is still
at Kaye, Scholer, which he’s enjoying. Between work and family, he
said 1999 was a “lucky” year!
Expecting baby number two, Jenny
(Scott) Larson is working at home in
Evanston, Illinois as a technical
recruiter for an IT consulting firm,
Bluestone Consulting, in order to
spend more time with 2-year-old
son, Ethan (an apparent child
prodigy, Ethan has his own web page

at www.ethanlarson.com)! Jenny
said she lives vicariously through
Willi Chang’s travels — she just got
a postcard from Willi from Nepal.
Andrea Ross and her husband, Colin
Campbell, welcomed baby Hayden
Ross Campbell into the world on
May 28, 1999. Andrea reports that
Chris Smith married Michael Juarez
on October 2, 1999, and opened a
law practice with him in West
Branch, Michigan. John Peterson is
apparently still at his own firm, Bate
& Peterson, but didn’t say much
else. Jennifer (Wells) and Hawk
Barry were still in San Diego as of
early 1999 (since I missed the last
column, I’m finally including them
here!). Jennifer switched over to
Hillyer & Irwin to do transactional
work, and Hawk’s firm merged with
another and is now called Ross
Dixon & Bell. Also awhile ago, Erin
Nordby reported that she is now a
D.A. for the County of Santa Clara.
Kyhm Penfil and her cohorts at Irell
& Manella won a major defense verdict (11-1) for a client after almost a
year in court and two lengthy jury
trials (the first jury hung) -- plaintiff
was seeking roughly $200 million!
She then celebrated with a threeweek trip to the South of Spain. On
the flip side, Mike McLachlan just
won his first million dollar verdict,
which he reports was “fun,” or at
least more so than he usually finds
the practice of law. Writing from
back East, Charles Inkeles is finishing up his MBA at Yale; he’s planning to move to New York City this
summer to work for ING Barings in
investment banking. Robert LaffoonVillegas is now program manager for
Laurel Consulting Group, which primarily serves federal contractors and
non-profits. And last but not least,
Jimmy Nguyen bought a new house
in the Melrose area which he says is
“small but just waiting to be made
really cute!” Jimmy’s still building
Foley & Lardner’s entertainment
practice, and in the meantime has
done some federal white collar crime
work. As for me, after almost 13
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On the Honor Roll . . .
RAY KURTZMAN ‘53, WHO WORKS AS AN EXECUTIVE AT THE
CREATIVE ARTISTS AGENCY, WAS HONORED BY THE LEGAL
SERVICES DIVISION OF THE JEWISH FEDERATION. THE AWARD
WAS PRESENTED AT THEIR ANNUAL DINNER ON MARCH 14,
2000.
GREGORY R. MUÑOZ ‘63, HAS RECENTLY BEEN APPOINTED
SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE IN SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA. HE IS
CURRENTLY HANDLING CRIMINAL CASES. PRIOR TO HIS
APPOINTMENT, HE WAS A PARTNER AT MUÑOZ & SWIFT IN
SANTA ANA SPECIALIZING IN PERSONAL INJURY LITIGATION.
THE HONORABLE CANDACE D. COOPER ‘73, HAS BEEN ELEVATED BY CALIFORNIA GOVERNOR GRAY DAVIS TO THE
CALIFORNIA COURT OF APPEAL FOR THE SECOND APPELLATE
DISTRICT AFTER SERVING FOR NEARLY TWO DECADES ON THE
SUPERIOR COURT.

years together, Adam Glickman and
I finally became a legally recognized
couple on May 29, 1999, in St.
Thomas, USVI (my mom lives there
— it was either the Virgin Islands or
Cleveland). Given our choice of location, we were joined by 65 friends
and family members (and several
thousand attendees of Sinbad’s
annual Caribbean Soul Music
Festival!) for what was truly the best
week of our lives, except maybe for
the week after that which we spent
honeymooning at a friend’s villa in
Casa
de
Campo,
Dominican
Republic. Back in the real world, I’m
still at Paul, Hastings, Janofsky &
Walker LLP doing employment law
& Adam’s still selling condoms.
Hope the rest of you are doing well,
and please write in next time!
Tara Kelly
Class Reporter
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Happy 2000. By now everyone
should have recovered from any Y2K
problems (my report in the last issue
was destroyed by some Y2K glitch,I
swear). I celebrated the New Year in
Maui with C. Scott Chaney, who is
still whispering with the horses at
Santa Anita. I ran into Michelle
(Bedrosian) Froelich and her husband, Ken, at the Ahmanson’s production of Les Miserables. Michelle
is working in accounting at Boston
Consulting Group and has moved to
a new home in South Pasadena.
Michelle also told me Jim Rutten,
who has finished clerking and is now
enjoying firm life, got engaged. More
details in the next issue. Eric
Mueller hung up his fireman boots
and returned to Los Angeles and the

Haight, Brown & Bonesteel firm.
Chris Pisano joined Hart, King &
Coldren in Santa Ana and Christina
Tusan is helping the elderly against
scams at the California Attorney
General’s Office in the Consumer
Law Section. Tara Alpin (Fallon) is
working with Mario (Carlos)
Jaramillo at Bonne, Bridges, Mueller,
O’Keefe & Nichols. As with most of
us, Tara is depressed about student
loans. And Peter Sessions (can anyone not think of Prof. Garet when
you see Peter’s name?) is “litigating
his brain off” at Bannan, Green &
Frank, LLP. Trevor Ingold is apparently clerking in the Compton division of Los Angeles Superior Court,
and he notes that he is waiting to see
if Scott Chaney joins the Army JAG
Corps since his other first year roommates, Craig Harbaugh and Rob Yale
are already serving. Venturing out on
her own, Nancy Conroy hung out her
own shingle, specializing in immigration, and obtained her real estate
license to broker business opportunities to foreigners who wish to qualify
for alien entrepreneur visa permits.
Vahan Yepremyan is still doing his
own thing, with plans of opening an
office in Moscow, Russia. Vahan
adds that he has “others,” but none
are significant yet. Perhaps he will
have “significant other” news to
report next time. Shannon Hunt
transferred back to the Akin, Gump,
Strauss, Hauer & Feld, Los Angeles
office. Mike Vaughn II reports that
in winter 1999 he plans to “move to
Portland, take a job as a prosecutor,
get a bachelor pad, take up abstract
oil painting, and start attending film
school in spare time.” Back on the
East Coast, Sona De is at Fish &
Neave in New York practicing patent
litigation. ON THE NON-WORKING SIDE OF THINGS: LaVonda
Reed finished her clerkship and is
now an associate working in the area
of communications and energy litigation at Paul, Hastings, Janofsky
and Walker. LaVonda married
Franklin Huff last September, after
which she went on a Caribbean hon-
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eymoon. And Nkia Patterson married Damon Richardson in August
1999. Karina Sterman and Joshua
Groode got married October 3, 1999
and planned to honeymoon in Asia.
Karina works with Brian Mulherin at
Jones, Bell, Abbott, Fleming &
Fitzgerald, LLP practicing business
and securities litigation. Richard Lee
found time away from Paul Hastings
to get married last May. Trevor
Ingold, Keith Watanabe and Jesse
Chavez were groomsmen. Richard
honeymooned in Maui. Tiffany Tai
and her husband, Andrew, have settled into the routine of an old married couple and Tiffany seems to
enjoy her job. She reported that her
firm, Bensinger, Grayson, Ritt & Gee
brought the first case in California
under the breastfeeding in public
statute. Dana (Anderson) Childers
and her husband, John, are expecting
their first child in March, so by the
time this is published, John should
be teaching junior to surf. Lauren
Mayo-Abrams, who is still practicing
primarily employment law on her
own, reports that she ran into a fellow graduate looking at rings
for
another
fellow
graduate.
Hmmmmmm, hopefully the secret
will be out by next issue.
Meanwhile, Katherine BlackmonSolis celebrated her first wedding
anniversary and continues to practice in Little Rock, Arkansas with
partner Deenita (Dee Dee) Moak.
Also in the South, Wayne Darrin
Keaton opened his own political consulting firm where he divides his
time between private practice and
politics. Greg Cordrey commutes to
downtown Los Angeles from
Huntington Beach and is enjoying
his new niece, Alexi Marie Cordrey.
Can Ed Weiman’s baby girl, Zoe, be
turning two years old when this is
published? Where has the time gone?
Ed is now at the Chan Law Group LC
specializing in intellectual property
litigation. He is glad to be out of family law. Has anyone seen Diana
Iketani’s Timex print ad? Diana and
her sisters are in the national ad
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On the Honor Roll . . .
JEFFREY H. SMULYAN ‘72, HAS RECEIVED THE 1999
INTERNATIONAL CITIZEN OF THE YEAR AWARD FROM THE
INTERNATIONAL CENTER OF INDIANAPOLIS. MR. SMULYAN
WAS RECOGNIZED AS THE ONLY AMERICAN BROADCASTER TO
BE GIVEN A NATIONAL RADIO LICENSE IN HUNGARY.
COMMISSIONER BOBBI TILLMON ‘77, WAS HONORED ON
OCTOBER 21, 1999 WITH THE 1999 COOPER-SANDOZ AWARD,
AT THE USC ASSOCIATION OF BLACK LAW ALUMNI FOURTH
ANNUAL AWARD RECEPTION.
GLENDA VEASEY ‘81, HAS BEEN APPOINTED LOS ANGELES
SUPERIOR COURT COMMISSIONER FOR THE NORWALK FAMILY
LAW COURT. MS. VEASEY, WHO HAS BEEN IN PRIVATE PRACTICE
AND A LOS ANGELES CITY ATTORNEY, HAS ALSO SERVED AS
PRESIDENT OF BOTH THE BLACK WOMEN LAWYERS’
ASSOCIATION AND LANGSTON BAR ASSOCIATION. IN
OCTOBER, SHE WAS HONORED BY THE USC ASSOCIATION OF
BLACK LAW ALUMNI AT THEIR ANNUAL AWARD RECEPTION.
PETER LEE ‘93, HAS BEEN APPOINTED EXECUTIVE
CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE RIGHTS.

DIRECTOR OF

THE

campaign. She is still an associate at
Morris, Polich & Purdy, LLP.
Another
rising
star,
Sandra
(Williams) McDonough appeared on
Hollywood Squares last October and
won a $4,000 all-expense paid trip to
Prague. No news when she is going.
David Ferreria is doing legal and
business affairs at Epitaph Records.
David’s band, Pushover, released its
debut album in November 1998, so
by now, they should have another
album out. Pushover performs
around Los Angeles, so keep an eye
out. Hope everyone is well. Stay
tuned for the next report!
Julianna Yasinski
Class Reporter

IN MEMORIAM
J. Howard Edgerton ’30
Edwin W. Taylor ‘30
Jack J. Rimel ’35
Leland Nielson ’46
Gerald Gottlieb ’50
Frank Clifford Owen ’50
William A. Tookey ’50
Emmet V. Cavanagh ’52
Arthur Marshall ‘52
David Charness ’59
James C. Johnsen ’60
Andrew J. Di Marco ’65
Margaret Doyle Berk ’71
Sheryl L. Hodges Meshack ‘72
Alan J.`Gurd ’99
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L I F E A N D T H E L AW
BY

RAY R. GOLDIE ’57

A

dmitted as a special student because I didn’t
California Attorney General as a student legal assistant.
have an undergraduate degree, USC Law
Forty-one deputies provided legal services from Fresno
School allowed me to commence in the night
to the Mexican Border. Student legal assistants
school in a four-year and two summers program. As
researched and drafted appellate briefs, but could not
were virtually all first-year students, I was scared, not
sign the briefs or make court appearances until admitted
only by the complexities and
to practice. I flew to San Francisco
demands of the subjects, but also
to be admitted to the bar by the
because I had been out of school for
Supreme Court on Friday. I returned
several years. Although I was elated
to Los Angeles on Monday to go
that my first semester grades were
before the Supreme Court to argue a
high, elation soon turned to panic
death penalty case, the brief for
because I was certain that my apparwhich I had written. It was my first
ent success was a fluke. As a result,
court appearance.
I worked even harder and when the
After a year in the Attorney
second semester ended, convinced
General’s Office, considering my
that I could do it, I petitioned to
education completed, the Law
transfer to the day program as a fullOffices of Goldie & Kaufman
time student, attending summer
opened in San Bernardino in 1958.
school to catch up and graduate
We handled trial matters in many
with my class in three years.
areas of law, starting with my
Law School was
defending an alleged
the richest and most
escapee from a State
rewarding
experiPenitentiary.
The
ence of my life. I
jury trial resulted in
enjoyed good frienda not guilty verdict
Law School was the richest and most
ships and was fuland much press. As
filled through many
a result, we were
rewarding experience of my life. I
achievements. The
soon inundated with
most fulfilling events
criminal matters. I
included when I was
then urged the news
enjoyed good friendships and was fulfilled
president of my legal
reporter to look into
fraternity, a meeting
our civil cases, hopthrough many achievements.
with the presidents
ing that he would
of the other legal
discover something
fraternities, which
newsworthy. We were
resulted in a unanimous resolution that neither race,
not enchanted with criminal law. Our civil practice
creed or sex should be a criteria for membership in a
finally developed, was successful, and continued to grow.
legal fraternity. Also, in a first for the Law School, AssoI retired from the stress of litigation practice in
ciate Justice Roger Trainor accepted my invitation to
December 1986, moved my office to the Palm Springs
speak at a luncheon meeting of members of my fraterarea and concentrated on business entities, transactions,
nity and other guests. Other highlights included my serand estate planning, probate and trust law. For the first
vice as Associated Editor of the Law Review; my
time in about 40 years I took and passed a bar examinaappointment as a teaching assistant, and the agreement
tion for certification as a specialist in estate planning,
to form a partnership with Marcus Kaufman ‘56.
probate and trust law given by the State Bar of CaliforProfessor Richard Wicks had said that when you can
nia Board of Legal Specialization.
appear in any court in the land as easily as getting in and
While I still handle business entities and transacout of your car, you may be a litigator. Since litigation
tions, my emphasis is now on estate planning, probate
was my goal, after graduation, I followed the suggestion
and trust law. It continues to be an exciting, fulfilling,
of Dean Robert Kingsley and joined the Office of the
and interesting life in the law for me.
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T HE

GREATNESS OF A LAW SCHOOL IS IN PART DEPENDENT

ON ITS ABILITY TO

“ BIND

SUCCESSFUL GRADUATES

TO THE SCHOOL BY KEEPING THEM ALIVE TO ITS GROWTH

On The Cover:
Law School students, circa 1914, on the steps
of the Los Angeles County Courthouse, just
north of the Tajo Building at First and Broadway,
home of the Law School from 1911-1925.
In celebrating one hundred years of legal
education, USC Law School pays tribute to
the pivotal role both deans and faculty have
played in its history. As Dean Scott H. Bice
concludes his remarkable twenty-year term,
the entire Law School community expresses
its gratitude for the two decades of growth
and accomplishment, which are his legacy.
To him and his exemplary leadership, this
issue of USC Law is respectfully dedicated.

AND ITS PROBLEMS .
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TO AWAKEN AND DEVELOP.

. .

THE GROWTH OF LEGAL EDUCATION .”

Louis B. Brandeis to Felix Frankfurter – 1922
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I NTELLECTUAL A DVENTURES
 A Century of Faculty Thought 



The Enduring Personal Legacy of

Dean Scott H. Bice



Establishing Legal Clinics in Moldova
r USC Expertise in the Former Soviet Union r

